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1 Introduction 
1. On 10 December 2003, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced in his 2003 Pre-
Budget Report that, in order to combat spirits fraud, the Government planned to legislate 
in the 2004 Finance Bill for  strip (or tax) stamps – that is, a gummed narrow paper label 
affixed over the closure of a bottle of spirits, to indicate that duty has been paid to be put on 
bottles of spirits sold in the UK.1 The Report also stated that the Government would 
consider any new proposals the spirits industry wished to put forward in the coming 
months for “alternative measures which would be as effective in tackling spirits fraud as tax 
stamps”.  The proposal had its origin in the July 2001 Report by John Roques into the 
collection of excise duties. As a result of consultations carried out, the Government decided 
not to proceed with tax stamps at that time and instead to pursue other options.  

2. The Scottish Affairs Committee announced on 11 February 2004 that it would 
undertake an inquiry into the possible consequences for the Scotch whisky industry of such 
an action. The Scotch whisky industry had reacted with dismay to the Chancellor’s 
announcement in his Pre-Budget Report,2 and the Committee received written 
submissions from CBI Scotland,3 the Scottish TUC4  and the Scottish Council for 
Development and Industry5  all opposing the possible introduction of strip stamps. 

3. The Committee held four sessions of oral evidence,6  taking evidence from the Scotch 
Whisky Association,  HM Customs and Excise, the Ardbeg, the Bowmore, the 
Bruichladdich and the Kilchoman Distilleries, the Wine and Spirit Association and Mr 
John Healey MP, Economic Secretary to HM Treasury. In addition, the Committee 
undertook a series of informal visits on Islay, (to the Lagavulin, the Laphroaig, the 
Bunnahabhain, the Bruichladdich and the Bowmore Distilleries), to the Edrington plant in 
Anniesland, the Chivas plant in North Paisley and - as we acknowledge that strip stamps 
would also affect the UK Irish whiskey industry – to the “Old Bushmills” Distillery in 
County Antrim. 

4. The Committee also visited Washington DC, where we met officials from the British 
Embassy, from the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau of the US Treasury 
Department, from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives of the US 
Justice Department, and representatives of the Distilled Spirits Council of the United 
States, Inc.. Whilst in America,  we took the opportunity to visit the Diageo Global Supplies 
plant in Relay, Maryland. 

 
1 The strength to take the long-term decisions for Britain: Seizing the opportunities of the global recovery. Pre-Budget 

Report December 2003, Cm 6042, para 5.104 

2 See Press Release of 10 December 2003 from the Scotch Whisky Association (not reported) 

3 Ev, p 80 

4 Ev, p 81 

5 Ev, p 82 

6 Three of the evidence session were held in Westminster; the session with Islay distillers was held on Islay 
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5. Responding to an invitation extended to the Committee by the Economic Secretary 
when he appeared before us,7 we visited HM Customs and Excise for a confidential briefing 
with Customs law enforcement investigators. 

6. We wish to offer our thanks to all those witnesses who gave oral evidence to the 
Committee, and to our interlocutors in both the UK and the US who gave up their time to 
meet us and to provide invaluable background information.  

7. The Chancellor’s Budget Statement of 17 March 2004 confirmed that he would be 
pursuing the strip stamp option and that provisions would be included in the Finance Bill 
to enable such stamps to be fixed to bottles of spirit with effect from April 2006.8   Several 
measures to reduce compliance costs were announced, notably Customs paying for the 
printing and distribution of stamps, seeking to ensure that tax stamps do not have to be 
paid for “upfront”, and a £3 million fund for capital grants to smaller firms. On 23 March 
2004 the House voted by 309 to 205 to approve the Resolution on which these legislative 
provisions can be founded. We determined that we would agree our Report and make it 
available to the House in time for the Committee stage of the Finance Bill, to enable those 
Members seeking to participate in the debate to be aware of our views.  

8. Although throughout this Report we invariably refer to “Scotch whisky”, most of our 
comments do, of course, apply equally to all spirits – whether Scotch whisky, Irish whiskey, 
vodka or gin – and to all the people involved in their production, distribution  etc.  

2 Identifying the level of fraud 
9.  At the heart of the Government’s proposal, and of this inquiry, is the need to tackle 
fraud in the spirits industry. Consultations between the Government and the industry have 
been ongoing for several years;  as HM Customs and Excise said in its Regulatory Impact 
Assessment  Excise: Tackling Spirits Fraud (“the RIA”):9   

“For the last 3 years the Government has been actively considering the most effective 
and appropriate response to the problem of spirits diversion fraud. During that time 
it has held two formal consultations with the alcohol industry to examine, first, the 
introduction of tax stamps and, second, a range of regulatory proposals designed to 
restrict the sale and movement of duty-suspended alcohol. 

“Following the tax stamps consultation in 2001-02, the Government concluded that, 
although tax stamps were an effective response to spirits fraud, the compliance costs 
of tax stamps for the legitimate spirits industry would be disproportionate to the 
benefits. It therefore decided, in the 2002 Budget, not to proceed with the 
introduction of tax stamps at that time. Instead, a range of other measures were 
adopted, based on enhanced co-operation between Customs and the spirits industry. 

 

 
7 Q335 

8 See Official Report, 17 March 2004, col 329 

9 Published 8 April 2004 
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“Following the second consultation, on regulatory options, in 2003, the Government 
concluded that, while some of the measures would have a positive impact in helping 
to counter alcohol fraud across all sectors of the industry in the short to medium 
term, the most significant proposals - to radically reduce the movement and sales of 
alcohol in duty suspension - would not deliver an anti-fraud benefit that was 
proportionate to their compliance cost to the industry. 

“In the meantime the level of spirits fraud in the UK continued to rise. In December 
2003, Customs estimated that the fraud had cost the Exchequer £600 million in 
2001-02 and was on an upward trend. In the 2003 Pre-Budget Report, the Chancellor 
therefore announced that he would legislate for tax stamps in the 2004 Budget unless 
the industry put forward an equally effective alternative. Customs cautiously estimate 
that the anti-fraud impact of tax stamps will be £160 million in 2006-07, in their first 
year of introduction.”10  

10. Both the Government and the industry agree that there is fraud in the spirits industry, 
and both sides are resolute in seeking to tackle such fraud. But from the outset of the 
inquiry, we were aware that there was a basic problem – no-one, it seemed, had any real 
idea of the true scale of the fraud. Some estimates are based on actual cases detected. In 
their written submission, HM Customs and Excise gave illustrative examples of the 
amount of excise duty and VAT evaded by recent instances of outward diversion, (ie,  when 
product leaving a UK location intended for either another UK destination or another EU 
country is diverted onto the UK market), was £1.3 million in duty and VAT evaded on 10 
consignments, and of inward diversion, (ie, when goods legitimately leave a production or 
storage facility in another country, are imported into the UK, and then are diverted onto 
the retail market without payment of UK excise duty), was £70m in duty and VAT evaded 
on 400 loads of spirits.11 Customs estimates that inward and outward diversion are of 
comparable scale.12  

11. The principal means of estimating fraud is to compare estimates of consumption with 
actual excise receipts: “gap analysis”. The Government and the trade have come up with 
wildly different estimates. This uncertainty as to the level of fraud was highlighted by the 
publication on 11 March 2004 of a report from the National Audit Office (NAO), 
Estimating the level of Spirits Fraud. The Economic Secretary said in his written 
submission: 

“Customs’ estimates, published alongside the 2003 Pre-Budget Report, showed that 
around £600m of revenue was lost through spirits fraud in 2001-02.  In January 2003, 
the Scotch Whisky Association put forward an alternative estimate, based on a 
different set of data and assumptions, showing fraud at a level of £100m to £150m.  
In February, the Public Accounts Committee asked the National Audit Office to 
examine the basis for the differences between the estimates. The Government 
welcomed this work and the National Audit Office was given the full cooperation of 
Treasury and Customs officials in conducting it. 

 
10 RIA, p 5 

11 Ev, pp 20-21 

12 Ev p 24, RIA, op cit, p 14 
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“The NAO’s report….recognises that measuring illegal activity is inherently difficult. 
It confirmed that Customs’ estimate is reasonable but suggested that, given the high 
degree of uncertainty attaching to such estimates, it should properly be expressed as 
a range from £330m to £1,080m. The report also concluded that the estimate put 
forward by the SWA should be expressed as a range from £10m to £260m and is also 
reasonable.”13 

12. However, the Economic Secretary is somewhat selective in his quoting of the NAO 
report. The NAO does indeed consider both Customs and the Scotch Whisky Association’s 
methods of collecting data to estimate consumption  “to be reasonable to professional 
statisticians”14, but the report continues: 

“But it is difficult to accept that both methods are reliable when they result in such 
widely different estimates of consumption. It is therefore clear that further work 
needs to be done by the Office for National Statistics, with Customs and the Scotch 
Whisky Association, to explain why there are such different estimates for 
consumption and therefore alcohol fraud. It is welcome that the Office for National 
Statistics are considering a longer term project to explain the contrasting results of 
the General Household and Expenditure and Food surveys, and further work to 
identify ranges for General Household Survey-based estimates. In the meantime, 
neither survey estimate can be accepted as unequivocally reliable and great care is 
needed in determining what reliance is to be placed on the results at present 
available.”15 

13. Because of the uncertainty over the level of spirits fraud, the Chairman of the 
Committee wrote on the NAO report’s publication to the Chancellor of the Exchequer on 
11 March, urging caution: 

“…in making any announcement in your forthcoming Budget Statement on ways to 
tackle fraud in the spirits industry which might be in reaction to uncertain data. My 
Committee was not totally convinced by the assessment made by either the industry 
or by Customs of the level of  fraud, an uncertainty now clearly shared by the NAO. 
To base an important decision, which could have serious implications for a major 
UK industry, on figures which may be flawed and on which the NAO say further 
work must be done, would seem to be unduly hasty and unwise.”16 

14. We regret to say that we did not receive a reply from the Chancellor giving his reaction 
to the Chairman’s letter. The Economic Secretary, in his written submission, said that the 
Government: 

“…accepts that where there is fraud there will always be uncertainty about its scale.  
But this cannot be an argument against taking tough action to combat criminal fraud 
and protect the public finances.”17 

 
13 Ev, p 64 

14 Estimating the level of Spirits Fraud, Memorandum by the Comptroller and the Auditor General, para 10 

15 ibid 

16 Ev, pp 62-63 

17 Ev, p 64 
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15. We accept the general truth as advanced  by the Economic Secretary. But  it has become 
something of a cliché that “doing nothing is not an option”. We do not necessarily agree 
that every recognised form of criminal fraud requires an instant response. Caution should 
not be confused with inertia. The differences in the estimates of spirits fraud are so 
fundamental – the estimates do not overlap even marginally at any point in their ranges – 
that the Government cannot logically make such an important decision as the introduction 
of strip stamps based on figures which may be flawed. 

16. It is absolutely right that the Government and the Scotch Whisky industry tackles the 
level of fraud in the industry. However, we believe that the Government’s plans to 
introduce strip stamps are a response to a level of fraud that it estimates to be £600m a 
year, meaning almost 1 in 6 bottles of spirits consumed in the UK not having borne UK 
duty. 18If the alternative estimate of barely a quarter of that were accepted, it could not but 
affect the Government’s view of the extent to which the costs of a strip stamp scheme were 
proportionate to the benefits – as it clearly did in 2002. Until definitive figures are available, 
no estimate, whether from Customs or from the industry, can be accepted as accurate. For 
any Government to introduce important measures which could have major implications 
for industry and employment, based on what could be inaccurate figures, might be 
considered precipitate to the point of being reckless. 

3 The best way to combat fraud? 
17. It is highly questionable whether strip stamps are the best way to combat fraud. We 
have been told that there are four main flaws to the stamps. Firstly, a bottling plant needs a 
particular, and very expensive, type of machinery to  put the stamps on the bottles. We 
heard of one example of the damage that could be caused to a community by the 
introduction of strip stamps when we visited Bushmills. The distillery employs 130 people 
from a village of some 1,000. Of those 130, only 30 were employed on distillation. The 
remaining 100 employees work in the bottling plant. Should strip stamps be introduced, 
Bushmills’ current machinery would not be able to fix the stamps on the bottles, so new 
machines would be necessary.  

18. Irish Distillers Limited (IDL), (which own Bushmills and are, in turn, part of the 
Groupe Pernod Ricard), currently have three bottling plants on the island of Ireland – at 
Bushmills and at two in the Republic. One of the bottling plants in the Republic is to be 
closed shortly, leaving Bushmills and IDL’s plant in Dublin. The latter already has a strip 
stamp machine. It could therefore make good business sense to consolidate all of IDL’s 
bottling operations at the Dublin plant, and to close down Bushmills’ bottling plant. This 
would be catastrophic for the village of Bushmills; not only would 10 per cent of the 
population of the village lose their jobs immediately, but other employment dependent on 
the distillery – eg, electricians, plumbers and builders – might also be lost. In addition, 
other businesses in the village, such as the local garage and the supermarket, would 
inevitably suffer. 

 

 
18 Ev p 21, para 8: RIA, op cit, page 16 
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19. Of course, Bushmills is not unique. During our visits, we heard similar stories of how 
fragile communities on, for example, Islay and in areas of high deprivation, such as 
Springburn, could be similarly affected. Bottling plants are likely to close down as large 
distillers rationalise their plants. Smaller distillers and bottlers may be obliged to cease 
operations totally, faced with having to buy new machinery costing, we were advised, 
between £750,000 and £2million. Additionally, there are only two companies – one in 
Germany, and one in Italy - that make the relevant machinery. Even if a company could 
afford to buy the new machines, it might face the problem that those machines would not 
be delivered in time for the introduction of the stamps. 

20. The second flaw with strip stamps is their physical nature. During our visit to the 
United States, it was put to us that a thin, sticky label stuck over the top of a bottle was a 
nineteenth century solution to a twenty-first century problem. We agree. At one of the 
bottling plants we visited in Scotland, we saw many examples of stamps having become 
snagged in machinery and consequently ripped, or not having adhered to bottles properly. 
They then had to be manually recorded, and stuck onto a list on a clip board,  as having 
been rendered useless in order for the bottling plant to claim a refund from the relevant 
country. 

21. The third problem is that the strip stamps would be easy to counterfeit. The 
memorandum from the Scotch Whisky Association (SWA) told of what had happened in 
one Eastern European country: 

“A recent example was the Ukraine’s decision to reformulate its tax stamps system 
on 1 January 2004 in an effort to defeat widespread fraud of existing stamps.  Within 
three weeks, we understand the Ukrainian police had reported the seizure of 66,000 
bottles of illicit spirits each marked with forgeries of the newly introduced state of the 
art hologram seals.”19 

22. When we put this matter to the Economic Secretary, his response was meant to be 
reassuring: 

“I am aware of those sorts of stories.  In many ways, and I have seen some of these for 
myself, one has to say that the design of some strip stamps in some of the countries 
which operate them incorporate no security features at all and it is perfectly possible 
to get good copies from a photocopier frankly.  With the Ukraine, in many ways I 
would suggest that it is not necessarily a good exemplar to compare with the UK.  
Many of those former Soviet states are bedevilled by levels of systemic corruption 
and fraud which do not make them directly comparable, I would say, to a country 
such as ours.”20 

 

 

 

 
19 Ev, p 5, para 6.3 

20 Q343 
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23. We regret to say that we feel such a response is verging on the complacent. If forgers 
have no difficulty in reproducing passports, then counterfeiting a label about 12 cms long 
and 2 cms wide should not pose too many problems. Indeed, we drew the Economic 
Secretary’s attention to newspaper reports that counterfeiting gangs in China were just 
waiting for the stamps to be introduced in the UK.21 We trust that he has noted, and will 
act on, these reports. 

24. The final problem was set out in the SWA’s written submission; legitimate stamps 
could actually exacerbate the problem of fraud by making counterfeit spirits appear 
genuine: 

“The evidence from Central and Eastern Europe is that genuine tax stamps can be 
used to disguise breaks in seals after re-filling and that unscrupulous traders use 
stamps to add authenticity to counterfeit product.  There is evidence of Spanish tax 
stamps appearing on spirit drinks to add legitimacy to products being sold in the 
Philippines.”22 

25. Whatever the actual level of fraud in the spirits industry is, we accept absolutely that it 
will not disappear without appropriate action being taken.  We are convinced that there 
has to be a better alternative to strip stamps; we are very far from convinced that the 
Government has fully considered all possible alternatives. 

4 The industry’s proposals for tackling 
fraud 
26. The Scotch whisky industry has submitted seventeen alternative proposals to strip 
stamps;23   these are summarised below: 

Proposal 1 Notification of movements 

The trade will assist Customs by providing information about duty suspended movements 
falling within parameters designed to indicate potential irregularities. This will enhance the 
ability of Customs operational staff to focus their attention to movements on an improved 
risk assessment basis.  

Proposal 2 Guarantees 

The trade will adopt a code of best practice throughout the industry aimed at denying the 
availability of movement guarantees to fraudsters and so inhibit fraudulent movements. 

 
21 QQ375-376 

22 Ev, p 5, para 6.8 

23 See, for example, Ev p 2 
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Proposal 3 Registration of owners moving goods 

Customs to consider registering the owners of goods during duty-suspended movements 
in addition to owners of goods in warehouse to deter fraudsters, particularly those based 
overseas, by forcing them to register with Customs. 

Proposal 4 Use of trend analysis information 

Customs to enhance the information available to its control staff by introducing trend 
analysis of the information obtained from monthly returns from excise warehouses, and so 
highlight unusual patterns of trade suggestive of fraudulent activity. 

Proposal 5 The introduction of a movement document processing device 

Customs and trade to consider the introduction of a secure, approved device for processing 
movement documents for duty-suspended goods with the aim of eliminating the 
fraudulent provision of receipts to despatching warehousekeepers. 

Proposal 6 Registration and control of transporters 

Greater control of transporters involved in duty–suspended movements by Customs 
introducing a registration process for this class of operator, and by warehousekeepers 
providing relevant information to Customs about transporters taking goods from their 
warehouses. 

Proposal 7 Placing officers in “high risk” warehouses 

Warehousekeepers to co-operate fully with Customs in the increased use of “invigilation” 
exercises at warehouses known to be used by suspected fraudsters, in the knowledge that 
there will be a major deterrent effect. 

Proposal 8 Greater use by Customs of Administrative Accompanying 
Document (AAD) copy 4  

Customs to improve their knowledge of inward duty suspended movements from other 
EU member states by asking the trade to send them copy 4 of administrative 
accompanying documents in line with any guidelines or parameter deemed necessary. 

Proposal 9 Warehousekeepers to provide information about expected 
arrivals 

Warehousekeepers to co-operate with Customs to provide details about booked arrivals of 
excise goods and to advise them of non-arrivals, thus indicating potentially fraudulent 
activity. 
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Proposal 10 Notification of cash transactions 

Traders to notify Customs of any proposed payment for goods or services in cash contrary 
to normal commercial practices in order that Customs may better assess the risks of 
fraudulent movements occurring.  

Proposal 11 Registration or licensing of alcohol dealers and retailers 

Customs to use alcohol licensing or registration provisions to deal with dealers and 
retailers trading in illicit excise goods by depriving them of their licence or registration, 
thus reducing the outlets for fraudulently obtained goods. 

Proposal 12 Extended use of bar coding technology to enhance traceability 

The industry to continue to refine and adopt bar coding technology for the packaging of 
alcoholic products to enable goods to be traced back to source and in doing so enhance the 
information available to Customs. 

Proposal 13 Endorsing invoices with duty payment details 

Customs to improve their ability to trace goods back to duty payment by considering the 
introduction of requirement for invoices for the sale of excise goods to contain information 
as to where and how duty was paid. 

Proposal 14 Improved intra EU mutual assistance 

The trade endorses the review of the mutual assistance arrangements designed to radically 
improve the detection of fraud by speeding up the handling of references for suspect 
movements between member states. 

Proposal 15 The Excise warehouse approval project 

The trade endorses this Customs project, believing that it will lead to greater consistency of 
education amongst warehousekeepers about their obligations and responsibilities and so 
improve their awareness of potential fraud. 

Proposal 16 The accreditation of excise warehousekeepers 

The trade proposes that a worthwhile method of ensuring greater professionalism and 
awareness amongst excise warehousekeepers is to introduce a system of accreditation, 
possibly similar to systems of qualification used in other transport and logistics industries. 

Proposal 17 The role of the JSFTF, the new JWFTF, and Memoranda of 
Understanding 

The trade is committed to ongoing dialogue in the Joint Spirits Fraud Task Force, is setting 
up the new Joint Warehousekeepers Fraud Task Force, and is actively engaged in creating 
Memoranda of Understanding with Customs to underpin other initiatives.  
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27. We appreciate that the industry have made good efforts to put forward constructive 
proposals and this, in turn, has been accepted by the Government. However, the industry 
had been aware of the growing concern of HM Customs and Excise for some time, and it 
would have been helpful if the industry had responded quicker, and had been prepared  to 
accept binding regulations, rather than rely on a code of voluntary agreements. Evidence 
from the Scotch Whisky Association did, we believe, illustrate a certain lack of urgency on 
the industry’s part: 

“The proposals which the Chancellor and Customs & Excise were proposing to us 
two years ago in a consultation exercise were a result of very high levels of fraud in 
the period between '95 and '98….That then led to the consultation, which went on to 
the whole process of the seven proposals which were put to the industry and trade 
and open to formal consultation. We replied to  them and they came back to us.  
Right up until last October we were negotiating on a process to not go down some of 
the conclusions which Customs & Excise and the Government and Treasury offered 
us but to offer alternatives.  We finished up negotiating but not signing or 
implementing, yet, a memorandum of understanding between the producers and 
Customs & Excise which was to tackle the whole question of the areas where the risk 
was most and where that risk was the highest.  That was the basis on which we were 
negotiating with the authorities to find out how we could tackle fraud in the wake of 
the 1998 troubles. Suddenly out of the blue we come back to the proposal for tax 
stamps which, of course, the Chancellor in his 2002 Budget Statement had said was 
not the answer because the compliance costs for industry were too high….”24 

28. We are concerned also that the industry should maintain its guard against 
complacency. For example, during our confidential briefing, Customs and Excise told us of 
a situation whereby they had advised a recognised producer of spirits that they had 
evidence of diversion carried out by a distributor that the producer was using; the 
producer’s response was that, as far as they were concerned, the distributor was legitimate, 
and they did not appear to take any action over the warning from Customs and Excise. 

29. The Government’s responses to each of the industry’s proposals are set out at some 
length in the RIA,25  and are not, therefore, rehearsed in this Report. Suffice it to say that, 
with the exception of Proposal 9, Warehousekeepers to provide information about expected 
arrivals,26 the Government do not consider any of the industry’s alternatives to have 
particular merit, and consider strip stamps to be a better option.  

30. We do not know how exhaustive the Government’s consideration of all these options 
has been, but its responses are disappointingly negative and unimaginative. For example, 
Proposal 12, Extended use of bar coding technology to enhance traceability, could have been 
considered in parallel with a recent EC Regulation27  which, with effect from 1 January 
2005, will mean that all food sold within the EU will need a barcode to ensure, inter alia, 
the traceability of food28 (including alcohol). Although we understand that the rationale 
 
24 Q5 

25 RIA, op cit, pp 59-71 

26 ibid, pp 67-68 

27 Regulation (EC) No 178/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 January 2002 

28 ibid, Article 18 
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behind this Regulation was to trace genetically modified product, we consider that there is 
the possibility of utilising modern technology to trace a bottle of spirits from distillery to 
shelf in the same way. We accept that it may be a few years before this particular 
technology is available,29 but during our discussions in Washington we were advised of 
some interesting developments in combating tobacco fraud in California.30 

31. During our visit to Scotland, referring to the Government’s rejection of the industry’s 
proposals, we were asked, in effect,  by one of the distillers “What more does the industry 
have to do in order to avoid the imposition of the strip stamp?” We put this to the 
Economic Secretary, but his response was, to be blunt, pretty unhelpful: 

“The Chancellor was very clear in the Pre-Budget Report in December.  It was an 
invitation to the trade and we worked with the trade where we could as well, to come 
up with an alternative or a set of alternatives which would have a similar impact on 
the levels of fraud which we face in the UK.  If they could do that, then that for us 
would be a viable alternative to proceeding with tax stamps.  They worked really hard 
at that and I pay tribute to the work they have done, but frankly the package of 
proposals unfortunately did not pass muster.”31 

32. Mr Healey gave no indication as to the sort of proposals the industry could make that 
would pass muster. 

5 The American system 
33. During our discussions in Washington we were advised that, since tax stamps on spirits 
were abolished in the early 1980s, the United States operated a closed supply chain. 
Everyone in that chain, producer or importer, wholesaler and retailer, were licensed in the  
“three-tier system” of distribution. These tiers are: 

— Producer or importer - The producer is the distilled spirits plant . They are required to 
obtain a permit, bond, maintain required records and are subject to numerous other 
regulatory requirements.  They are the top of the three- tier system and pay the Federal 
excise tax after removal from their bonded premises. The importer is the functional 
equivalent of the producer for imported spirits, as the original source of these goods in 
the United States.  The importer is liable for the excise tax on imported spirits and must 
pay the tax upon removal from the first Customs bonded warehouse. 

— Wholesaler - wholesale liquor dealer.  The wholesaler is the customer of the distilled 
spirits plant or the importer and the second level in the tier.  The wholesaler is required 
to obtain a Federal permit, but the wholesaler is subject to very few Federal record 
keeping, or other regulatory requirements.  Under current law, all Federal taxes have 
been paid on the distilled spirits products which are received by a wholesaler.  Some 
producers and importers also conduct wholesale operations. 

 
29 See Q306 

30 Q356 

31 Q360 
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— Retailer - liquor stores, restaurants, etc.  No Federal permit required, but retailers do 
pay Special Occupational Tax.  Like the wholesaler, Federal excise taxes have already 
been paid on products received by the retailer. 

34. Such a system seems to work  well in the US and, we assume, provided the model for 
the industry’s Proposal 11, Registration or licensing of alcohol dealers and retailers. 
Although Customs do seem to have, at least, taken notice of this Proposal, it is only in the 
context of strip stamps actually being introduced, not as a measure in its own right.32  We 
consider that the introduction into the UK of a licensing regime along the lines of the 
American system certainly merits more thorough consideration by Customs, although we 
do appreciate that the European Single Market would preclude an exact parallel being 
introduced into the UK, in particular, and the EU as a whole. 

6 Reassuring the public 
35. The Government has set great store by retailers and consumers being able to tell 
whether the whisky being sold to them is legitimate. For example, in the RIA it is stated 
that: 

“…unlike tax stamps, none of the (industry’s) proposals, either individually or as a 
package, removes one of the pillars on which most diversion fraud is built – the 
ability to deceive honest traders and consumers that product is duty-paid when it is 
not…”33 

and continues: 

“It will be significantly easier to identify those selling illicit product following the 
introduction of tax stamps. Tax stamps will mean that retailers and the public will 
know that they were purchasing illicit product and will be conscious of the potential 
risks associated with the purchase and consumption of illicit product.”34 

In oral evidence, the Economic Secretary to the Treasury expanded on this by saying:  

“Essentially the prospect of tax stamps frankly kicks the legs out from underneath the 
fraudsters, both on the demand side and the supply side.  On the demand side it will 
ensure that consumers and indeed retailers and wholesalers in the chain at the 
moment, will have an immediate and very clear visual sign that the product they are 
buying is indeed duty paid.  They do not have that at the moment.  What it means 
then is that any retailer or any trader cannot claim unknowingly to be dealing with 
product which does not have duty paid….The second thing is on the supply side.  It 
would be impossible for a would-be fraudster to convince an honest alcohol trader, 
which they can at the moment, that they are dealing in duty paid goods if there is no 
stamp on them.  What it means also therefore is that it will be much more difficult 
for the retailer to claim to Customs that they bought the goods believing the duty 
paid element was incorporated.  In other words it would be much easier for Customs 

 
32 RIA, op cit, p 70 

33 ibid, p 28 

34 ibid, p 30 
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then to nail and to prosecute traders and retailers who could not claim that they were 
trading without knowing that the product was not duty paid.”35 

36. We fear that the Government may be missing the point. An individual who buys a 
bottle of spirit from a large retailer, such as a supermarket or a branch of an off-licence 
chain, will  reasonably expect the content of that bottle to be genuine, and that all relevant 
duties and taxes had been paid on it. But, if that same person were to buy a bottle of spirit 
from a boot sale or from “someone they met down the pub”, it is a fair chance that the 
purchaser would have some suspicion that the spirit had been stolen, smuggled or was 
fake.  

37. In the same vein, if the proprietor of a corner shop or an off-licence buys spirit from “a 
white van man” who turns up at the proprietor’s backdoor with a few cases in the back of 
his vehicle, it is a very different proposition to buying goods from a reputable distributor or 
wholesaler. We consider that many people buying spirits under such circumstances must 
suspect that they are buying illicit goods. The fact that the bottle of spirit being offered for 
sale does not have a strip stamp will not, we suggest, deter most of them. 

38. What, we believe, would deter people from buying and selling illicit spirits is the 
prospect of detection and prosecution. When the Economic Secretary appeared before us, 
we raised with him the possibility of using section 170A of the Customs and Excise 
Management Act to recover civil penalties from those convicted of offences involving non-
duty paid goods or, if necessary, changing the law to facilitate the prosecution of such 
individuals.36  Mr Healey was non-committal, although he did say: 

“….Part of the discussion we shall have within this House during the passage of the 
Finance Bill and then subsequently in any regulations which bring the tax stamp 
regime into place will be about the appropriate level and regime for penalties which 
need to be put in place to underpin the tax stamps regime.  That is an issue I know 
we are going to be debating.”37 

39. We see no reason why such a debate on the level and regime for penalties needs to be 
undertaken in order to underpin a strip stamp regime only; we consider that such penalties 
could speedily be introduced as an alternative to tax stamps.  

40. Evidence was obtained from officials of HM Customs and Excise, in both formal 
evidence and at a confidential briefing attended by the Committee. We were concerned 
that Customs appeared to be reluctant to prosecute retailers and others supplying spirits on 
which duty had not been paid.38 Given the terms of existing legislation, that is not 
unreasonable; but it does not, however, explain their failure to consider possible changes to 
legislation. It was apparent that no proper consideration had been given to the 
introduction of a strict liability offence of selling or supplying alcohol on which duty had 
not been paid, to which a defence of due diligence could be made. The prosecution of 

 
35 Q330 

36 QQ378-385 

37 Q381 

38 Q378 
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retailers in these circumstances might make it easier to identify these in the supply chain 
responsible for fraudulent diversion. 

41. Should the Government insist that the public needs some kind of  visual indication that 
duty has been paid on a bottle of spirits, we believe that it would be far less disruptive to the 
industry for a tax stamp to be incorporated into the front or the back label of a bottle. We 
accept that there would still be extra security costs for the industry, as the labels themselves 
would be  worth £5.48 per each 70cl bottle,39 and the duty would still need to be paid 
“upfront”, but there would not be the potential extra cost of having to buy new bottling 
machines – which, as we noted in paragraph 19, could cost in excess of £1million. 

7 Conclusion 
42. We wish to put it on record that we support fully the Government’s and the industry’s 
attempts to tackle spirits fraud. However, as we say in paragraph 16 above, the 
Government appears to be reacting in response to what is an unconfirmed level of fraud, 
with the possibility of major implications for the industry. In addition, for the reasons we 
set out in paragraphs 17 – 24, we are convinced neither that strip stamps would be the best 
way to tackle such fraud, nor that the Government has exhausted all possible alternatives. 
Under such circumstances, the Committee urges the Government to reconsider Clause 4 of 
and Schedule 1 to the Finance Bill. 

 
39 About £7.50 on a litre bottle 
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[Adjourned till a date and time to be fixed by the Chairman  
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Oral evidence

Taken before the Scottish Affairs Committee

on Wednesday 3 March 2004

Members present

Mrs Irene Adams, Chairman

Mr Alistair Carmichael Mr John MacDougall
Mr Peter Duncan Ann McKechin
David Hamilton Mr Mohammed Sarwar
Mr John Lyons Mr Michael Weir

Memorandum submitted by The Scotch Whisky Association

1. Introduction

1.1 The Scotch Whisky Association is the trade body which represents the interests of the industry at
home and abroad. Its main objective is to promote and protect the Scotch Whisky industry.

1.2 The 57 member companies of the Association account for more than 95% of the ScotchWhisky sold
worldwide.

1.3 Scotch Whisky production is of crucial importance to the economy of both Scotland and the UK as
a whole.

1.4 A study by DTZ Pieda Consulting, “The Economic Impact of the Production of Scotch Whisky, Gin
andVodka in Scotland”, published in January 2003, concluded that over 10,000 people are directly employed
in Scotch Whisky production. In total, some 41,000 jobs in Scotland and 65,000 jobs across the UK are
indirectly supported by Scotch Whisky production. Many of these jobs are in economically fragile rural
areas and disadvantaged urban areas.

1.5 In addition to the £800 million contributed annually through excise duty and VAT payments, the
industry has contributed in excess of £2 billion a year to the UK balance of trade for the last ten years.
Annually, over £800million of income (wages and salaries) is generated in Scotland and distillers spend over
£1 billion with UK suppliers of goods and services.

1.6 Maintaining the competitiveness of the Scotch Whisky industry at home and abroad is of
fundamental importance to supporting employment and the wider economy.

2. Background

2.1 In the December 2003 Pre-Budget Report, the Chancellor of the Exchequer proposed the
introduction of legislation in the 2004 Finance Bill requiring tax stamps on bottles of spirit drinks in the UK
from 2006, as a measure to combat spirits fraud.

2.2 ScotchWhisky producers have long been resolutely committed to tackling the problem of spirits duty
evasion and wish to work even more closely with Customs & Excise in so doing, building on existing
collaboration. Spirits fraud undermines distillers’ business and brand building eVorts, as well as
government revenue.

2.3 However, the industry does not believe that tax stamps are an appropriate or proportionate solution.
The introduction of tax stamps onwhisky bottles would add considerable costs to the supply chain, reducing
competitiveness and productivity, whilst doing little to tackle spirits fraud. Indeed, it would open up new
avenues for fraud through the counterfeiting of tax stamps.

2.4 The Scotch Whisky Association welcomes the Committee’s inquiry, and the opportunity to provide
evidence to it.
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3. Alternative Solutions to Tax Stamps

3.1 In the Pre-Budget Report, the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated that he would legislate for tax
stamps on spirit drinks unless the spirits industry was able to bring forward proposals for tackling spirits
fraud that would be as eVective as the government believed would be achieved by tax stamps.

3.2 The Scotch Whisky industry, working closely with all interested parties across the alcoholic drinks
distribution chain, has developed a forward-looking package of alternative proposals (see Annex). These
proposals strike where action against fraud will be most eVective—directly at the fraudster and focused on
the areas of the highest risk of fraud. By contrast, tax stamps would be a blunt instrument and ineVective.

3.3 The industry’s package of alternative proposals oVer a number of clear advantages to the
introduction of tax stamps and would result in:

— More revenue gain for HM Treasury than tax stamps. The industry’s package of measures could
remove at least 50% of spirits fraud. (Tax stamps are only expected by Customs & Excise to
halt 27%.)

— Faster implementation than tax stamps and delivery of an earlier revenue gain—by the end of
FY 2004–05. (Tax stamps would not be in place before FY 2006–07.)

— More enduring eVectiveness due to their robustness and multi-faceted nature. Tax stamps have
been shown overseas to have limited eVectiveness and will quickly be forged.

— A more proportionate response to fraud levels, which industry figures show to be lower than
Customs & Excise estimates and to be falling.

The proposals can be summarised as follows:

3.4 A tighter system of financial guarantees would be introduced. All diversion fraud takes place during
the movement of spirit drinks. Without an excise guarantee, there can be no movement of spirits. As such,
warehousekeepers would not provide a guarantee for high-risk movements when the person owning or
moving the goods was not bona-fide. The trade could introduce the new system as best practice in 2004
(ahead of changes in regulations), forcing fraudsters into the guarantee system or out of business. As a
fraudster is unlikely to survive the financial scrutiny necessary to obtain a guarantee, the industry believes
this measure alone eVectively stops outward diversion (over 50% of fraud level).

3.5 The industry would seek early implementation of the already negotiated, but not yet signed, industry/
government Memorandum of Understanding. This introduces notification of new customers and other
movements and transactions fitting risk profiles, and awide range ofmechanisms to assist Customs&Excise
with detailed information about supply routes and end customers.

3.6 The industry would welcome increased collaboration via the existing Joint Spirits Fraud Task Force
(JSFTF). This group was set up following the decision not to proceed with tax stamps just two years ago
and has improved government and trade co-operation and success in tackling spirits fraud. This partnership
could be extended to assist Customs & Excise’s ability to tap into industry expertise in identifying and
tracking illicit spirits. “Fast track” contact details can, for example, be provided for all investigations, to
identify sources of illicit supply. Customs & Excise can call up producers to assist in tracing where fraud has
occurred. Since the system was established in 2002, the industry has been surprised at the low number of
calls received from C&E given the claimed level of fraud.

3.7 Building on the success of the JSFTFmodel, and embracing an important link in the supply chain and
the front line fight against fraud, the independent bonded warehousekeeping sector is oVering to establish a
new JointWarehouse Fraud Task Force, with early implementation of a newwarehousekeepers/ government
Memorandum of Understanding. Improved approval, control and analysis of warehouse stocks,
movements, sales and ownership of goods would quickly identify and target high-risk or illicit transactions.

3.8 Also in the warehousing sector, where abuse of innocent warehouses by fraudulent owners of goods
tends to occur, better identification by Customs & Excise of risk and unusual trends could be achieved
through the improved use of warehouse returns now being submitted by the trade. Customs&Excise will have
systems to analyse the returns in place by mid-2004. This will be assisted by the rigorous review of warehouse
approvals, and cancellation in cases of irregularity. Professional accreditation and better training of
warehousekeepers should also be introduced and Customs assurance oYcers might also be placed in the
highest-risk warehouses, which are small in number. This would fit neatly with Customs & Excise own
preferred operating method: establish the normal, challenge the abnormal, and, to improve eYciency,
concentrate their resources on a risk-based approach.

3.9 The Scotch Whisky industry is committed to working with the government towards the early
implementation of a number of new initiatives, largely set out in Customs & Excise’s December 2003
responses to its consultation on “Excise—Reducing opportunities for alcohol fraud”, such as the introduction
of a “recognised transporters” scheme, as well as the fuller use of a number of other recent Customs& Excise
controls and databases.

3.10 All businesses selling spirits throughout the supply chain would require licences. Tighter Customs
& Excise links to the licensing of all wholesalers and retailers would cut oV fraudsters’ markets for illicit
supplies; infringement could lead quickly to loss of licence.
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3.11 The industry believes it would be helpful to introduce the use of existing technology to uniquely
number and process movement documentation. A secure device, for example, for uniquely stamping
documents is already in use in France, and is said to have had a significant impact in preventing inter-
warehouse fraud. This machine would counter the use of forged signatures and stamps on documents.
Extended use of bar coding technology and lorry tracking to enhance traceability will also be examined.

3.12 In the medium term, Scotch Whisky producers are fully supportive of the development of the
electronic EU Excise Movement and Control System and we will co-operate in its design, development and
implementation. This EU-wide scheme, which is due to come into operation in 2009, ie just three years after
the proposed date for tax stamps, should be at the heart of a secure and eYcient supply chain. It should also
be backed up by enhanced co-operation between diVerent EU Member States on cross-border movements
which will help clamp down on fraudulent trade.

3.13 Underpinning the above, it is essential that there is improved spirits industry/Customs & Excise
partnership, on a privileged basis if necessary, to identify fraud as it happens, to target assurance resources
where fraud is most prevalent, such as high risk owners, sales and movements at high risk warehouses, and
to build on existing success in tackling inward diversion. Regular access to Queen’s Warehouses should be
considered to allow producers to inspect seized stock and help identify the methods and routes of the
illegitimate trade.

3.14 The industry believes that this basket of measures, drawn up with the benefit of market experience,
will prove more eVective, more quickly than tax stamps, that will damage legitimate traders, while only
oVering limited eVectiveness in combating the fraudster.

4. Spirits Fraud Estimates

4.1 The industry has significant reservations about the suggested level of fraud taking place.

4.2 Customs & Excise estimates that £600 million of revenue was lost in 2001–02 due to spirits fraud. It
is on this basis that the tax stamps proposal is founded.

4.3 The Scotch Whisky Association believes the Customs & Excise figures are at odds with other
government and commercial data, and that they significantly overestimate fraud levels. Instead, we believe
joint government and trade activity is succeeding in driving fraud downwards, and that additional action
would result in further detections.

4.4 The industry’s concerns can be summarised as follows:

— If the government estimate is correct, £1.6 million of revenue would be lost, or 200,000 illegally
traded bottles would be sold every day.

— The industry recognises that fraud does take place (see 4.6) and that illicit stock will be found in
some areas. However, we do not believe it is credible to suggest, as the Customs &Excise estimates
suggest, that almost every bottle of spirits in every independent shop (ie not supermarkets, multiple
oV-licence chains or Co-ops) in the UK is fraudulent. Many are supplied by reputable wholesalers
with equally eVective controls and distinct supply chains similar to the supermarket and multiple
sectors, and who pay duty on clearing the goods.

— In 1997–98, the level of fraud was such that the legitimate trade saw significant disruption to the
supply chain. Trade action groups, particularly in the producer and wholesaler sector, took steps
to work with government successfully to isolate the fraudsters. Today, no-one in the trade sees the
market disruption that would result from fraud on the scale suggested by the C&E figures.

— Customs & Excise figures imply a 50% increase in total spirits consumption since 1992–93. To
suggest such growth to spirits producers is met with disbelief and we are not aware of any other
government or commercial data on the UK drinks market which can corroborate such
significant growth.

— In December 2003, the government published fraud estimates for the three fiscal years up to
2001–02. If fraud was increasing over this period, it is likely that this would be revealed by flat or
falling legitimate spirit clearances. Yet clearances have risen significantly in each of the three years,
and 2001–02 were 16.5% higher than 1998–99. Just published clearance figures for 2003 show that
clearances have risen every year since the trough of 1997–98, when fraud was known to be a high
level. Since that period clearances are up 31%, yet Customs & Excise are suggesting that the illicit
trade gap has been growing even faster on top of this very healthy clearance trend.

— When first published, Customs & Excise estimates of spirits fraud in 1999/2000 were £450 million.
Last year these 1999–2000 estimates were increased to £500 million. In December 2003, the figure
dropped to £350 million, yet Customs & Excise have consistently claimed their methodology is
robust, notwithstanding that, in the case of wine and beer, the same gap analysis methodology has
proved unreliable and been dropped for the purposes of assessing the level of wine and beer fraud.
It is diYcult, in the light of the ever-changing 1999–2000 figures, not to have doubts over the latest
estimate of fraud.
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— Customs&Excise’smethodology is complex and involves a series of assumptions and calculations,
several with scope to introduce margins of error. In looking forward to 2006–07, it also assumes
that, irrespective of joint Customs & Excise and trade success in tackling fraud, the illegal market
will remain at 16% of consumption, prior to the apparent panacea of tax stamps.

4.5 Industry gap analysis, based on other data from government (ONS) drinking surveys, suggests the
level of fraud has been reducing since the peak in the mid-1990s, reflecting the success of government/trade
anti-fraud measures, and increasing levels of detection.

4.6 By these alternative estimates, the revenue loss from illicit spirits trade has fallen from £250 million
in 1999–2000 to c.£100m–£150 million in 2001–02, ie it is only a quarter of the estimate on which the tax
stamps proposal is based.

4.7 The National Audit OYce’s consideration of the diVering views on the existing level of spirits fraud
will assist in providing a base from which appropriate proposals for tackling fraud can be determined.
Depending on its findings, these proposals can be assessed for their proportionality and compliance costs
on legitimate traders.

5. Compliance Costs and Competitiveness

5.1 The Scotch Whisky industry believes distillers will face disproportionate costs, running into tens of
millions of pounds, to introduce tax stamps.

5.2 Customs & Excise has estimated that the compliance costs of tax stamps for spirit drinks would be
approximately £45 million in the first year (including £30 million in set-up costs) and £15 million per year
thereafter. These estimated compliance costs are based on incomplete information. They underestimate
both the costs to industry and the impact of tax stamps right through the supply chain. They are based on
the previous 2001–02 consultation on tax stamps and focus solely on some producer figures rather the full
supply chain that also incorporates warehousekeepers, importers, distributors, wholesalers, and retailers.

5.3 The Pre-Budget Report announcement recognised there would be significant compliance costs and
indicated that measures would be considered to mitigate these. It is impossible to provide a fully costed
impact assessment at this stage because Customs & Excise has not indicated the precise way in which the
tax stamps scheme would operate. However, a compliance cost analysis prior to any mitigating oVsets,
shows the cost across the supply chain to be running at c.£23 million of capital expenditure, plus annual on-
going costs in excess of £60million. Whatever system of mitigating costs are brought forward, it is unlikely
to compensate for all the costs, lost eYciency and reduced productivity. It is likely to create winners and
losers; with some of those in the SME sector least able to meet the increased costs the biggest losers.

5.4 Careful consideration would need to be given to any proposed changes to either duty deferment
accounts or the duty deferment period to ensure that there is no distortion of competition in the market.

5.5 Depending on the duty deferment scheme proposed, distillers and importers could still face significant
cash flow problems as a result of having to finance the purchase of tax stamps up front, including interest
payments, weeks before the stock is sold to customers.

5.6 High compliance costs will hit distillers, bottlers, warehouse operators, importers, wholesalers, high
street retailers, and shops in the travel retail sector. InsuYcient assessment has yet been made of the wider
impact of tax stamps.

5.7 The industry is extremely concerned about the impact on the security of company operations. Extra
security costs and procedures for handling stamps, each worth £5.48 in excise duty for a 70cl bottle of
whisky, will need to be introduced. Bank style security will be required at printers, cutters, dry goods stores
and bottling stores. The total value of UK tax stamps at a large bottling plant at any one time is likely to
be higher than the cash in local banks.

5.8 The incentive for theft and counterfeit will be increased. Bottles bearing tax stamps will be more
attractive to thieves, thus increasing the risk of stolen lorries. The stamps also have a potentially negative
impact on the generally very good employee relations that exist in the industry at present. Because stamps
are small and easy to conceal, companies are alarmed at the human resource implications if it proves
necessary to tighten up on existing searches of personnel leaving bottling plants. All these risks will
inevitably add to insurance costs, with some smaller producers already expressing concerns that insurers will
not be prepared to provide cover for the increased risk.

5.9 Paper stamps add another complex step into the packaging process, reducing eYciency on bottling
lines by an 8–10% ‘rule of thumb’ average. Smaller companies operating older machines will find eYciency
reduced to an even greater degree. In many cases, due to the size of the UKmarket, there will be insuYcient
capacity available on existing machines. Companies will need to buy new application machinery, which can
only be sourced from overseas. Damaged or misapplied stamps will need to be collected, reworked and
reclaimed due to their duty value.

5.10 Tax stamps will have a disproportionate impact on smaller companies that rely more heavily on the
UK market, as well as on smaller brands and bottling runs. A crucial element is the additional capital
expenditure required and the cash flow implications, subject to any revised deferment scheme that is
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introduced, resulting from the likely requirement to purchase tax stampsweeks before stock is sold. Concern
has been raised that the additional costs will make some spirit sales uneconomic, thereby leading to brands
disappearing from the UK market, thus reducing competition and consumer choice.

5.11 Due to the likely design of tax stamps, all spirit drinks for sale in the UK will become unique stock
keeping units. This reverses industry eVorts to minimise complexity and utilise multi-market packaging.
Among other things, UK-specific stock will require increased warehouse space, create the need for more
frequent bottling line changeovers, and could require products to be redesigned. Tax stamps reduce stock
flexibility, damage productivity and competitiveness, and add complexity to the supply chain.

5.12 Bottling plants will have to deal with a proliferation of tax stamps of diVerent values. While most
Scotch Whisky in the UK is bottled at 40%abv, some brands bottle at 43%abv or 47%abv. And, there are
cask strength bottlings, the strength of which is not known until bottling, making it impossible to order tax
stamps in advance, even assuming a stamp for a product of that alcoholic strength actually exists.

5.13 Given that Scotch Whisky only needs to be distilled and matured in Scotland, there is a possibility
that the high compliance costs of tax stamps will force companies to look to reduce these increased costs in
other ways by carrying out other aspects of the production process, such as bottling, in lower cost
environments, even outside the UK. Undoubtedly, this would impact on employment in Scotland.

5.14 As noted above the government has said that it is prepared to consider ways in which to mitigate
the costs to the legitimate trade. It has been suggested, for example, that financial assistance might be
provided by government to oVset capital costs. It is unclear whether financial assistance might also be
available to bottlers outwith theUK.Any such aid, however, is likely to be open to challenge under EU state
aid rules and may not be available equally to all companies in the sector, thereby distorting competition. A
freeze on spirits duty is examined separately under section 7 below.

5.15 All these unwelcome eVects reduce the competitiveness of Scotch Whisky and other spirits, and are
not compatible with the government’s wider agenda of encouraging improved productivity and
competitiveness, and a reduction in red tape.

6. International Perspective

6.1 ScotchWhisky is exported to 200 countries around the world giving distillers unparalleled experience
of the impact and eVectiveness of regulation in the spirits sector.

6.2 The industry’s experience is that high quality forgeries of tax stamps appear quickly and become
common. With UK excise duty at £5.48 per 70cl bottle of Scotch there would be a strong incentive for
forgery, and the creation of a new counterfeiting industry.

6.3 A recent example was the Ukraine’s decision to reformulate its tax stamps system on 1 January 2004
in an eVort to defeat widespread fraud of existing stamps.Within three weeks, we understand the Ukrainian
police had reported the seizure of 66,000 bottles of illicit spirits each marked with forgeries of the newly
introduced state of the art hologram seals.

6.4 Despite the use of tax stamps, industry experience is that roughly 15–20% of the market in Hungary
remains illicit and around 80% of Scotch Whisky sold in Poland is understood to be contraband. Around
60% of the spirits market in Bulgaria does not pay excise duty despite tax stamps.

6.5 The experience inMexico has been that tax stamps have done little to tackle the illegal market, which
is thought to have expanded by roughly six times in the last ten years, and large numbers of fake stamps are
being used to give illegal product the appearance that it is duty paid.

6.6 Several countries have either abolished their tax stamp regime (Ecuador, Greece, USA) or pulled
back from introducing them (Belgium,Germany, Norway) due to their limited eVectiveness.Within the EU,
both Denmark and Portugal have discontinued their use on fortified wines. Indeed, when discarding stamps
in 1986 the USA (Department of Treasury) noted: “ . . The stamps only have negligible value in evidencing
compliance with the law and payment of excise taxes. . .”

6.7 In the case of Norway, tax stamps legislation was adopted in 1997. However, the Norwegian
government pulled back from its implementation following a recognition of the technical complexities
involved and representations from, among others, the UK Department of Trade and Industry. The DTI
noted at the time that the Norwegian system: “. . . would constitute a barrier to trade for the following
reasons . . . They would discriminate against imported alcoholic beverages . . . are likely to be ineYcient and
ineVective as a means of combating fraud and illicit trade; . . . are disproportionate and conflict with the
principle of the free movement of goods; . . . will cause many practical and technical problems in respect of, for
example, labelling and storage of alcoholic beverages; and . . . will involve significant additional costs for the
industry in fulfilling these requirements.”

6.8 The evidence from Central and Eastern Europe is that genuine tax stamps can be used to disguise
breaks in seals after re-filling and that unscrupulous traders use stamps to add authenticity to counterfeit
product. There is evidence of Spanish tax stamps appearing on spirit drinks to add legitimacy to products
being sold in the Philippines.
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6.9 Notwithstanding this international experience of the ineVectiveness of tax stamps, there are fears that
should the UK proceed to introduce tax stamps a damaging precedent will be set. Export markets look to
the example of the UK and may seek to also introduce tax stamping regimes, increasing costs further,
causing untold damage to international competitiveness.

6.10 With 90% of sales abroad, international competitiveness is crucial to ScotchWhisky. Every year for
the last ten years, Scotch Whisky exports have contributed over £2 billion to the UK’s balance of trade.
Given the importance of international trade to the ScotchWhisky industry, there are concerns that if others
did follow such a UK move the industry’s ability to compete in the global market would be undermined.

6.11 Tax stamps will form a barrier to trade forcing distillers to produce and keep country-specific stock,
increasing costs, reducing bottling line eYciencies and restricting flexibility. Increased use of tax stamps
would, for example, fragment Scotch’s largest export destination, the EU Single Market, which accounts
for 40% of exports (£881 million in 2002).

6.12 Tax stamp regimes, currently found in only four EUMember States, might themselves be unlawful.
An oYcial at the EuropeanCommission has observed that the continued use of tax stamps in these countries
may simply be a consequence of the regimes not having, as yet, been fully challenged.

6.13 A considerable amount of industry resources are devoted each year to challenging trade barriers in
diVerent markets around the world. The support of the UK government in this work is vital. There are
concerns that industry eVorts to challenge tax stamps systems overseas which discriminate against Scotch
will therefore be hindered. This has already happened in Portugal where the British Embassy in Lisbon has
indicated it will no longer be able to assist in pursuing the industry’s case against the recent changes to the
national tax stamps system, that were problematic for the Scotch Whisky industry.

6.14 Altogether, 40 diVerent countries use tax stamps. However, it should be noted that approximately
half require stamps to be applied in the market. Therefore there are around 20 countries that allow stamps
to be applied in Scotland. Total exports to these markets represent only 20% of all Scotch Whisky sales.
However, this figure is distorted by Spain, one of the industry’s largest exportmarkets, which alone accounts
for 14% of exports. The remaining markets where tax stamps can be applied by bottling lines in Scotland
therefore account for just 6% of all Scotch Whisky sales, and this figure is virtually all accounted for by
Portugal and Italy. Other than Spain, no market of a comparable size to the UK requires tax stamps. In the
case of Spain the value of each stamp is 3.75 times less than would be the case in the UK, thus inflicting
considerably less cash flow disruption and security implications.

6.15 Of the 40 countries that require stamps, 23 introduced the regime during the 1990s. All of the
countries that did so are developing economies. Of the developed countries that also considered stamps
during this period, all rejected them.

7. Excise Tax

7.1 The ScotchWhisky Association has welcomed the duty freeze for spirit drinks over the last six years,
as the steps have increased fairness in the taxation of alcoholic beverages and helped to bring stability to the
home market.

7.2 The Association has also welcomed the government’s 2003 Budget “commitment to delivering a fairer
balance in the burden of taxation falling on diVerent alcoholic drinks and diVerent types of drinks producer.”

7.3 The government has indicated that it might be prepared to consider freezing spirits duty for the
lifetime of the current Parliament to assist in mitigating the cost of tax stamps.

7.4 It is diYcult to assess any benefit fully until the full extent of compliance costs and how the tax stamp
regime would be run are known. However, an excise standstill does not provide instant support in paying
oV the cost of compliance, including the interest and capital borrowed to buy new machinery.

7.5 Econometric data shows that spirits are extremely price sensitive. A key determinant of price is of
course the high tax burden. A duty reduction could therefore allow the trade to grow. For any benefit to be
seen by the industry at large, however, would assume that any benefit would be passed back along the whole
of the supply chain to the producer.

7.6 The Scotch Whisky Association therefore does not believe a freeze in spirits duty would adequately
mitigate the cost of tax stamps. Indeed, the advice we have received from member companies, in particular
smaller producers or those with a large exposure to the UK market who would be disproportionately hit
by the compliance costs, is that a duty freeze would not oVset the damage caused by the introduction of
tax stamps.

7.7 The continuing high level of excise duty levied on Scotch Whisky and other spirit drinks in the UK
is a major incentive and encouragement to individuals and groups to indulge in illegal activity. The action
of Denmark in October 2003 to cut its spirit duty rate by 45%, and the 44% cut in spirits duty in Finland
on 1March 2004, were motivated by distortion of trade as a result of high tax levels. They are examples the
UK should not ignore.
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7.8 The position of the Association is further outlined in its 2004 Budget submission, “Excise Duty: A
Fair Measure for Scotch”. This calls for the Chancellor to implement a 4% reduction in spirits duty relative
to other alcoholic drinks and take further steps with his policy towards a fairer balance in the burden of
alcohol duty. This would benefit both HM Treasury and the industry, whilst also helping to remove the
incentive for the fraudster.

8. Conclusion

8.1 Closer cooperation between the trade and Customs & Excise is the only way to tackle fraud
eVectively. Scotch Whisky producers are committed to fighting spirits fraud and working with the
government to defeat the fraudster. We believe collaboration is already bringing benefits and that fraud is
falling, and we are committed to driving it down further.

8.2 The industry is opposed to the introduction of tax stamps. Customs & Excise see them as a solution
because they are visible. But fraud is a complex activity that requires a policy response that has direct impact
upon the perpetrators. Stamps are limited in eVectiveness, will impose significant and disproportionate
compliance costs across the supply chain, and will damage the industry’s competitiveness at home and
abroad, while, on the basis of experience elsewhere, not reaching the heart of the problem and, most likely,
opening up new avenues for illegal activity.

8.3 The ScotchWhiskyAssociation haswelcomed the opportunity to bring forward alternative proposals
to tackle spirits fraud. We believe the Scotch Whisky industry and the wider alcohol trade have risen to the
challenge set by the Chancellor and developed a forward-looking package of alternative proposals. These
proportionate measures will eVectively target the fraudster, rather than harming, as stamps would,
legitimate producers, and could remove at least 50% of existing fraud. They will deliver more revenue to
HM Treasury, more quickly than tax stamps.8.4 The Association would be delighted to discuss with the
Committee any points raised in this paper on which the Committee may wish to seek further details.

February 2004
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ANNEX—SUMMARY OF ALCOHOL TRADE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS

Tackles Tackles
Outward* Inward*

Proposal Initiative Benefits Diversion Diversion

Implement Memorandum Implementation of already negotiated industry/ Targeting of resources on relatively small number Yes Yes
of Understanding with government MoU introducing restrictions on of abnormal loads
producers and importers supplies of highest risk, notification of other

movements fitting risk profiles, and assisting C&E
with detailed information about supply routes
and customers.

Target high-risk owners, Improved approval, control and analysis of Establish the normal, challenge the abnormal Yes Yes
sales and movements warehouse stocks, movements, sales and

ownership of goods should pick up high-risk or
illicit transactions very quickly.

Revised system of No excise guarantee, no movement of spirits. New system as best practice in 2004 and stiV Yes No
guarantees penalties would be imposedNo warehousekeeper’s guarantee for high-risk

movements. Fraudsters forced into the guarantee system or
out of business. End to outward diversion.

New warehousekeepers’ Begin work on the early implementation of a new Partnership approach to target high risk Yes Yes
Memorandum of MoU with warehousekeepers warehouses
Understanding
New Joint Warehouse A new Joint Warehouse Fraud Task Force should Sharing intelligence to tackle abnormal trade Yes Yes
Fraud Task Force be set up.
Improved use of Improved use by C&E of industry warehouse C&E will have system in place by June 2004. Yes No
warehouse returns returns to identify better where risk lies and allow

faster spotting of unusual trends.
Review of warehouse Rigorous review of warehouse approvals, and Removal from trade of unsuitable operators. Yes No
approvals cancellation if there is irregularity.
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ANNEX—SUMMARY OF ALCOHOL TRADE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS—(Continued)

Tackles Tackles
Outward* Inward*

Proposal Initiative Benefits Diversion Diversion

Professional training and Professional accreditation and better training of Better awareness of trade and C&E requirements Yes Yes
accreditation for warehousekeepers.
warehousekeepers
C&E assurance oYcers in C&E assurance oYcers placed in the small C&E presence has been shown to halt unusual Yes Yes
highest risk warehouses number of highest risk warehouses trades
Strengthened licensing C&E licences required by all businesses selling Tighter C&E links to the licensing of all Yes Yes
system spirits. wholesalers and retailers will help to cut oV

fraudsters’ markets for illicit supplies.
New machine for Introduction of a new machine to uniquely Would counter the use of forged signatures and Yes Yes
stamping documents number and process movement documentation. stamps on documents.
Enhanced controls on Early implementation of new initiatives, such as Disrupts opportunities for diversion and Yes No
transporters the introduction of a ‘recognised transporters’ encourages the transporter to take responsibility

scheme, and the fuller use of a number of other for ensuring correct delivery of load.
recent C&E controls and databases.

Better use of trade Co-operation by producers within Joint Spirits “Fast track” contact details provided for all Yes Yes
intelligence Fraud Task Force has allowed C&E to tap into investigations. Better use by C&E of trade

industry expertise in identifying and tracking contacts to identify the sources of illicit supply
illicit spirits. and routes to market.
Far more can be made of this collaboration, Producers can assist in tracking where fraud has
including exchange of information on a privileged occurred—even identifying where bottles have
basis if necessary. been removed.

Facilitates targeting of resources in identified high
risk areas.

*OutwardDiversion is where the paperwork indicates that the goods are scheduled for export, but are diverted into the UKmarket and never leave the country. C&E figures
indicate that this currently accounts for more than half of the revenue loss from spirits. *Inward Diversion is where imported goods do not reach the destination warehouse
and again appear in the UK market.
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Witnesses:Mr Ian Good, Chairman,Mr Gavin Hewitt, Chief Executive andMr Campbell Evans, Director
of Government and Consumer AVairs, The Scotch Whisky Association, examined.

Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen, can I across the supply chain, it would reduce
competitiveness and productivity while in ourwelcome you to the Scottish AVairs Select

Committee and our inquiry into the proposed strip opinion doing little to tackle spirits fraud. The cost
would be significant, it is not just a question of thestamps on spirits. Can I also declare that I am

Chairman of the All-PartyGroup on ScotchWhisky labour costs, the material costs but there is a
significant capital cost, capital in terms of newin Parliament and some of the members of the

Committee are members and others oYce bearers. equipment that is required but probably most
importantly, and things that people tend to forget,Mr Duncan: I am Peter Duncan, Vice-Chairman of
there would be a significant working capital outlay.the same All-Party Group.
That working capital would be a lost opportunity
for the industry because if we had the capital that

Q1 Chairman: Can I thank you, first of all, for your was being used to finance this scheme we would be
attendance and your written submission. Before the able to use that capital in things which would be
Committee turns to specific questions do you have more productive for our industry and more
anything you wish to add in support of your productive in promoting Scotch Whisky overseas.
submission? We welcome this opportunity and particular inquiry
Mr Good: Can I first of all thank you for giving us because we believe it gives us an opportunity to
this opportunity today. The Scotch Whisky explain where we have got to so far, and what steps
Association is the trade body which represents the we plan to take. What we feel is that we were set an
industry at home and abroad. Itsmain objective is to exam question by the Chancellor in the Pre Budget
promote and protect Scotch Whisky. There are 57 Report. We believe we have answered that. We have
member companies of the Association and they not only answered it in terms of reducing spirits
account for more than 95% of the worldwide sales of fraud but we are going to do it quicker, we are going
Scotch Whisky. Representing the industry today we to give him more revenue than he talked about and
haveGavinHewitt who is theChief Executive of The I think that is a win, win for the Chancellor and for
ScotchWhisky Association, Campbell Evans who is the industry. We believe the revenue gain that the
Director of Government and Consumer AVairs at Treasury would have could remove at least 50% of
the Association and myself Ian Good, Chairman of spirits fraud. The industry’s proposals oVer faster
the Association. I actually have a day job and that is implementation of anti-fraud measures, our
Chairman of the Edrington Group which owns alternatives oVer a more enduring eVectiveness due
brands such as Famous Grouse, Macallan and to the robustness of the way we are going about it
Highland Park. Scotch Whisky is of crucial and we believe the response is more proportionate in
importance to the economy of both Scotland and the response to the level of fraud that is being talked
United Kingdom. It is crucial that we remain about. In short we are oVering the Chancellor twice
competitive in what is an increasingly competitive the revenue he anticipates receiving from tax stamps,
market place in alcoholic beverages. Making certain he is receiving it two years early and I would ask you
that that competitiveness is maintained is crucial what other government project oVers such a return.
because it has a direct impact on jobs, particularly in We look forward to explaining to the Committee
rural areas. There are 10,000 direct jobs attributable how we believe we have answered these questions.
to the ScotchWhisky industry but within the United Thank you very much.
Kingdom there are 65,000 jobs which rely on the
industry. While it might seem that there are a

Q2 Chairman: Thank you very much. Wenumber of areas where there is pretty low
understand that youmet the TreasuryMinister Johnunemployment there are some areas where the
Healey this morning and despite it being so close toScotch Whisky industry is the important employer.
the Budget was he able to give you any indication asMy own company is based in Drumchapel which is
to whether or not theGovernment had decided to goan area of high deprivation, we are by far the largest
ahead with these proposals?employer in that area and if anything should happen
Mr Good: There was no indication at all. Wein terms of bottling jobs as a result of strip stamps it
explained the answers to the questions we were set inwould have a catastrophic eVect not only on the
the Pre Budget Report. He listened to what we said.company but in the area. Let me say at the outset
We particularly commented onwhatwe thoughtwasthat we are totally committed to tackling spirits duty
thewin, win situation but therewas no response.Didevasion. Fraud of any description is not in the
you read anything into it, gentlemen?interests of the Scotch Whisky industry, it is not in
Mr Evans: Normal Pre Budget response.the interests of people who are trying to promote
Chairman: Can we now look at tackling fraud?brands. Again, if I talk of my own company, we

spend a tremendous sum of money promoting
Famous Grouse as a prestigious product. If we lose Q3 Mr Sarwar: Mr Good, from your opening
control of the distribution of that brand, we lose remarks it is very clear there is no diVerence in
control over how we promote that product, so principle between the Association and the
therefore we do not want anything to do with Government over the need to tackle tax evasion, it is
anything that is remotely connected with fraud. We in nobody’s interest. Both sides agree that we need
do not believe that tax stamps are the appropriate or to tackle the fraud but unfortunately there are some
proportionate solution. The introduction of tax diVerences of opinion about howwe can achieve this

goal, could you summarise why you are notstamps on bottles would add considerable cost
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convinced by the Government’s argument for the understanding between the producers and Customs
& Excise which was to tackle the whole question ofintroduction of this tax stamp?You have given some

reasons but we would like to hear more. the areaswhere the risk wasmost andwhere that risk
was the highest. That was the basis onwhichwewereMrGood:Letme just say there is significant evidence

in other countries where tax stamps have been used negotiating with the authorities to find out how we
could tackle fraud in the wake of the 1998 troubles.or indeed where tax stamps used to be used, the

United States being the best example. The US Suddenly out of the blue we come back to the
proposal for tax stamps which, of course, theTreasury said when they decided to abandon tax

stamps that it did nothing to increase the revenues Chancellor in his 2002 Budget Statement had said
was not the answer because the compliance costs forand it did nothing to prevent any question of fraud.
industry were too high. I think it is significant,
without going into the level of fraud, that the fraudQ4 Mr Sarwar: What reasons have ministers and
figures which have been used by Customs & ExciseoYcials given for them not being convinced by your
over the last few years have indeed been changed andsuggestions as set out in section three of your
are changing. We have an example where one year itmemorandum?
is £450 million for the year 1999–2000, the next yearMrGood:One of the problems has been the question
on the next statistics they are 350 million andof quantum, just how big is this issue. There has been
suddenly we have a £600 million figure for 2001–02.a great deal of to-ing and fro-ing between our
There is a moving target, if I may say so, and it isindustry and Customs as to what the amount of
extremely diYcult to work out, that is why we werefraud is.We are significantly apart on that but rather
worried about the fraud estimates. We have nothan going into all of the arguments whywe thinkwe
strong evidence that fraud is at anything like theare right and we think they are wrong the National
£600 million level. Intuitively, why? In 1998 thereAudit OYce are investigating it, so there will be what
were a very large number of complaints from theyou might call a referee giving the result.
industry about market disruption, people were notMr Evans: In terms of the actual proposals we have
able to sell to the retailer on the corner. There are noput on the table it is not a case of them having
complaints whatsoever from the industry aboutrejected the proposals, it is more a case of them
market disruption, suggesting there is no serioushaving to go through them.What we were doing this
problem in selling legitimately into the trade.morning is explaining these are a package of
Secondly, if we were to take the figure of £600measures that should be seen as a package to tackle
million and look at what is happening thenwewouldfraud, both outward diversion and to some extent
be talking about a 50% growth in spiritsinward diversion. They have seen bits of it but what
consumption between 1992 and 2002. It is notwe have done now is bring them together and a
intuitive it is fact, we have no evidence there areformal submission will be going in in the next couple
seriously more spirits being consumed in the Unitedof days which will pull all these bits together. It is not
Kingdom than in 1992. There are two very stronga case of saying they have rejected it but they have
indications there is something which is diYcult. Cananalysed it bit by bit and now we have packaged it
I make one other point, which is the methodologyup and said that this is the way to tackle fraud.
which is being used by Customs & Excise in
calculating the £600million figure. It is what is called

Q5 Mr Sarwar: It is not easy to quantify how much a gap analysis. Gap analysis in their terms and their
tax evasion is because of this tax fraud, do you methodology produces a £600 million figure. It is
believe that over the last few years because of interesting when they apply that same gap analysis
Government measures and whatever the industry is methodology to wine and beer it came up they were
doing it has helped tremendously to minimise the getting more revenue than they should, the figures
loss, to help reduce the loss? were showing for beer and wine that they should not
Mr Good:Yes. be getting that amount of revenue. I think if I was a
MrHewitt: The proposals which the Chancellor and punter I would think there was something wrong
Customs & Excise were proposing to us two years with my methodology.
ago in a consultation exercise were a result of very
high levels of fraud in the period between ’95 and ’98.

Q6 Mr Weir: Just following up on that, you say inThere was a particular fraud case, the LondonBond,
your submission to the committee that if you acceptand everyone recognised at that particular time that
Customs & Excise estimates then every bottle ofthings were going wrong. It was a direct result of the
spirits in every independent shop must berules which were introduced as a result of the single
fraudulent, which is somewhat startling. Talkingmarket and the controls which changed. That then
about methodology, you said that the Nationalled to the consultation, which went on to the whole
Audit OYce was looking into the diVerence betweenprocess of the seven proposals which were put to the
yourself and Customs, have you agreed theindustry and trade and open to formal consultation.
methodology that is going to be used for that? If youWe replied to them and they came back to us. Right
do not it does not seem to me it is going to take youup until last October we were negotiating on a
very far?process to not go down some of the conclusions
Mr Hewitt: We had a lot of discussions aboutwhich Customs & Excise and the Government
methodology with Customs, we were not making aand Treasury oVered us but to oVer alternatives.
great deal of progress, they stuck to theirWe finished up negotiating but not signing

or implementing, yet, a memorandum of methodology andwe said intuitively we thought that
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methodology was not indicating what it was that we diYculty enforcing another U-turn when he has
already turned round once. I accept with confidencewere feeling in the market. If you remember the

National Audit OYce produced a report on alcohol that you think you have a case to make. The Scotch
Whisky Association have very clearly made theirfraud just before the turn of the year and that is

being reviewed by the Public Accounts Committee. case here, what is the level of co-operation with the
Gin and Vodka Association, do they have distinctWe encouraged the fact that since we were so far

apart on methodology, and we were not going to interests here and distinct proposals here? Is your
proposal a similar proposal to theirs or are thereagree the basis, it is sensible to have some sort of

independent arbiter to look at what our diVerent emphases?
methodology was and what their methodology was Mr Hewitt: The proposals which are being oVered
and to see if we could agree a base against which we and will be oVered in the final form to the Treasury
were going to create a policy. are proposals which come from the whole of the

trade, not just the producers but the whole of the
supply chain too. The Gin and Vodka AssociationQ7 Mr Weir: How long was it going to take to do
Director General has been chairing the trade side ofthat, do you know?
the Joint Alcohol and Tobacco Consultation GroupMr Hewitt:We believe they will report to the Public
so we have exactly the same interests in all of this.Accounts Committee before the Budget.
There are no serious diVerences. There are
diVerences about what you can do because gin andQ8MrCarmichael:Following up on the point about
vodka can be produced anywhere in the world,the involvement of the National Audit OYce we are
Scotch Whisky cannot. The real significance at thistwo weeks now from the Budget what prospect is
time in terms of the alternative package which wethere, do you think, that the input from the industry
have oVered, is it brings in every bit from productionis going to be given its proper consideration in
right through to the bottle appearing on the shelf orTreasury decision-making or are we just dealing
behind the bar. Significantly the warehouse side haswith a done deal here? Are you guys just being sold
come up with proposals which have not been oVereda pup?
before, never been looked at before, which is to doMrGood:The important thing is there has been a lot
the same amount and to oVer the same sort of levelof debate about the quantum of the fraud. The
of co-operation that we as the Scotch Whiskyquestion that the Chancellor asked us was, “come up
industry producers were oVering two years ago,with a better method than tax stamps”. We believe
which are enshrined in the Memorandum ofwe have conclusively done that. We have come up
Understanding. The significant ones are thewith a better method that produces more revenue
warehouse controls and the revision of what is calledand quicker. Tomymind that is game, set andmatch
the guarantee system and that aVects everyone in thein relation to the question we were asked. The whole
system, particularly the warehouse. It is therefore aaspect of how much it is and all of the rest of it. If
unanimous oVer from the whole of the trade andthe figure was £600 million, and outward diversion
industry, from production to supply, and I thinkfraud accounts for roughly 50% of all fraud, and if
that is the significance of what it is that we have nowthe suggestions that we are making are implemented
put on the table.£300 million will be recovered. The Chancellor

asked for £160 million.
Q11 Ann McKechin: I take it from that you are

Q9 Mr Duncan: Alistair referred to a done deal, working in alliance with the Gin and Vodka
given there is this perception we are going to have to Association in connection with your work with the
undertake another government U-turn to get them Government, I just wondered whether or not you
out of this, you have produced a system that is going can comment whether you have made any
to give them twice the revenue and they are going to suggestions about inward diversion? You talked
get it two years earlier according to your initial about your proposals for outward diversion, have
comment, given they have already U-turned what there been there any proposals by the industry in
confidence can you have that you are going to be connection with inward diversion?
able to convince them of the case? Mr Hewitt: Indeed we have. Since 55%–60% of
Mr Good: The one thing about The Scotch Whisky current fraud is outward diversion a lot of our
Association is we are non-political, it is not a proposals address that but a lot of proposals relating
question of U-turns or anything like that. The to warehouses also aVect inward diversion. Let me
Chancellor said, “I believe I am losing money take an example, a whole lorry of whisky, gin or
through fraud, can you come up with a better idea? vodka comes in at Dover, it is stopped by Customs
If you cannot I will put tax stamps on”. We believe at Dover, it has all of the paperwork and it is going
we have come up with a much better answer which to warehouse X in the Midlands. At the moment if
produces more revenue, it is not about U-turns or that bit of paper given to Customs at Dover looks
political shenanigans, it is a straightforward okay the lorry will proceed, there are no checks
commercial question and we have answered it. whatsoever that that lorry ever goes to warehouse X

in the Midlands. What we are saying is that
eVectively that person who stops the lorry at DoverQ10 Mr Duncan: I meant that given the Chancellor
should phone warehouse X, if warehouse X says,has had to go back on his comments on the 2002
“sorry, I am not expecting a load” that is the firststatement there was a degree of embarrassment

there, I just meant there is obviously a political indication toCustoms atDover you should stop that
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lorry, hold it back until you are sure that it is going Q15 Mr MacDougall: Are there any other examples
that you can use?to deliver to warehouse X. Equally the warehouse

man would have the responsibility of notifying the MrEvans:We have given you a number of examples
of countries where it does not work, inHungary 15%arrival of that load. This is giving material

information to Customs & Excise to put their to 20% of the market is fraudulently traded despite
the fact there are tax stamps already in there. Theassurance, their enforcement resources into the

areas which aremost at risk. If Edrington,Diageo or most recent example is the one in Ukraine.
Ukrainians were having a lot of problems withAllied is delivering those are very tightly controlled.
forged stamps so they brought in on 1 January this
year a new, state of the art hologram seal, the typeQ12 Ann McKechin: Are you saying at the moment
of thing Treasury and Customs & Excise are talkingthat if a trailer arrives at Dover that Customs &
about here, hologrammed strip stamps.Within threeExcise never take the opportunity of phoning up any
weeks the police in Kiev had found 60,000 bottles ofwarehouse to check whether the load is coming
vodka with the new supposedly fool-proof taxinto them?
stamps. I read in the papers last weekend there are aMr Hewitt: Occasionally they do, but it is a rarity.
series of forgeries going on surrounding passports, ifThey never check that it actually arrives there and so
they can forge passports they can forge tax stamps.eVectively if a lorry is stopped at Dover and that
Each one of these on a standard bottle of Scotchlorry has a bit of paper they will usually let it go on
Whisky is going to be worth £5.50 or about £7.50 forits way. Where it is stopped and checked then that
a litre bottle. These are valuable commodities andlorry will go to their warehouse even if it is not
therefore there is plenty of incentives for people toexpected but their warehouse man never comes back
produce forgeries, they do not have to do it here theyand says to Customs and Excise, “I am puzzled,
can be doing it overseas but there will be a marketwhere did this load come from, why did it come
for forgeries.here?” There are no checks and balances, there is no
Mr Good: On that point, that represents £50,000.control over those processes. Meanwhile there are
Those are strip stamps that if we were bottling 1.5another nine lorries which are not checked which
litres, which is the bottle you see in the pub on thedisappear.
gantry, if we put strip stamps on those that would
represent £50,000.1 If we were bottling the 70 cls—

Q13 Ann McKechin: You propose warehouses which are the bottles you would buy in the
inform Customs & Excise of every load they are supermarket that would represent £50,000. There is
anticipating and when they arrive? enormous scope and very lucrative takings for those
MrHewitt:Not every load, there are high risk loads unscrupulous people who want to try and copy.
and categories of movement which would cause
concern where there is cash rather than credit lines. Q16 Mr MacDougall: Can I ask one more question,
There are risk elements and where those risk on the basis of the very powerful argument that you
elements are involved then you report. presented to the Chancellor, he believes and we allAnn McKechin: Thank you. accept there is fraud and there is loss to the Treasury,

your figures you quoted here in terms of the
Q14 Mr MacDougall: Can I say first of all your potential for fraud regarding a stamp has hardly
opening remarks regarding employment and the taken into account these figures because they are
importance to the economy of the whisky industry I plus?
take on board very seriously. In my constituency I
have the distillers Diageo, and in a former coal- Mr Good: I do not think we have taken it into
mining community I can tell you that account.
unemployment levels are quite high and therefore
the industry is very important. I would be very keen MrEvans:TheCustoms&Excise in their assessment
to see a sensible solution to the problem. Can I say of the benefits of tax cuts have not taken account of
to you I come from Fife and so does the Chancellor, the fraudulent activity that will arise, nor have they
I am not sure that will influence him at all, I hope he taken account of the likely drop in revenue as sales
makes the right decision at the end of the day. You fall because of the increased cost of the bottle up by
quote instances of unscrupulous traders using 30 or 40 pence, which is what the impact of tax
genuine tax stamps to disguise fake spirits, do you stamps would probably be.
consider the introduction of the tax stamps in the
United Kingdom could exacerbate the problem of Q17 Mr Weir: I notice that, in your presentation to
fraud? the Committee at paragraph 6.12, you mention that
Mr Good: If you are trying to develop a brand of tax stamp regimes, currently found in only four EU
ScotchWhisky clearly people who see a brand being Member States, might themselves be unlawful
successful will try and copy it. There are a number of according to European Commission oYcials. Have
security aspects that we already have but if you are you investigated that further?
walking into a store and you see they all have tax Mr Evans: Let us just clarify it. As you rightly point
stamps on them then I think that would perhaps out, this was a comment made by an oYcial that we
convince the consumer that that is genuine. I think approached previously to discuss tax stamps. One of
it could work against the interests of the industry in
terms of making sure that it is bona fide Famous 1 Witness presented packages of strip stamps as a visual

example.Grouse or Johnnie Walker, or whatever.
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the reasons why we did so was that we were then that might just be the straw that will break the
camel’s back for some companies and that willconcerned about the barriers to trade that tax
clearly have a detrimental eVect on employment.stamps create in other markets and indeed we were
Mr Evans: I do not think anybody will say that thisin the midst of launching an action in Portugal
is the number but what we have heard from some ofagainst the changes in tax stamps there which we
our members if that they have been looking to takebelieve were detrimental to the industry. So, we
the costs out of their business. Indeed, they havewanted to know on what grounds the Commission
been making redundancies in order to cut costs sofelt that tax stamps would be viable. They just
that they can keep going in the current climate. Oneexpressed the view that it perhaps had not been
of them has told us that, if tax stamps came in, morechallenged; they did not say whether they were or
costs would be added to the business than what theywere not part of the legal process within the EU that
have managed to save by these redundancies, whichthey could possibly come under some challenge.
puts them back in a worse position than they wereInterestingly, if we look ahead as to what the impact
before and they are therefore very concerned aboutofUK stamps could be, we know that countries look
whether it makes any sense to continue in the UKto see how Scotch Whisky is taxed in this country as
market or which parts of their operation they canan example of how to tax it oversees. If they see tax
continue to run. We know that other companies,stamps coming in on spirits here, they may well feel
which are perhaps large companies and thereforethat this is something they can get away with
might at first sight be more able to deal with theoverseas and, in the case of Portugal itself, we have
costs, operate quite often on an intra-company basisalready been alerted that the British Embassy, which
in terms of keeping the cost of production as low aswas previously supportive of our challenge to the
possible and therefore some of the production,Portuguese system, believes that it would no longer
particularly of other spirits that have come tobe in a position to help us because they are
Scotland because of the business cluster here, mightcompromised if the British Government go down
then go to lower-cost countries where the price ofthis route.
glass, for example, labour costs or whatever areMr Hewitt: The debate centres really on the duty
cheaper.We are certainly getting that sense from ourpoint and the tax stamp. If you pay the duty at that
members, albeit that nobody is able to put a fingerpoint, that is actually contrary to the regulation.
on it. It is not a case of saying that this is definitelyDuty is only paid at the point of release to the
going to happen, but people will certainly be lookingconsumer. So, this is the issue which has never been at the cost base and looking at the jobs aspect.tested but is certainly a legal point. We had a good

example when the Belgian Government was
Q19 Mr Weir: Are you seriously suggesting that achallenged by the Commission because they were
Scotch Whisky company could export whisky tocharging and putting duty on at the point of
somewhere else to be bottled and re-imported intoproduction on tobacco rather than the point of
Scotland?release through the retail trade. That was queried by
Mr Good:No. Where we have members who have athe Commission and I think it is had been resolved
range of non–whisky products that are currentlybecause the Belgians have pulled back from that. So,
bottled in Scotland, if they get to a situation whereit is a very specific legal issue.
the additional costs which are put on to spirits andChairman: Can we now move to the eVect on
if whisky is a major part of that equation, then oneemployment.
route they have is that they would bottle their other
spirits elsewhere in a lower labour-cost country or a

Q18MrWeir: In your submission, you mention that lower material-cost country. It would not be
some 41,000 jobs in Scotland and 65,000 across the specifically Scotch Whisky.

MrHewitt: There is a specific case of that which hasUK depend upon the industry. Do you have any
just happened.indication of how many of these jobs might be lost

should another tax be imposed on the industry?Will
it be concentrated on the distilling sector or how will Q20Mr Lyons: Just on the question of the tax stamp
it be spread across the sectors of the industry? itself, putting aside the argument with glass, bottling
Mr Good: I think I said in the opening remarks that and so on, how much would producers need to put
the Scotch Whisky industry is in a very competitive on a bottle of whisky to deal with the tax stamp if it
environment in terms of the alcoholic beverage were implemented?
market. Anything that increases the costs of the Mr Good: I will give you an example of our
industry will be detrimental to the well–being of the company. If tax stamps were introduced, it would
industry. If I use the United Kingdom as an increase the cost of a case of 12 bottles by more than
example, we have not had a price increase in the £1. That is the additional cost; we would actually do
United Kingdom for five years. Therefore, we have it through machinery, so it would be capital cost of
to look at our costs and we have reduced costs, but that. There is the increased cost of security. These
you do reach a point where you cannot take any strip stamps will need to be kept in extremely secure
more cost out of the business. There are very real conditions and some people will not be able to insure
dangers this year that there are going to be increases these. You think, this packet here is £50,000. I will
in costs of glass and of cardboard, and these are give you one example. Our company’s normal size of
things which, frankly, the industry will not be able to order to our distributor would mean that we would

be buying £1.8 million worth of strip stamps whichswallow. If we add the tax stamp cost on top of that,
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would be lying in our premises and having to be figure of £50,000 has been mentioned and we can
imagine the sort of premiums that the insurancecontrolled in our premises. In addition, I mentioned

the cost of capital. There is a specific cost of having people will be looking for. We are living in a
competitive world. Do you think that adding thesethat capital tied up and then, in addition to that,

there is the opportunity cost missed. So, all these costs will aVect our competitiveness abroad?
added together would mean an increase, in our case, Mr Good: Taking that point first of all, in terms of
by over £1 a case. For other people it is higher developing Scotch Whisky worldwide, only 10% of
because they are not so mechanised as we are. Scotch Whisky sales are in the UK. However, it is

crucial that brands which are trying to develop have
a strong homemarket. If there is 40 pence extra on aQ21 Chairman: Does that include the added
bottle, I think it would be reasonable to assume thatinsurance costs?
sales would fall and the UK market would declineMr Good: If people obtained insurance, that would
and that will hit the Exchequer. I do not think thatbe an additional cost.
the Chancellor has thought of the impact this willMr Hewitt: That passes across and through, that is
have.the cost to the producer. If you put it all the way
Mr Hewitt: May I add a little about thedown the supply chain and remember that you are
competitiveness and the competition inside theadding VAT on top of the higher cost price,
industry. Let us take this bottle, Ballentine’s fromeventually the cost to the producer gets translated
Allied.2 This was a bottle with a Spanish strip stampinto a cost on the shelf of, we calculate, a 30 to 40
produced on a bottling line which is equipped forpence per bottle increase.
that purpose. You can see what happens—it is not
even attached because, on the bottling line, the glueQ22 Mr Lyons: May we just clarify that point. In
did not work. That is the sort of bottle which has toyour memo, you spoke about compliance costs.
then be taken oV the bottling line by hand. ThatWould the security costs be additional to the
stamp has to be recovered and glued back on againcompliance costs or are they included in that?
by hand and, if it is destroyed, then they have toMr Good: They are included in that total cost
recover all the stamps by hand and put them on thebecause, for example, we would have to have a
receipts because, the only way in which they can getsecure unit and there would be the capital cost of
a refund from the tax authorities is to show thatbuilding that and there would then be depreciation
there are broken or damaged stamps. What aon that cost and that would be a real cost to the
palaver! That is a mechanised bottling plant. Therebusiness.
are smaller ones and it simply would not be in their
economic interest to actually install a mechanisedQ23 Mr Lyons: Just to come back to the other
tax stamper on the bottling line. So, the bottlesquestion, what diVerence would I see on a bottle of
would simply come down the line and then theywhisky on the shelf if you were to implement all of
would hand label all of these. You can imagine thethese costs?
costs of hand labelling in comparison with theMr Good: If you take it at over £1 a case and add on
mechanised process. Then, there are all the otherduty, VAT and retailers’ margin, it could be as high
sorts of problems that are associated as well. At theas 40 pence per bottle.
end of this table, Campbell has a very special bottle.Mr Evans: You have to bear in mind that some
I have no idea how you would attach a tax stamp tobusinesses will change the way in which they
a wax seal which is further down than a tax stamp.operate. For example, supermarkets which buy their
Even on a bottle like this, there are serious problemsproduct duty free at the moment may switch to duty
with doing that. Then you get to another one, thepaid business and therefore will go straight to the
Scotch Malt Whisky Society, and here there is asupplier and will want much more just-in-time
fascinating issue. TheMalt Whisky Society does notbusiness which will add costs to the supply of those
know what the alcohol by volume is until they haveproducts to supermarkets. The nature of the
bottled it and, since the tax is related to the alcoholbusiness may well change which will also add costs
by volume, they are going to have to bottle and thenon to the supermarkets and that is certainly the part
say, “Ah, it is 58.7 abv”, so they will then have towhere they would see a big hit on their costs.
apply to Customs & Excise and say, “We need a
stamp for 58.7 abv”, which probably does not exist.Q24Mr Lyons: So, it could go beyond the 40 pence? So, they will have to then store it, wait for that taxMr Evans: One supermarket suggested beyond that stamp to arrive, let us say three weeks down the line,but, across the trade, that is what we believe is a
and then put them back again and put them allreasonable estimate.
through the handling. Can you imagine theMr Hewitt: It is not an exact calculation; we have
distortion of competition? Someone who has atried to make sure that they are average costs. Other
mechanised line thrashes them through because theypeople would have higher costs but, in average, that
are doing 70 centilitres or litre bottles, and it is theis what we think we would finish up with.
small ones who really have huge manual costs
because they simply do not have the economic

Q25 Mr Sarwar: It is not easy for any industry to justification.
absorb extra costs but, with the larger industries, it
is relatively easy. What about the small industry? 2 Witnesses produced various brands of Scotch Whisky to
There are going to be setting-up costs and then there demonstrate to the Committee diVerences in shape and size

of bottles.are going to be the added costs of insurance. The
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Mr Evans: May I just add one important point to Mr Good: Some people already do bottle Scotch
that which is that people might say, “Well, if it can overseas. By definition, it needs to be distilled,
be done for Spain for these bottles, why can it not be blended and aged in Scotland. After that, it can be
done for theUK?”The important point is that, apart shipped in bulk and bottled overseas.
from Spain, no other market around the world is of
the scale of the UK market but, even in Spain, the
market is pretty much litre bottles and 70 centilitre

Q29 Mr Carmichael: And bottling is the one aspectbottles. Here we are looking at a much more
of the process which probably adds least value to it.complex system, amuch broader range of spirits and
Your own company produces Highland Park anda much broader range of alcoholic strengths and
Highland Park is special because it is distilled inbottle sizes. So, this would be the most complex
Orkney and it has the whole issue of Orkney havingsystem of tax stamps that we have anywhere in the
a reputation for food and drink and the reputationworld.
for a clean environment and all the rest of it. I do not
know that bottling it in Drumchapel necessarily

Q26 Mr Duncan: We have talked about the adds any extra to that reputation.
compliance costs in terms of the cost on a case Mr Good: No, but bottling in Scotland does. The
and the cost potentially on the retail price of a point I was making is about where the bottling
bottle. However, there is obviously substantial plants are located. If you look at Kilmalid,
disagreement between the industry, SWA, and Dumbarton—high unemployment. Our group,
Custom & Excise in terms of the overall cost of Drumchapel—high unemployment. Kilmarnock,
compliance. They have suggested that, in year one, Shieldhall and Leven. These are big bottling plants
it would be £45 million and thereafter a recurring where a significant number of people are employed.
cost of £15 million per year. In its submission, the If you look at the 10,000 people who are employed
Association is suggesting that it would be £23 in the industry, a significant number are employed atmillion of capital and then £60 million thereafter.

these bottling plants and a number of them are inWhat analysis have you done in terms of that
areas of high unemployment.diVerence? That is a radically diVerent sum of

money. These decisions are not taken lightly. How
do you think that discrepancy has arisen?
Mr Hewitt: When the tax stamp issue was being Q30 Mr Carmichael: Exactly, so is it fair comment
looked at before the 2002 budget, there was a to say that these proposals could have a
consultation process when we were trying again to disproportionate eVect on those communities who
calculate the compliance costs of tax stamps. That are already most fragile and most vulnerable and
£45 million and the £15 million were figures which least able to meet the challenge?
were extrapolated by Customs & Excise from our Mr Good: Scotch Whisky needs to be competitive.
figures; they were not our figures. Secondly, the This is another burden on Scotch Whisky. If we are
study which we did then was not complete; it did not not competitive, we will not compete in a very
cover the whole of the production to the bottle competitive market place and that will aVect the
appearing on the shelf because in fact the tax stamp overall sales of Scotch Whisky. That will have a
debate was aborted and we never finished our work; detrimental eVect on employment and the people
we never did the complete study of what the costs who will feel it most will be in the areas of high
were. So, the £45 million and the £15 million are not unemployment because that is where the largestour figures, they are Customs’ figures, but on the numbers are employed.basis of an incomplete study and incomplete

Mr Hewitt: On these bottling lines, it is not justcompliance costs. What we have done this time is to
whisky: it is gin, vodka, Malibu, you name it. If thego right from production right to Tesco, if I may use
companies decide to manufacture those products—them, looking at what the compliance costs are
gin and vodka can be done anywhere you like—across the whole of the production to delivery.
outside the UK and bottle them outside the UK, the
production costs of bottling whisky in Scotland on

Q27 Mr Carmichael: You are quite rightly focusing those bottling lines obviously goes up.
on the extra costs, but I think Ian said that you Mr MacDougall: The concern that is coming across
would never countenance bottling Scotch Whisky to me is that whilst you might not have a distillery
outwith— aspect of the business, you have a bottling plant,
Mr Good:No, I think the point was whether Scotch and, if you lose the vodka and the gin through being
Whisky be bottled overseas and shipped back into able to produce that anywhere at all that is more
Scotland and I said that was not the issue. The issue competitive, then the overheads for the plant that
was that in fact it would be other products which are exists are still the same. Therefore, the temptation
currently being bottled in Scotland which could be would be to concentrate on plants in maybe one or
bottled overseas. I was not referring to Scotch two areas and shut the others down and of course
Whisky. that would be a loss to the Treasury as well. I see the

point you are making and I hope that these points
will be taken on board.Q28Mr Carmichael: Surely, if it is economic for gin
Chairman: Can we move to the implications forand vodka, you are putting yourselves at a

disadvantage if you say, “No, we will not do that.” exports and imports.
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Q31 Mr Weir: Have you any indication of whether of sales in the UK. If the volume of sales in the UK
the imposition of the stamp, leading presumably to fell and that increased your overall cost because your
an increase in the cost of a bottle of Scotch, will throughput is less, I think that the impact that would
aVect overseas exports, for example to the United have on the cost of a case to the United States or to
States or to Japan? Japan would be impossible to estimate at this stage.
Mr Evans: I want to go back to the barriers to trade Mr Hewitt: There is the question of international
issue which we touched on before and the ability of trade. Strip stamps have been successfully seen oV in
the UK to stand up for Scotch Whisky around the many areas or people have been persuaded to back
world. We have had a lot of good support from the oV from strip stamps which I do think have a cost in
DTI over the years in terms of breaking down trade that, every time you apply them, there is a cost. The
barriers. Japan, Korea and Chile are three areas United States and Germany got rid of them,
where we have had great success on the tax front.We Belgium has not gone ahead with them and Greece
clearly require that support from the UK has has abolished them and they have actually reduced
credibility behind it and that becomes more diYcult the cost of getting that bottle to that market. To the
if there is a tax stamp regime which we are trying to degree thatwe in theUKwere to impose a tax stamp,
fight against when the UK has just set one up. So, we are giving another argument to a number of
our ability to get support would be a concern to us people out there to actually introduce forms of
and of course, if the cost of the business goes up discrimination because you are actually adding a
across the board, that cost of business is reflected in cost to the delivery of the bottle which therefore
sales around the world, not just sales in the UK makes it less competitive in that particular market,
where the tax stamp happens to apply. let us say against an oversees producer or whatever

it might be. It is very diYcult to calculate.
Q32 Mr Weir: Specially, the increase in common is
the cost of a bottle of whisky going up by 40 or 50

Q35 David Hamilton: I am still trying to get over thepence and I appreciate that, with currency
fact that Malibu is not produced in the Caribbean!fluctuations, it may go up even more.
For the last 45 minutes, we have been discussing theMr Good: That was the UK figure.
prices and the price diVerentials that will come. I am
old enough to remember imitation whisky coming

Q33MrWeir:Whatwould be the eVect on an export into the country and that type of thing. If the price
bottle? How important is a cost movement in the of ScotchWhisky increases in theUK,will it become
number of bottles sold in, say, the United States or a more tempting target for overseas producers to
Japan? bring cheap imitation whisky through?
Mr Good: I think you would need to come back to Mr Good: Yes and I think that is the point I was
the point that is beingmade about the bottling plant. making earlier about brands. The future of the
Bottling plants have what is known as a very high Scotch Whisky industry is about selling a unique
breakeven point. In other words, throughput is premium product all over the world and we are very
crucial. I will use Kilmalid at Dumbarton as an fortunate that over 200 countries buy Scotchexample, which is where they bottle Malibu, gin, Whisky, so it is a very successful export product. Ifvodka and a number of other products. They have the UK market is being priced eVectively out of thethe critical mass for that total plant through Scotch

consumers’ reach, then peoplewill try to come in andWhisky and other things. If the price of Scotch
fill that hole. We had an example in the late eightiesWhisky is going up because of the strip stamp
when Canadian Whisky came in and in fact you cansituation and it is then compounded because of other
still see Canadian Whisky being sold in thecost pressures and they, let us say, move the bottling
supermarkets at a very low price. People will come inof gin to Spain or whatever, then that clearly
and try and take some of that market that is whisky.increases the cost of what is remaining in that plant

in terms of Scotch Whisky and that would make the
Ballentine’s that they sold to the United States more Q36 David Hamilton: Talking about imitation
expensive. whisky, presumably the UK’s Irish Whiskey

industry would also be aVected by the stamp duty.
Q34 Mr Weir: I understand that and I am sorry to MrEvans: It certainly would and the Budget is on St
be pedantic about this but I am just trying to Patrick’s Day!
understand. You quoted a cost price increase within
the UK of around about 40 pence and I am just

Q37 Mr Weir: Just taking up where David left oVtrying to understand what the cost increase is likely
there, what would be the eVect in respect of the Irishto be on an export bottle and what the impact is
Whiskey industry in the Republic of Ireland? Is itlikely to be on the exportmarkets. I understandwhat
likely to be a beneficiary of this if it does not have theyou say about the plant and how the cost will
same stamp regime?increase, but I am just trying to get an idea of the
Mr Evans: I think obviously what they are selling inamount of the increase and the impact on the
the UK will have to have stamps, but there may ofexport market.
course be a move to cross-border shopping in theMr Good: I could not give you a figure for output
opposite direction to the one we see at the momentbecause it is about throughput. I do not believe that
in Ireland. It is quite a complex market over there.you could estimate what eVect a 40 pence per bottle

increase in the retail price would have on the volume Chairman: Can we look now at new technology.
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Q38 Mr Carmichael: One of the recent pieces Q40 Mr Lyons: Leaving that aside, you make the
point that, if it has a stamp, people will feel it isof correspondence that I received came from
authentic.the company Spectroscopic and Analytical
Mr Hewitt: Yes.Developments Limited that have produced what

they are calling a new whisky authenticator in
association with Diageo.3 I am glad to see nods Q41Mr Lyons: Surely, they will feel entitled to think
coming to this! They say, “A technically advanced, it is authentic.
inexpensive solution to the detection of counterfeit Mr Hewitt: They will feel entitled to think it is

authentic even though it is not authentic and theproduct which could avoid the use of stamps.” You
reassurance that the tax stamp will give to say that itare obviously familiar with this. Have you had the
is authentic may be false because around 6% ofopportunity of seeing this particular piece of kit in
whisky in the UK market is counterfeit.action and do you think that it may have some sort

of contribution to make to the war against fraud
about which we are all concerned? Q42 Mr Carmichael: Presumably you mean that
Mr Hewitt: I helped Diageo launch it, so I have somebody who forges a Famous Grouse label, for

example, will have little compunction about forgingactually seen it in action at least in the Diageo
a stamp strip.headquarters, not actually in the bar where it is
Mr Hewitt: Absolutely.going to be used. It is a fascinating piece of kit. At

the moment, a trading standards oYcer can go into
a bar and take, let us say, 20 samples of whisky with Q43 Mr Carmichael: I can see the obvious Trading
no means of analysing them. He will take all those Standards advantages from a device such as this. Is
examples back to the lab. It would take twoweeks to there an established link between people who are
analyse them and theywould all have to be analysed. producing a counterfeit product and those who are
What is planned with the authenticator is that avoiding duty?

Mr Hewitt: I am not saying that they are not thesomeone can go into the bar, can take again 20
same people but they are not necessarily the samesamples, five of which let us say might fail and 15
people. Someone will take advantage of the marketpass. In other words, it is a very quick way and you
in whatever way they can. The people who produceonly have to take the five failed back and then, if they
counterfeit stamps may be totally diVerent from theactually were shown through further lab analysis to
people who want to fill bottles with a false productbe counterfeit whisky, not Famous Grouse but
and masquerade as something else.someone who had filled the bottle with some other

cheap version, then indeed there is an opportunity
for prosecution under the trading standards. It is Q44MrWeir: It does seem to me that this may have

an application in identifying counterfeit whisky, butgeared at themoment toDiageo’s whiskies. You will
I do not see where it fits in with the whisky stampnotice occasionally in some Diageo whiskies that
because presumably the top is oV the bottle and it isthere is a quality stamp over the top. They are not
up on the optic and you could not get—talking about tax stamps, they are talking about
Mr Hewitt: It is no connection really with the issuequality control stamps. The importance of that
of stamps. It is a diVerent issue which is counterfeit.authenticator is to allow someone, whether it is in a

foreign market on in a home market, to quickly
analyse his samples and to know what he has to Q45 Chairman: Gentlemen, we have come to the

conclusion of our questions but, before we finish theconcentrate on. Can I also make a secondary point
evidence session, is there anything you feel you wishpicking up Mr Hamilton’s point. The danger of a
to add to any area that perhaps we have notstrip stamp over a bottle is to suggest to the person
touched on?who is buying it that that is an authentic product.
Mr Good: I think it might be worth just talking veryYou have actually legitimised the product. The fact
briefly on the specific measures that we are puttingthat it is a Famous Grouse bottle, whether it is
to theChancellor in order that you are aware. On thecounterfeit whisky inside that Famous Grouse
one hand, we are saying that tax stamps are verybottle, but with a UK Government tax stamp, how
costly and ineVective and I think we should give youon earth is the consumer going to know and in fact
comfort that what we are suggesting is sensible andhe will assume that it is a very legitimate bottle of
commercial.FamousGrouse, so he is not protected one iota from
MrHewitt:At the back of our submission, there is acounterfeit whisky which is masquerading as
list of the various measures. I will not go throughsomething else.
them all but I would like to draw two in particular
to your attention which are ones that we put a lot of

Q39 Mr Lyons: If it has been stamped in your weight on and believe that they are ones which are
bottling plant, how can it not be authentic? new and novel. Everything in that list is additional
Mr Hewitt: If it is in a bottling plant and going all to current practice. Every bit of that list would also
the way through, of course it is authentic, but a lot work on the basis of cooperation and partnership
are taken in behind the bar. There is a practice where working with the assurance oYcers and the

enforcement oYcers. We believe that that is the onlypeople will fill up behind a bar—you have a Famous
way in which you can actually tackle fraudGrouse or Bell’s or whatever it might be—
eVectively. If you impose something against people’s
will, you lose cooperation, you lose the partnership3 See Appendix 1.
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3 March 2004 Mr Ian Good, Mr Gavin Hewitt and Mr Campbell Evans

and you lose the flow of trade and intelligence movements are in a sense fromDiageo through their
supply line toTesco or fromEdrington through theirinformation to actually beat the fraudster. The two

things which I would like to highlight are first the supply lines to supermarkets, these are not lines
which are at risk. What we want to do is torevision of the guarantee system. Not a single

movement of whisky, in our case, moves without a encourage Customs, with our help, to actually
concentrate on where the risk lies. It is not blanket,guarantee. At the moment, there are guarantees

which are given by warehousemen where they have it is a risk-based assessment. I think that is in the
spirit of where the Government are going now. Theyno knowledge of who own the goods and what is

happening to it. So, the warehousemen’s guarantee want to use their resources profitably targeted for
delivery of a particular issue.is being abused. What we are saying is that this

should be totally revised, turned on its head, and
that the person wanting to move the goods should Q47MrMacDougall:You have presented figures to

the Treasury and to Government in terms of theprove that he has a guarantee or that he has actually
persuaded someone else to give him that guarantee income that you can help to generate to the Treasury

as opposed to the impact of the stamp. How quickly,legitimately, so that the movement cannot happen if
there is a doubt or a risk. Thewarehouseman himself how real and how powerful is the argument as to the

income to the Treasury? Would that be obviouswill not give the guarantee for the movement of that
product. The consequence of this means that the income? Obviously, the stamp would produce the

immediate eVect that the Chancellor of thefraudster, the illegitimate trader, will actually have
to go to the bank himself to get a guarantee and this Exchequer wants it to have, but how real are your

projections and how quickly will the Treasuryis the very sort of personwhowill not get a guarantee
from the bank because he is involved with money receive income from that?

Mr Hewitt: The whole process of the change in thelaundering and all the other bits and pieces. So, there
will be controls. He will find it extremely hard to put guarantee system, the change in the warehousemen

control and the notification can be done in theup the capital and to convince the banks that he can
get a guarantee. The second one is the nature of the coming financial year. So, let us say that, by March

2005, we believe that all the controls which we needoVer from the warehouseman to actually match the
production site, the distilleries, in terms of the to have in place and which we have oVered can be in

place.What we are saying is that if those controls arememorandum of understanding, the exchange of
information and having also a joint taskforce to particularly concentrated in outward diversion,

although they do have impact on inward diversion,tackle fraud. This was not available last time round
because we could not get it agreed. This time round, we are tackling the vast majority of what is actually

happening in the fraud market at the moment.we have come together as a whole body and oVered
something which is indeed looking at from Therefore, if we have actually tried to choke oV that,

we have actually delivered more into the process ofproduction to delivery and we believe that is the
strength of what it is that we are oVering. deliveringmore bottles on which duty has been paid.

I do not want to put a money figure on it because
there is a great dispute as to what the level of fraudQ46MrWeir: In addition to the joint taskforce and

warehousemen, there was something you said earlier is. We are happy that we can say that we are about
50% plus on cutting fraud. Apply that to whateverabout more communication between customs

oYcers, distillers andwarehousemen. Playing devil’s the level of fraud is and I hope the National Audit
OYce will help us on that one. What we can say isadvocate, the Treasury may look at some of these

and ask, “What is the cost implications for Customs that we will produce a return in a very short time
because of the commitment of the trade and industry& Excise?” Have you worked these out? Have you

discussed with the Treasury as to what the cost to showing a return to Treasury of 50% of what they
are currently losing.them would be if you need more oYcers or

whatever? Chairman: Gentlemen, can I thank you very much
for your attendance today and can I assure you thatMrHewitt:We have indeed because what we do not

want is to say that every single movement needs your evidence will be of great help to us when we
come to making our report.control. Remember that eVectively if 80% of
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Members present:

Mrs Irene Adams, in the Chair

Mr Alastair Carmichael Mr Ian Liddell-Grainger
Mr Peter Duncan Mr Michael Weir

Memorandum submitted by HM Customs and Excise

Summary

1. In the Pre-Budget Report of December 2003 (PBR03) the Chancellor announced that theGovernment
had decided to “make preparations for the implementation from early 2006 of the Roques recommendation to
introduce tax stamps for spirits”1. PBR03 stated that the Government would “also consider any new proposals
the spirits industry wishes to put forward in the coming months for alternative measures that would be as
eVective in tackling spirits fraud as tax stamps”.

2. This memorandum gives background on the nature and scale of spirits fraud, Customs’ operational
response to the problem to date, the expected impact of tax stamps and possible alternatives.

3. The Economic Secretary to the Treasury, John Healey MP, and Customs and Treasury oYcials, have
had extensive discussions with the industry since PBR03 on all aspects of tax stamps and possible
alternatives. These discussions follow on from the previous formal consultation on tax stamps conducted
in late 2001 and early 2002, and a second formal consultation on other regulatory measures for reducing
alcohol fraud in summer 2003.

4. At the time of submitting this memorandum, the discussions with the industry have only just been
completed and the industry has yet to make its final submission to Ministers. It is expected that a further
announcement will be made on this issue in the Budget on 17 March 2004.

Nature of Spirits Fraud

5. In order to appreciate the purpose and potential impact of tax stamps or any alternative measures, it
is important to understand the nature of spirits fraud and to estimate its scale.

6. Most UK spirits fraud is perpetrated through the diversion of non-duty paid products into the retail
market. This can happen on import or export. Consignments of spirits, on which no tax has been paid, are
obtained and diverted by fraudsters who cover their tracks with forged paperwork. This illicit spirit is mainly
then sold through licensed outlets at full (or close to) retail price, meaning high profits for the fraudsters.
Importantly, neither the consumer nor the honest trader has any other means of distinguishing illicit
products.

7. The following examples illustrate the ease with which fraudsters can circumvent the system to gain
access to duty suspended goods and divert them onto the UK market.

Example 1: Outward Diversion

Outward diversion occurs when product leaving a UK location intended for either another UK
destination or another EU country is diverted onto the UK market.

A registered owner purchased 10 consignments of spirits direct from a UK producer. These were
despatched by the producer, using a foreign transporter, intended for a tax warehouse in Portugal. In fact,
the vehicles left the UK empty, and the goods were driven to a location in the UK from where they were
distributed into the retail market. The stamped paperwork was returned from Portugal ‘proving’ that the
goods had reached their destination, but was subsequently shown to be false. The guiding minds behind this
fraud were deliberately so far removed that it was diYcult to demonstrate any involvement.

£1.3 million in excise duty and VAT was evaded.

1 Pre-Budget Report 2003, Para. 5.104.
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Example 2: Inward Diversion

Inward diversion occurswhen goods legitimately leave a production or storage facility in another country,
are imported into the UK, and then are diverted onto the retail market without payment of UK excise duty.

400 full loads of spirits were consigned from France and Spain under the instructions of a group of UK
companies. It is alleged that all consignments were diverted in the UK in three diVerent ways:

(i) goods were consigned from a French tax warehouse to a UK tax warehouse under duty
suspension. The goods never arrived at the UK tax warehouse but falsified paperwork was
returned to the French warehousekeeper;

(ii) consignments were despatched under duty suspension from a French tax warehouse and the
destination declared as being a post at the Greek-Turkish border. Some of the consignments were
intercepted within the UK and seized. The declared border post was found not to exist; and

(iii) goods were consigned from a French tax warehouse under paperwork declaring the destination as
a tax warehouse in another country. The recipient warehouse was recently registered and complicit
in the fraud. The goods were diverted to the UK and falsified AADs were returned.

£70 million in excise duty and VAT was evaded.

Scale of Spirits Fraud

8. There is an inherent diYculty in establishing the scale of illicit markets. Analysis of these “tax gaps”
is nevertheless a fundamental part of a strategic approach to tackling tax fraud. Customs first published an
estimate of the scale of spirits fraud and an explanation of our methodology in 20012. We have updated our
estimates and explained developments in our methodology annually since then. Our latest estimates,
covering the year 2001–02, suggest that £600 million in tax is lost annually to spirits fraud. This means that
16% of the market is illicit and on average almost one in six bottles of spirit consumed in the UK has not
had UK duty paid on it. Importantly the latest estimates also show that the problem is growing from an
illicit market share of 11% in 1999–2000 to 16% in 2001–02.

9. Customs’ paper “Measuring and Tackling Indirect Tax Losses” published at the time of PBR03
describes the gap analysis approach currently used to estimate levels of excise (including spirits) fraud. This
involves comparing levels of total consumption with known legitimate purchases and taking the diVerence
to represent fraudulent consumption. The gap is normally reported as a percentage of total consumption.

10. Spirits consumption is estimated by combining on-licence consumption from the Family Expenditure
Survey (FES) with oV-licence consumption from the National Food Survey (NFS)3. The raw data are
smoothed in order to reveal the underlying trends.

11. Household surveys are typically characterised by under-reporting. In order to overcome this,
Customs assume that in 1992 there was minimal smuggling and cross-border shopping and that overall
consumption in that year was equal to UK duty paid consumption and legitimate duty free purchases4. This
assumption was informed by the expert opinion of those involved with assuring the alcohol regime at the
time. It is also consistent with the view that it was the formation of the single market at the end of 1992which
created many of the opportunities for alcohol fraud.

12. This methodology and the data sets used produce a trend and scale of fraud that are disputed by the
industry. They have proposed an alternative methodology that results in a falling trend and lower levels of
fraud. Extensive discussions have been held between the trade and Customs on this point and in February
the National Audit OYce oVered to examine both methodologies and oVer a view. This move has been
welcomed by both the Economic Secretary to the Treasury and the Chairman of Customs.

13. Both the trade and Customs argue that the diVering views on the scale and trend of fraud are
supported by other evidence. The industry notes that for fraud to be perpetrated at the sort of level required
to derive an annual loss of £600 million, around 200,000 bottles of spirit would have to be diverted onto the
UKmarket daily. They do not believe that this figure is credible. Customs finds this figure unremarkable in
terms of our experience of fraud in other sectors and seen in the context of the scale of the whole market.
UKconsumers buy about 1.25million bottles of spirits every day. The ScotchWhisky industry alone exports
close to a billion bottles a year.

2 in Measuring Indirect Tax Fraud, Pre-Budget Report 2001.
3 Since 2001–02 FES and NFS have been combined into EFS (Expenditure and Food Survey) but ONS and DEFRA are still
responsible for publishing the FES and NFS equivalent data respectively.

4 Intra-EU duty free purchases are included. Intra-EU duty-free was abolished in June 1999.
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14. Our intelligence suggests that the majority of illicit product is sold through the independent retail
sector and oV licence trade. This has been borne out by work conducted by one Customs team in London.
They made 143 seizures of spirits from 300 shops visited.

Customs’ Operational Response

15. The vulnerability of the alcohol movements system to fraud results from two principal factors:

— first, the fact that under EU rules large consignments of high-value, low-volume product can be
moved under duty suspension and sold repeatedly and across national borders without any tax
being paid. A container-load of spirits can be worth over £100,000 in evaded duty alone; and

— second, the lack of any practical means for consumers, retailers or Customs to identify illicit
product. Duty paid and illicit product can sit side-by-side on the shelves.

16. In recent years Customs have taken a number of steps to improve our capacity to identify and prevent
alcohol fraud, including the implementation of recommendations made by the Roques report into excise
diversion fraud5. However, faced with a problem that appears to be increasing, the Government believes
that more needs to be done. In tackling spirits diversion fraud, Customs has not realised the significant
progress we have made in other areas such as cross-Channel passenger smuggling and tobacco fraud. This
is despite good co-operation from the spirits industry, with whom we have worked hard, both to explore
measures which would reduce fraud and to improve both sides’ assessment of and response to risk.

17. In 2001–02 there were seven successful prosecutions for evading duty on spirits and 91 successful
prosecutions for cases involving the evasion of duty on mixed excise goods (“mixed” cases include mixed
alcohol or alcohol with other excise goods such as cigarettes).

18. In 2002–03 Customs brought 21 successful prosecutions for duty evasion on spirits in the UK. In
addition there were 34 successful prosecutions concerning duty evasion on mixed excise goods.

19. From April to December 2003 there were 11 successful prosecutions for evading duty on spirit and
27 successful prosecutions for evasion of duty on mixed excise goods.

Prosecutions Spirits **Mixed Excise Total

Successful Unsuccessful Successful Unsuccessful

*2001–02 7 2 91 8 108
2002–03 21 3 34 28 86
2003–End December 2003 11 1 27 12 51

*Figures prior to 2001–02 are not available in this form

**Mixed cases include mixed alcohol or alcohol with other excise goods

20. Prosecutions figures alone are not an indication of Customs success in tackling spirits fraud. There
are many other sanctions available to Customs in detecting spirits fraud, including:

— seizure (and non-restoration) of the goods. In 2001–02 Customs seized 2.1m litres of spirit, 2.6m
litres of beer and 612,000 litres of wine;

— seizure of the lorry carrying the goods;

— detection of frauds successfully perpetrated and follow up action of assessment and robust
recovery of revenue evaded. In 2001–02 Customs identified 2.5m litres of alcohol that had been
successfully diverted on to the UK market;

— withdrawal of approvals or registrations. In 2002 during one investigation alone, ten registrations
and three warehouse approvals were withdrawn.

The Impact of Tax Stamps

21. Customs’ view is that it would be significantly easier to identify those selling illicit product if tax
stamps were introduced. Tax stamps would mean that retailers and the public would know that they were
purchasing illicit product and would be conscious of the risks associated with the selling and drinking of
illicit product.

22. Tax stamps would be applied at any point prior to the release of goods for consumption. This means
that goods destined for the UK market must be tax stamped and be present on any bottle of spirit bought
oV the shelf in the UK.

5 The collection of excise duties in HM Customs and Excise, Report by John Roques and the Response by Her Majesty’s
Government to the recommendations in the report, July 2001.
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23. Our estimate is that tax stamps will have a revenue benefit of £160 million in their first year of
implementation, 2006–07. A note explaining this estimate (reproduced from one of the information papers
provided to the industry in January) is attached at Annexe A.

24. The main risk to the integrity of a tax stamps system is counterfeiting. If tax stamps are implemented,
Customs would seek out the most appropriate anti-counterfeit technology in designing tax stamps. Our
assessment is that counterfeiting is not likely to be achieved on a large scale.

25. Customs has always recognised that a disadvantage of tax stamps is the compliance costs which they
would impose on the industry. The size and distribution of compliance costs would depend on the impact
of the measures taken to implement tax stamps, and on any measures the Government may introduce to
oVset that impact.

26. PBR03 stated that, should tax stamps go ahead, the Government would consider changes to the duty
deferment scheme and a spirits duty freeze for the remainder of this Parliament. Our current discussions
with the industry are covering among other things the impact of compliance costs and possible oVsetting
measures. A full Regulatory Impact Assessment for tax stamps would be published before or alongside
publication of the Finance Bill.

Alternatives

27. As stated abovewe have had several rounds of consultation in recent years, both formal and informal,
with the alcohol industry on ways to reduce spirits fraud. PBR03 gave the industry a further opportunity
to put forward any alternative proposals which would be similarly eVective to tax stamps in tackling fraud.
For the purposes of this and the previous consultations, the industry has worked principally through the
mechanism of the Joint Alcohol and Tobacco ConsultationGroup (JATCG), which comprises a wide range
of alcohol industry trade association and company representatives. In discussions since PBR03, the JATCG
has had sub-groups on fraud estimates, alternative measures and compliance costs/design of tax stamps.

28. The JATCG has responded to the PBR invitation by developing a suggested new package of
alternative measures. They are currently finalising details of the package for formal submission. Following
several useful discussions with the industry, Customs will consider these proposals carefully and give an
assessment of their impact in our advice to Ministers in the run-up to the Budget.

David Hubbard
Head of Excise Group,
Business Services and Taxes

1 March 2004

ANNEXE A

HMCE Information Paper for JATCG meeting 12 January 2004

ALCOHOL STRATEGY COSTINGS: TAX STAMPS

This short note summarises the approach taken to estimating the revenue benefits from the introduction
of tax stamps on spirits.

Baseline

The table below shows our current assessment of the illicit market share in spirits. The chart shows
progress over a longer period.

1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02

Spirits Illicit Share (%) 11 14 16
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For the purposes of costing tax stamps we have assumed that fraud remains flat into the future at around
16% of total UK consumption. This is consistent with the revenue forecast for spirits and produces more
cautious estimates of the potential fraud prevented as a result of the introduction of tax stamps; if fraud is
assumed to be greater, the potential nominal impact of a measure such as tax stamps will also be greater.

Total consumption levels in the future are estimated by assuming that our estimates of total consumption
grow in a manner consistent with the growth in consumption assumed in the revenue forecast for spirits.

Benefits

Customs has concluded that the presence of a tax stamp will:

— Make the identification of illicit spirits much easier at the frontier, to the extent that tax stamps
will normally be applied prior to export to the UK.

— Assist in the ready identification of non-UK duty paid product at the retail end of the illicit chain,
and allow the successful prosecution of such oVenders.

— Deter those involved in the handling of smuggled /fraudulent product, particularly at the retail
end and especially if associated oVences are introduced.

Impact of Tax Stamps in Tackling Inward Diversion Fraud

If tax stamps are required to be applied prior to export to the UK the impact on inward diversion will
potentially be very significant indeed. The methodology used by Customs to estimate the scale of the illicit
market does not provide a robust breakdown of the relative scale of diVerent types of fraud.While Customs
intelligence suggests that the fraud trends can change quickly (eg; in response to C&E activity), analysis of
the intelligence from seizures and other operational sources suggests that inward and outward diversion are
of comparable scale.

Tax stamps will not prevent outward diversion, but will make the wholesale and retail distribution of
diverted product more diYcult.

However, for reasons of caution we have not included any impact from tax stamps at the frontier. We
only consider the following, second impact of tax stamps.

Impact of Tax Stamps on Saleability of Illicit Product

Tax stamps will impact upon the saleability of illicit spirits by making it easier for Customs staV and the
public to spot illicit product, and by deterring retailers from attempting to sell it. To assess the potential for
tax stamps to restrict such sales, an “expert group” of Customs operational staV was convened. This was
complemented by an exercise to canvass the opinion of individuals working on the alcohol assessment. The
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split between “retailing” and “hawking” of illicit product and the scope for tax stamps to prevent it was
considered. The following conclusions were drawn, which we have updated where necessary using the latest
available intelligence or information:

— Illicit Spirits are supplied primarily (80%) through the licensed retail sector and less so (20%) by
“hawking” through unlicensed premises. Customs also assess that—in line with the balance of
spirits sales between the on and oV trades—within the licensed retail sector the large majority of
illicit spirits are sold through the oV-trade.

— Tax stamps would make sales of illicit alcohol through the retail sector more diYcult because the
risk of detection would be significantly raised, as would customers awareness of whether they were
being sold illicit product. The view of Customs’ operational staV was that tax stamps would
prevent 70% of illicit sales through retail outlets. The impact upon hawking is likely to be smaller
because consumers already know that the product they are buying is illicit. Tax stamps are
therefore assumed to stop only 5% of sales made through hawking.

To add an additional element of caution to the assessment we have also assumed that a proportion (20%)
of the reduced volumes in the retail sector are displaced into hawking.

Treatment of VAT

We have assumed for the purposes of costings that VAT is recovered on any reduction in hawked product
but that—for reasons of caution—we assume that it is already paid on product sold through the licensed
sector and reduced illicit sales in that sector do not generate a revenue gain from increased VAT.

Results

Assuming that the impact of tax stamps is felt in full from the start of 2006–07, applying the assumptions
above generates additional tax revenues of £160 million over a full year.

January 2004

Witnesses: Mr David Hubbard, Head of Excise Group, Mr Derek Hodgson, Head of Analysis Division,
Mr Tony Walker, Head of Fiscal Fraud Policy, Customs and Excise.

Q48 Chairman: Order. Order. Perhaps I should just Q49 Chairman: Thank you very much. There is
clearly no diVerence, in principle, between Customssay at the outset that it is very appropriate that we

have Customs and Excise appearing before us, and Excise and the Scotch whisky industry over the
need to tackle fraud. However, the two sides appeargiven that the first ever written reference to

distilling in Scotland comes from the Exchequer to be in disagreement over the best way to achieve
this. Could you summarise why you believe that theRolls of 1494, so taxes on distilling are not without

precedent! Can I thank you, gentleman, for your best way to combat fraud is by the introduction of
a tax stamp?attendance today. Before the Committee turns to

specific questions, do you have anything you wish Mr Hubbard: I think that decision is of the sort that
will be for ministers to take in the budget, butto add in support of your memorandum at this

point? perhaps I could give a little bit of commentary over
why Customs and Excise advise ministers that taxMr Hubbard: Thank you, Madam Chairman. I do

not want to detain the Committee, so I will not stamps may be eVective and certainly eVective in a
way which is in contrast to the ways that themake any comments to expand on our

memorandum other than just to make two small alternative measures put forward by the industry
would work. Uniquely, among all those measures, itpoints of process. Firstly, to give an update, at the

time of submitting our memorandum (1 March), as is tax stamps that would change the nature of the
market which those engaged in spirits fraud face. Itthe memorandum makes clear, we had not yet

received the formal submission from the industry would introduce a clear visual indicator on bottles of
tax-paid spirits, wherever they are put out for sale inthrough the Joint Alcohol and Tobacco

Consultation Group covering their response to the the United Kingdom, to show that spirits has been
duty-paid. The spirits fraud arises because of thechallenge that the Chancellor set in the pre-Budget

report. We have just received that formal nature of the EU determined duty suspension
arrangements largely. Most spirits fraud issubmission on 5 March and we are in the process

of analysing that. So that is a small step forward in perpetrated through inward or outward diversions,
as the Committee understands, and tax stampsthe process. The second point, Madam Chairman,

though I am sure you and the Committee will be would change the nature of thatmarket and somake
spirits fraud more diYcult and less profitable; and itaware of that, with the Budget coming up on

Wednesday of next week, while we will do our very will be a judgment for ministers to make in the
Budget over whether that is a suYcient characteristicbest to answer all questions to the extent that we

can, there may be an element of constraint to the which makes tax stamps the only appropriate
measure or a measure which it is still justified inanswers we can give because of the proximity to the

Budget. Thank you. taking in the face of possible alternatives.
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9 March 2004 Mr David Hubbard, Mr Derek Hodgson and Mr Tony Walker

Q50 Chairman: You will be aware that the Scotch fraudster at the retail end of the market. Once they
whisky industry, the Scottish TUC, CBI Scotland, have been able to get hold of duty unpaid spirits,
the Scottish Council for Development and Industry whether it is inward diversion or outward diversion
are all against the introduction of a tax stamp and, or a small element is still smuggling, there is nothing
internationally, the USA abolished them about 20 really to prevent them from getting that into
years ago, Germany, Belgium and Norway have the legitimate retail markets. Our operational
abandoned plans to introduce such stamps. Why assessment is that about 80% of fraudulent spirits
then, in the face of all this, is Customs and Excise so are sold through legitimate retail environments, and
clearly in favour? there is no current real inhibition to that.
Mr Hubbard:Madam Chairman, I think it is safe to
say that tax stamps are no easy option. They are not
a panacea for reducing fraud, and the way that Q52 Mr Weir: Following on from that, the industry
Customs and Excise and this Government have tell us that, first of all, if the Revenue, the Customs
approached the introduction of tax stamps is not to and Excise, are correct in their figures, just about
leap to tax stamps as the first or only available every single bottle sold in an independent would
solution. We have been through a series of have to be fraudulent or evading duty, and that
consultations with the industry, both formal and seems incredible, the number. Secondly, is it not case
informal, as the Committee will be aware, on tax that each bottle of spirit already has a lot number on
stamps and have certainly looked exhaustively at it, so it can be presumably traced back to where it
alternatives whichmight have an equivalent eVect. It was made, when it came out of the warehouse,is plain, and the Government have acknowledged distillery, whatever. Has that been used forthis—the Chancellor made it very clear in the pre-

prosecutions for those who are allegedly makingBudget report—that tax stamps has a particular
huge money from this illicit business?disadvantage in terms of the compliance costs that it
Mr Hubbard: So-called “track and tracewould impose on the industry and, therefore, neither
mechanisms”, like lot numbers, do have someCustoms and Excise nor any responsible
marginal use to Customs andExcise in attempting togovernment is likely to impose tax stamps lightly.
track back non-duty paid spirits to source, but theHowever, it is our judgment, as I said at the outset,
supply chains can be extremely convoluted. Theyand a judgment which we think is backed up by our
can go into and out of the country, consignments canenquiries of other international administrations,
have changed hands many times before reaching thethat tax stamps can have a significant eVect on
final point of sale and it is very diYcult andreducing fraud. You have mentioned, Madam
extremely resource intensive for us to be able to doChairman, a number of countries which have
that supply chain tracking back and to gain suYcientdiscontinued or thought twice about tax stamps:
evidence to make a prosecution. In fact, that verythere is equally a long list of countries which have
rarely happens because it is diYcult to attach, indecided to introduce tax stamps or are maintaining
particular, the guiding mind at the centre of one oftax stamps even in the light of representations from

industry, in particular, about the costs that they these major frauds to a bottle at the retail end which
impose. We have been in contact with around 20 of simply has a lot number attached to it.
the 40 countries which maintain tax stamp systems
and all of those consider that tax stamps has a
beneficial eVect in terms of either maintaining Q53 Mr Weir: I may be being stupid here, but I am
quality or reducing fraud. So there is plainly an area not clear as to how tax stamps is going to change that
of disagreement between us and the industry and very point. How do you get to the guiding mind? I
those bodies that you have mentioned about the mean, if there is the odd retailer with a couple of
eVectiveness of tax stamps, but we think that there is bottles that is one thing. Presumably, fromwhat you
considerable evidence that supports our view that are saying, there must be a huge, “mastermind”may
tax stamps will have a significant eVect, though be the wrong word, but behind large scale fraud.
clearly it will not be a panacea, it will not eliminate How are tax stamps going to be any more successful
spirits fraud, it will simply, in our view, make a than lot numbers in tracing back to that mastermind
substantial in-road into that fraud. figure, if you like?

Mr Hubbard: Our assumption, and it is not just a
guess, it is based, for example, on our operationalQ51MrWeir:Can I ask you these two questions. As
experience of introducing fiscal marks for cigarettes,I understand it, when John Roques investigated
is that the introduction of a clear marker like a taxalcohol fraud he said that outward diversion had
stamp will change the receptiveness of retailers and,been cut back considerably by tightened warehouse
of course, consumers to an illicit product. If it is notcontrols and the introduction of physical checks. I
tax stamped everyone will know, subject, of course,wonder why that, together with what the industry is
to the possibility of counterfeiting, which I am sureproposing, is not considered a more eVective
we will revert to later in the discussion, but everyonesolution than having a completely new system of tax
will know that if it has a tax stamp it is tax-paid, if itstamps with all the costs that would be involved
does not have a tax stamp it is plainly illegal; andwith that?
that changes the whole environment, the wholeMr Hubbard: I think the answer to that is that, once
nature, of the retail market which the fraudstersany of our controls are eluded there is a

straightforward and clear profit incentive for the are facing.
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Q54 Mr Carmichael: I think Mike has already the first customer, which the producer may have no
knowledge of. As I say, some of these frauds are verytouched on it. As far as I can see it, you have made

reference already twice to the nature of the EU complex, deliberately so, in terms of their paper trail
and the exchanges that happen along the way, anddetermined duty suspension system, and I think you

are absolutely right, I think that strikes at the heart it is very diYcult to make an accurate retrospective
picture of a particular supply chain.of it; but surely the only diVerence that tax stamps

will make is that you then have a forged tax stamp
that goes on the bottle when it comes out of the duty Q58 Mr Duncan: Can I ask, how many such
suspendedwarehouse and you are not actually going enquiries have Customs and Excise made in the last
to solve the old problem, you are just going to create 12 months through that route of going through a
a new one? lot number?
Mr Hubbard: Counterfeiting is certainly one of the Mr Hubbard: We make regular enquiries, for
operational risks that we will have to counter in the example, through our National Discreditation
introduction of tax stamps. We are very conscious Team at the Frontier, who would be in touch with
that that will be a risk, because evidently there have manufacturers. I could not give an exact number.
been counterfeit tax stamps in other markets. We do
foresee that we can contain that risk. We do think Q59 Mr Duncan: Is there a member of staV in
there will be some attempts to introduce Customs and Excise who is dedicated to that task?
counterfeiting—it would be unwise to make any Mr Hubbard: That mechanism is not especially
other assumption—but both through the eVective in us being able to counter fraud, for the
technological sophistication of the tax stamps that reason that I have given, that although we would be
we would want to introduce and our general able to track where that bottle was first sold from
experience of countering fraud gives us some and to—and this is assuming that it was produced by
confidence that we would be able to contain a UK producer and it is not simply an imported
attempts to counterfeit at a level which does not call product, because it is a very complex market we are
into question the general eVectiveness of tax stamps dealing with—but, as I say, that is not a productive
as a revenue raising and fraud reducing mechanism. routine exercise for us.
Mr Carmichael: I think we are coming back to
counterfeiting later. We can explore that then. Q60 Mr Duncan: I want to talk about the imported

product in aminute, but can I ask just on the scale of
Q55 Mr Duncan: Can I push you on this idea of lot it. Your latest assessment in your submission is £600
numbers. I think the averageman in the street simply million of tax. Can you tell us how that figure has
does not understand why, if Customs and Excise are changed in the recent past? In the past five years how
saying, as you say in your submission, that has that assessment fluctuated?
approximately one in six bottles in the UK has had Mr Hubbard: Perhaps I can here invite one of my
tax evaded on it, you cannot go into a retail outlet, colleagues, Mr Derek Hodgson, who is Head of our
take the lot number oV the bottle, which by Analysis Division, to comment on the run of figures
definition has the manufacturers name on the front in recent years.
of it, and track that back to see, from the evidence MrHodgson:We have been publishing estimates for
provided by the company, as to who was the first the scale of fraud for the last three years now. We
purchaser of that bottle. I think the man in the street have published three annual documents, the most
simply does not understand why that is not possible? recent one at the time of the pre-Budget report last
Mr Hubbard: We do that, but, as I said before, it is autumn. Our latest estimate is for 2001–02, when we
very resource intensive to do. The supply chains are estimated the scale of fraud at £600 million, 16% of
long and complicated and it is very diYcult to get the market share. The trend has been upwards from
evidence through that route. 1997–98, when it was 7% of the market, or £200

million in terms of duty and VAT evaded. I can go
further back in time if you wish.Q56 Mr Duncan: Forgive me. If we are talking

about, for example, a bottle of Glenfiddich where
there is a lot number, I think you will find that the Q61 Mr Duncan: Can I ask how you get to that

assessment from a statistical point of view? Is thatmanufacturer of Glenfiddich will be only too
delighted to cooperate with you in terms of done by a sampling exercise, or is it a case of

aggregating production and taking oV exports?Howsupplying the information that you want as to who
was the first purchaser of that bottle of whisky when do you get to that figure?

MrHodgson:What we do is we try, firstly, to obtainit left the distillery. Why is that not possible?
Mr Hubbard: It is possible. We regularly— an independent estimate of the level of total spirits

consumption for the country. We do that by using
survey data.Q57Mr Duncan: You said it was resource intensive.

Why is it resource intensive?
Q62 Mr Duncan:Which is relatively static?Mr Hubbard: It is possible for us to establish from a
Mr Hodgson: These are on-going surveys run eachmanufacturer in the UK who the first customer was
year by the OYce of National Statistics.to whom they sold a product which has a track and

trace element like a lot number. That is essentially
where the trail can start to get very complex. We Q63MrDuncan: In overall market terms, there is no

significant increase or decrease in market size?would then have to try to track where it went after
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Mr Hodgson: No. The total consumption has been decided that we would go ahead and implement tax
stamps, to be introducing a technologicallygrowing. In the surveys that we have been using, as

I say, from the OYce of National Statistics, there sophisticated version of stamp.
has been a very substantial growth in total
consumption—that would be both legitimate and Q67 Mr Carmichael: Can I take you back to your
illegal spirits. There has been a fairly substantial calculation of the total consumption. If I have read
growth over the last 10 years. Yes. Having then your submission correctly, you have based it on
obtained the estimate of total consumption, we figures drawn from the Family Expenditure Survey
simply subtract the legitimate elements, which and the National Food Survey. As I understand it,
would be the clearances from warehouses which we they are householder completed surveys. Is that
know about and things like legitimate cross-border correct?
shopping. The remaining residual is, by definition, Mr Hodgson: Yes.
the estimate of fraud that we use.

Q68Mr Carmichael: It is not something that is done
Q64 Mr Duncan: How do you assess illegitimate by any sort of objective analysis. It is all done by the
cross-border shopping? householder filling in a form and ticking boxes, or
Mr Hodgson: Illegitimate cross-border shopping whatever?
would come under the category of fraud. It would be Mr Hodgson: That is correct.
grouped in there. To distinguish between legitimate
and illegitimate, we essentially take a cut-oV point Q69MrCarmichael:And that is it. That is your only
based on a quantity that it is reasonable for source of data?
somebody to be bringing back. Mr Hodgson: That is the source of data that we use

for the calculation, yes.
Q65 Mr Duncan: Can I ask, what other countries
have a tax which appears to discriminate against Q70Mr Carmichael: That is not something which is
their own home-produced products in favour of, for specifically designed to get at the truth of the market
example, imported products, like imported limes? size, is it?
Mr Hubbard: I am not sure I understand the Mr Hodgson: It is asking people about what they
question, because I would hope that it would be have purchased, consumption, over a specific period
none: because if you had a system that discriminated of time, and that does seem to me to be trying to get
between imported product and home-produced at the scale of consumption, yes.
product, you would be likely to be creating a trade
barrier. I am aware that some countries’ tax stamp

Q71 Mr Carmichael: That is a much wider surveysystems have been challenged on those grounds, not
than just this, is it not?because tax stamps in themselves constitute a barrier
MrHodgson:Yes, it asks them in general about theirto trade, but because they have been applied
expenditure on food and other things.unequally to home-produced and imported

products, if that was the question.
Q72Mr Carmichael:What you need to ask the retail
industry themselves is the size of their sales?

Q66 Mr Duncan: You referred in your earlier Mr Hodgson: Asking the retail industry themselves
questioning to other countries which had diVerent about the size of their sales would not tell one
experiences. Can I ask, has Customs and Excise anything about the scale of fraud, because it is
sought the views and advice from your colleagues unlikely the retail trade would tell us were they
overseas about the introduction of such a tax stamp? involved in fraud.
Take, for example, the United States, beer and
alcohol. Have you discussed with them their

Q73Mr Carmichael:What I am suggesting to you isexperience and, if so, what would be the likely
that if you want to get an accurate figure of whatexperience were we to introduce it?
total consumption is, surely you want somethingMr Hubbard: Yes, certainly. As I said earlier, we
against which you can measure the accuracy of thehave had some contact with a range of countries,
data that you have collected from these surveys.perhaps 20 in all, on their general experience of tax
Surely the obvious way of doing that would be to gostamps.What that has led us to believe is, firstly, that
to the retail industry, to go to the spirits retailersthere is a consensus in those countries that such
through bars and hotels and whatever elsesystems are useful. Plainly, there is a strong risk of
themselves. You are not doing any of that, are you?counterfeiting in some of these countries. Some have
Mr Hodgson: There is market information collectedbeen very frank with us that sometimes the
by various commercial companies which we dopermeation of counterfeiting is linked to
purchase which do give us an indication of whatadministrative integrity in those particular
retailers report they are selling. Yes, we do have thatcountries. In others it is perhaps a factor of the
available.technology built into the stamp. Stamps range

greatly in terms of their technological sophistication
from simple paper strips to more sophisticated tax Q74MrCarmichael: So you use that as a benchmark

for comparing the Family Expenditure Survey andstamps, and we would certainly be looking, in
further discussion with the industry, if ministers the National Food Survey, do you?
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Mr Hodgson: It is relevant, but it would not directly Q79 Mr Carmichael: So all they are doing is
tell you whether the information from the food analysing your methodology and the SWA’s
survey was correct or not, because, by definition, the methodology. They are not trying to come up with
information from retailers would not be including the figures themselves?
fraudulent sales of spirits, at least it is extremely Mr Hodgson: They have been asked to look at
unlikely that it would do. whether the two sets of estimates can be reconciled,

and that, as I understand it, is what they are doing.

Q75 Mr Carmichael: Then again, you say yourself,
the raw data are “smoothed”, whatever that means, Q80MrWeir:Going back to whatMrHubbard was
in order to reveal the underlying trends. So it saying in answer to Peter, I do not understand what
suggests to me that you do not think that the data you are saying about the discrimination aspect:
you are getting from these two surveys is correct because there must be a reason why it is attractive to
anyway? fraudsters to divert whisky from Europe into the
Mr Hodgson:No, the survey data of its very nature, UK. Presumably it is because of diVerences in duty.
because it is based upon samples of limited size, can, Is that the case?
as it were, bounce around a bit from one period to Mr Hubbard: Money is at the route of most crime,the next. By smoothing it eVectively what you are and one would have to assume that the profitdoing is you are aggregating the sample over a

margins available to the fraudsters in this area are aslightly longer period of time, and that is hopefully
key area of attraction for them.giving you more accurate estimate of the trend.

Q81Mr Weir: So that is a very fair way of saying it,Q76 Mr Carmichael: Then you say: “Household
because the duty is less on the Continent than it is insurveys are typically characterised as under-
the UK, so they can make money by bringing it inreporting. In order to overcome this, Customs
from Europe?assume that in 1992 there was minimal smuggling in
MrHubbard: There are a range of factors that aVectthe cross-border shopping and that overall
the way in which fraudsters target particularconsumption in that year was equal to UK duty free
markets, butmoney and the profitmargin have to beconsumption and duty free purchases.” What does
at the core of those.that mean?

Mr Hodgson: It means that if you were to take
information from only surveys and assumed that

Q82 Mr Weir: But if it is legitimately producedthat was a correct estimate of the total level of
whisky coming out of a distillery, going somewhereconsumption, it would be very likely you would be
and coming back in again, or being diverted in someusing a gross under-estimate, because people do not
way, it must be because they can sell it cheapertell the truth totally to these surveys, they under-
because of not paying the duty in some way. It mustestimate their actual level of consumption. So what
be to do with duty diVerences, surely?we have tried to do is to say, “Is there any way, as it
Mr Hubbard: Certainly if you were a fraudster andwere, we can calibrate these survey results against a
youwere choosingwhere to divert your product, youpoint in time when we are fairly certain we know
would probably choose to divert it where the profitwhat the total level of consumption was?” The way
margin was greatest.we have tended to do that is to say that back in the

early 1990s, before the emergence of large-scale
fraud, it is fairly certain that the amount of Q83 Mr Weir: You are not going to say, yes,
clearances that Customs and Excise were recording obviously, so we will move on. When you were
was broadly equal to the total level of consumption. talking about the lot numbers, you talked about the
If we know that, we can then, as it were, calibrate the diYculty there was, it was resource intensive to trace
survey results back to that point in time and up-rate them back. What are the resource implications for
them to give a realistic estimate of the total level of Customs and Excise of the strip tax? I understandspirits consumption running forward throughout from the American experience that in the Unitedthe 1990s up to now.

States there were Customs oYcers located in every
distillery 24 hours day, 365 days a year, through all

Q77 Mr Carmichael: The National Audit OYce is shifts, to check what was being done. Is that going to
looking at this at the moment? be case in the UK, or how are you intending to
Mr Hodgson: They are. operate it?

Mr Hubbard: Yes. In the UK also, not so long ago,
we had excise oYcers in distilleries round the clock,Q78Mr Carmichael:Do you know what model they
but the nature of our controls would change in a taxare using?
stamps environment. We would naturally beMr Hodgson: We have given them details of our
redirecting some of our resources to looking at retailmodel, and I understand that the SWA1 have also
outlets based on intelligence and risk profiles, and ingiven details of the methodology and the
the absence of tax stamps it would be much easier toassumptions they have been using, and I think they
make because there would be a range of penaltiesare looking at both of those.
introduced for those dealing in non-tax stamp
products to tackle that end of the market.1 Scotch Whisky Association.
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Q84 Mr Weir: But the trade have put forward an Q87 Mr Weir: Given that the industry are putting
forward proposals, as I understand it, with thealternative proposal for authenticating inward

movement documents and returning them to backing of the warehouse industry for more control
both at the production and the warehousing end ofthe country of origin via UK Customs and

also intelligence-based interception of inward it, surely, if that is the case, you cannot be suggesting
a legitimate distributor is distributing this stuVmovements. Would that not be a better way to

prevent fraud? I am still not clear how tax stamps illegally. Why is this not being concentrated on?
Why are you not concentrating on, if you like, thewould make all that much diVerence, given that lot

numbers do not seem to have made any diVerence, white van man who is clearly taking the stuV around
and selling it to the small shop? They must knowand that there would clearly be some sort of

counterfeiting of these tax stamps. So, unless you what they are doing on their own premises?
have the intelligence to intercept things coming into MrHubbard: In terms of “white vanman”, whichwe
theUKor being diverted from theUK, I amnot sure often take to mean, for example, the cross-channel
you are going to make any real progress with this? passenger smuggling, we have made significant

attempts to bring that down, and our analysis is thatMr Hubbard: Part of the advantage of tax stamps is
that, setting aside the way in which Customs and that particular problem, including the spirits, has

been brought under control, but it remains the case,Excise would enforce the new arrangements, it
would simply change the receptiveness of themarket in our view, based both on our gap analysis and on

our operational experience, that there is large-scaleto illicit product, as I have already explained, or tried
to explain, several times. So that is what creates permeation of the legitimate retail market by non-

tax paid spirits.substantially the anti-fraud and revenue raising
eVect.

Q88 Mr Weir: That is not really—
Q85MrWeir:You keep saying “the receptiveness of Mr Hubbard: Can I move back to—. You ask
the market”, which suggests to me the real problem, whether the industry’s alternative suggestions would
as you see it, is at the retail end of the market, not at make comparable inroads in this regard, and
the production end of the market; but it is the perhaps I shouldmake a general comment about the
production end of the market that is going to be hit industry’s package of alternative proposals, if I may,
by the additional costs of this stamp. Is it not the case Madam Chairman. As I said at the outset, the Joint
that, if the real problem is in the retail end, more Alcohol and Tobacco Consultation Group has put
resources should be going in to tackling the retail forward formally to ministers a package of 17
end, perhaps using lot numbers or some other way diVerent proposals which it suggests are an eVective
to track them back. I would have thought, for alternative to tax stamps. This is a slightly diVerent
example, if a lorry load is coming in it will be from package to the one that the Scotch Whisky
the same or a similar lot number, and it would have Association presented to the Committee last week,
been distributed in an area of, say, Central London, but many of the elements are the same. We are
and you would have half a dozen retailers, if your currently analysing that package. It is a well-
figures are in anyway correct, and can trace back the intentioned package of alternative measures which,
distributor from there. You mentioned you go back in our view, would go somewhat further than what
to the producer, but surely, it seems to me, you we have in place currently to make outward
should be looking back from the otherway is the real diversion fraud more diYcult and, in some respects,
problem? to help also with inward diversion of fraud.What we
Mr Hubbard: That does not happen at the moment, are in the process of doing and will advise ministers
plainly, if our assumption on the level of fraud is on is, and there will be a great deal of judgment
correct. It is very diYcult even for legitimate retailers involved here, just how much fraud would be
acting in good faith sometimes to know that they are reduced by this package of alternatives. I would have
receiving a UK tax paid product because it looks no to say that, although the alternatives build on what
diVerent to UK non-tax paid product. we have now—they are additional to what we have

in place at the moment—they are not wholly
additional to what we have planned. There were

Q86MrWeir: Is that not a bit naı̈ve: because I would other measures that the Government announced in
have thought anybody running a business, a small the pre-Budget report that would be taken to reduce
shop or whatever, would buy their product from a opportunities for fraud which are already in the
recognised distributor. If you are buying it from a pipeline. To a small extent the alternative measures
man who comes round in a white man, then you include or build on some of those. So we will have to
know you are buying an illegal product, there is no make for ministers a clear assessment of the benefits
misapprehension, and you are committing a crime, the package would bring.
reset as we say it in Scot’s law, or whatever. I just
do not understand why there could be any
misapprehension of someone buying illegal drink? Q89 Mr Weir: Moving on from that then, the

industry, when they were before us last week,Mr Hubbard: Yet, when Customs and Excise, for
example, did a recent exercise in the London area claimed that their proposals would deliver more

benefits and quicker than the tax stampwould.Whatand visited 300 retail premises, we found illicit spirits
in nearly half of those. is your reaction to that?
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Mr Hubbard: Firstly, on a factual point, the Joint Mr Walker: As I understand it, it was one visit to
Alcohol and Tobacco and Consultation Group has each of the 300.
not made the same claim in its formal submission,
certainly on the amount of revenue that the
alternative measures might bring in. It has said that Q94 Chairman: So if I was a small independent
this would be an eVective alternative to tax stamps retailer, it would be a pretty good bet that I could
but is really leaving the judgment to bemade on how buy from the man in the white van without very
much revenue that would bring in; and it will be much danger of Customs visiting me. Is that right?
diYcult, it is proving diYcult, to analyse that exactly Mr Walker: Not necessarily, Madam Chairman.
because there are a large number of individual Those results were merely the results of one
measures in the package and a judgment will have to particular exercise. There are on-going initiatives,
be made over whether those are wholly additional, particularly in specific cases led by intelligence, and,
whether the sum is as great as the parts, or greater of course, the independent retailer has no idea when
than the parts, or less than the parts. It depends he will next get a knock on the door.
which aspects of fraud are being addressed by each
of the measures and also what the potential might be
for that fraud to be displaced into other areas. So, as Q95 Chairman: If he has only had one visit, it is a
I say, there is no doubt that this would deliver pretty good bet that he is not going to get too many,
somewhat more than we have at the moment and is is it?
a valuable and well-intentioned package, and Mr Walker: There are a number of retailers that do
certainly we, Customs and Excise, strongly welcome get a number of visits, but they are not included in
cooperation with the legitimate industry—it is that particular exercise.
valuable in our work—but we will also have to be
clear in our analysis of what the eVects would be;
and, because of the opportunities that are available Q96 Chairman: On that exercise, you say that there
within EU rules on movement of duty suspended were 143 seizures of spirits from these shops. How
product within the European Union, even if many prosecutions were there from that?
cooperation with the legitimate trade were raised to Mr Hubbard: The process of responding to that
the fullest possible extent, it is unlikely that that exercise is still on-going, but I would foresee there
would eliminate the scope for fraud, particularly would be unlikely to be many prosecutions as a
when, once these controls were evaded, the market result of that, because although all the product was
would remain unchanged. Once duty suspended seized, you would have to show a degree of
product had been diverted, it could still go into complicity and knowledge and that becomes, as I
legitimate retail markets at nearly the same profit said earlier, a very intensive process.
margin as a legitimate product.

Q90 Mr Weir: But no system is going to completely Q97 Chairman: So my bet on being a small
get rid of fraud. Even the tax stamp system will not independent retailer buying from the “white van
completely. There are ways round any system? man” has just increased the chances of not being
Mr Hubbard: That is right. prosecuted: because I have now had the visit, which

is highly unlikely—I have only ever had one—and
Q91 Mr Weir: The industry is oVering you, as I now I am not going to be prosecuted anyway. It is a
understand it, very close cooperation right from pretty good chance to take, is it not? Is it the policing
production, distribution, down to retail, I suppose; of the current arrangements that we are getting
but are the three, the production, distribution and wrong, and should we not be looking more to
Customs and Excise working closely together, not a policing what we have in place rather than looking
much more eVective way of dealing with the supply for a new system? Do you not have enough oYcers
chain problems rather than a tax stamp? to do the job you should be doing?
Mr Hubbard: That is essentially the question which Mr Walker: The seizures in those particular cases
ministers will make a judgment on in the Budget. were obviously in cases where we could prove that

the stockwas non-duty paid, and that obviously is at
Q92 Chairman: Can I go back. You said a moment very heart of the discussion. That is not to say that
ago that there was an exercise carried out where you in the other 50% of visits there was no non-duty paid
visited 300 shops in the London area. How often stock on the premises, it is just that oYcers could not
would such an exercise happen? prove that, and, of course, with tax stamps that
MrWalker:MadamChairman, thank you. This was would make that particular exercise a lot easier.
an exercise that was run over a sixmonth period, and
the results that you have just quoted were from that
particular exercise, but it is a technique which, of Q98 Mr Carmichael: Can I follow up on your
course, can be used at any time, not only as an question, Madam Chair. Mr Hubbard, you said
exercise but also as one-oV visits led by specific there were no prosecutions because you would
intelligence. require them to demonstrate guilty knowledge. Is

that right? I always understood that Customs and
Excise management always asked for strict liabilityQ93 Chairman: How often would it have been done

on these particular 300 shops? oVences.
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Mr Hubbard: I said that I foresaw a limited number unless he just happened to have a knock at the back
door. I just do not understand your problem withof prosecutions from that exercise. I think that is a

point that I would need to check and come back to this, other than the lack of resources to actually do it.
the Member on.2

Q103 Mr Carmichael: Can I move us on? Your
Q99Mr Carmichael: But why would you foresee . . . submission, very helpfully, gives us two examples of
The law as has been constructed by Parliament puts duty evaded by instances of outward and inward
all the advantages on your side as the prosecuting diversion. On a very general level, first of all,
authority. It says it is a strict liability oVence. If you allowing for the fact that a much greater number of
are selling this stuV and it is not duty paid, you are consignments were involved in the inward diversion
guilty. If I amwrong about this, I apologise, but,Mr example, it would nevertheless seem to indicate that
Walker, you work on the enforcement side, do you? this is a greater problem than outward diversion,
Am I correct? and certainly it would be more profitable for the
MrWalker: If I may say so, I think—I do not think criminal elements operating. Am I right, or have I
that is absolutely right, because in a number of these got that one wrong?
cases the retailer would have unwittingly purchased Mr Hubbard: No, I think it is just that the two
alcohol which Customs were subsequently able to particular examples that we gave had greatly
show was not duty paid. Therefore it would be very diVerent revenue results. Our assessment is that
wrong, of course, to take any sort of action in those perhaps outward diversion and inward diversion,
circumstances. The retailer could have bought it in and although the balance is constantly moving
good faith, it may not have been from a supplier in a between the two and between a few other smaller
white van, it could have been from another business forms of fraud, such as smuggling, they are broadly
which appeared legitimate, and so on. equal in their extent at the moment.

Q100 Mr Carmichael: What is the actual situation Q104 Mr Carmichael: Can you maybe just help me
here? Surely you only uncover the truth of the by talking me through the two examples that you
situation if you investigate it properly and prosecute, have given? These are, I presume, actual working
and it is then for the shopkeeper to put their defence examples that you have taken from your own
in to say, “I bought it from this particular records or your own experiences in some way. Yes?
company”, or, “I bought it from this man who came Mr Walker: Yes.
to the back door and said, ’Do you want a case of
whisky?’” You are not doing that, are you?

Q105 Mr Carmichael: To take the first example, theMr Walker: I am sure in this particular . . . . I am
outward diversion, was this a Scotch whiskyafraid I do not know the details of every single one
producer and how long ago, was it? Can you tell me?of the 300 visits, but I do know that that would be
MrWalker: If I could preface my comments on thisone of the methods employed by the oYcers to
particular case. This is a case which has yet to comeestablish whether the source of the spirits was in fact
to trial, and so, necessarily, I have to be very guardedduty paid or non-duty paid. So enquiries would, of
in the details that I give to the Committee at thiscourse, have taken place following the visits to
time.establish those facts.

Q106 Chairman:May be you could helpme with thisQ101 Mr Carmichael: Of the 143 that you did
then. If I am exporting whisky, for example, Iactually seize illicit non-duty paid product from,
presume I need an export licence. How is thathow many of them did you check the lot numbers
policed? Do I just go along to the producer with aon?
licence, pick up the load and disappear? Is it policedMr Walker: I am afraid I do not have that
as it leaves the country, as the paper work comesinformation to hand.
back to the producer? You see I had occasion some
years ago to look at the export of a drug calledQ102 Mr Carmichael: Could you get it to us?
Temazepam, and what I found was happening wasMr Walker: We could certainly try and establish
that I did not need to be a registered pharmaceuticalthat, yes.3
warehouse to go along to the DTI and ask for anMr Carmichael: Thank you.
export licence. I got the licence, bought 500 millionMr Weir: Alastair has covered what I was going to
Temazepam tablets and nobody checked up to seecover, but I still do not understand. You keep going
where this was going. In fact, it was going to backback to “They may have bought unwittingly.” I
into the streets of the UK. Does the same thingcannot see how anyone can buy unwittingly non-
happen with spirit?taxable alcohol. Most suppliers would buy from a
Mr Hubbard: To take these examples—I do notrecognised distributor andwould have paperwork to
know whether it will be a good bridge into theback it up. Anybody who buys from someone, as
examples themselves,MadamChairman—if you areAlastair says, who comes to the back door with a
to be involved in moving a duty suspended productcrate of whisky knows exactly what they are doing,
within the EuropeanUnion, then you would need toand I do not see what else you need to proceed
be approved by Customs and Excise as an exciseagainst them and trace them back to the supplier,
warehouse with a specific approval for that purpose;
and if you were exporting to EU countries under2 Not available at time of publication.

3 See Ev 41 duty suspension, you would only be able to do that
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to entities in those other counties who had equally know that is a very simplistic response, but it is plain
that not everyone is honest and therefore there isbeen approved either as tax warehouses or as so-

called registered excise dealers and shippers in the spirits fraud.
UK. There is a prescribed form of paper work that
has to accompany each movement of duty Q113 Mr Carmichael: I have made my living as a
suspended goods and prescribed records that must criminal court solicitor for long enough to know that
be kept, and so on. So it is, at least in outline, a not everyone is honest, but it would not be rocket
regulated market. Nevertheless it is one— science to prevent this, would it?

Mr Hubbard: To take the case of a UK producer
who supplies in good faith to a customer that theyQ107Chairman:The records are kept, but howoften
think looks legitimate, they provide the paper work,are they checked?
they are consigning it to a tax warehouse that maybeMr Hubbard: The checks are very regular on
they have established does exist in Portugal, as inwarehouse keepers. They are audit-based. So,
this case. They get back some paper work which toalthough we do invigilate over a sustained period
their eyes looks genuine. They may feel that theycertain high risk entities involved in this commercial
have contributed in good faith to that process.activity, in general we would be applying an audit-

based approach where we would be visiting a
warehouse keeper periodically and reviewing all of Q114 Mr Carmichael: You guys come in. You say,
their records and procedures, but there are a whole “We can check this”, and that is part of your
range of checks that we can apply at any stage in regulatory function, is it not?
the process. Mr Hubbard: And, indeed, we have picked this up.

It is not realistic, I would suggest, that Customs and
Excise can invigilate and regulate every singleQ108 Chairman: Is it once a year, once every two
transaction that applies in the system. The scale ofyears, once every three months?
those is such that it would be prohibitively resourceMr Hubbard: It does vary, because we do already
intensive to do that.apply our controls in a risk assessed way. I do not

think it would really be meaningful for me to give an
Q115 Mr Carmichael: No, but you could police aaverage. Some warehouse keepers in particular
sensible system in partnership with the industry; andreceive very regular visits indeed.
that is what is not happening at the moment. That is
what the joint taskforce proposals are about. SowhyQ109 Mr Carmichael: To come back to this first
are you not giving them the chance first?example, first of all. Surely you would agree with me
Mr Hubbard: That is a perception to which you arethat in this case neither the UK producer nor,
entitled and one, I think, with which we wouldindeed, the customs oYcer have been following best
disagree in the sense that we are attempting and wepractice. Is that fair comment?
are using the partnership with those in the legitimateMr Walker: Yes, that is fair comment.
trade, which is, certainly on the production side, the
majority of people. We are trying to get the

Q110 Mr Carmichael: So, again, mindful of the maximum benefit out of that, but, despite that
dangers of fair prosecution and all rest of it, what has partnership, because of the evident opportunities
been done here to ensure that there is no future that exist within the system as it is at present, it is our
recurrence of this fraud? view, and our analysis of the fraud estimate suggests,
Mr Walker: In this particular case— that we are not successfully tackling that problem.

Q111 Mr Carmichael: I mean, there must be scope Q116 Mr Carmichael: Okay. Let’s leave that for the
for the producer himself to improve his own moment. Let’s take the inward diversion problem.
commercial controls here, is there not? Letme ask the “daft laddie” question first of all. I am
Mr Walker: As I understand it, the fraud in this sure there is a perfectly reasonable explanation for
particular example was—the fraudulent elements this, but how on earth is it possible that you have got
were removed from the producer and, you know, a Spanish, French and UK Customs involved here
series of sham companies were involved, and so on. and yet they all manage between them to miss the

fraudulent movement and sale of 400 loads? It does
not look like a system that is working to me!Q112Mr Carmichael: The point I ammaking to you
Mr Hubbard: No, I think that is almost exactly ouris it seems to me that this is an entirely preventable
point. If the system were working properly, then wefraud, this first one. It is a fraud which could have
would not need to be looking for additionalbeen prevented and could still be prevented by a
measures to implement.series of fairly basic commonsense commercial

controls being implemented and enforced both by
the producer and by yourselves. Is that not a fair Q117 Mr Carmichael: So it is the regulatory system

that is failing, and the solution for fixing that is tocomment?
Mr Hubbard: I think it is possibly, if I may be bold put the burden onto the industry. Does that seem

fair?to suggest, a slightly unfair comment, in the sense
that if everyone involved in the supply, purchase, Mr Hubbard: It is a system that is designed to

facilitate the industry. Fundamentally, the EU dutytransportation of spirits were honest and legal, then,
sure, there would not be a spirits fraud problem. I suspended movement system is a trade facilitation
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mechanism because it allows the product to move in and factors that might contribute to early
availability of counterfeit stamps in my earlierduty suspension without the significant costs that

would apply to the industry if there were no such remarks. As I said earlier, we fully acknowledge that
counterfeit is a key risk of the tax stamp system. I dosystem. So, fundamentally, it is a trade facilitation

system. not knowwhether we are complacent about that risk
or not. This is certainly an areawhere wewould hope
that continued good co-operation with theQ118 Mr Carmichael:We have already established,
legitimate trade will help us to make sure that weit actually works very well until you have the point
have the least counterfeit prone tax stamp systemof them leaving the system and entering the retail
that we can jointly devise.market?

MrHubbard: It is a system inwhich, if everyonewere
honest, there would not be a problem, yes. Q124 Mr Duncan: What is the basis for your

confidence: that you will be more successful in
controlling counterfeiting than you have been inQ119Mr Carmichael: Is this a recent example that is
controlling the frauds which Alastair has beenstill under investigation for prosecution as well, or is
discussing?this done and dusted?
Mr Hubbard: It is partly, perhaps, our experienceMr Walker: No, I understand this is a live—
with the introduction of tobacco fiscalmarks, where,
although some counterfeit packs have been found,Q120 Mr Carmichael: This is a live prosecution as
we feel we have genuinely been reasonably successfulwell. How was it detected? Are you able to say?
in that area in countering that threat.Mr Walker: I am afraid I do not have that

information, how the case originated.
Q125 Mr Carmichael: Can you tell me what a fiscal
mark in tobacco is—I do not smoke. What does itQ121 Mr Carmichael: If you were able to share that
involve?with us without prejudicing the conduct of the case
Mr Hubbard: It involves a printed statement UKit would be helpful4. Finally, to look at this question
duty paid, I believe—I do not smoke either—on theof partnership working with the trade, have the
side of a packet of cigarettes that is sold in the UKdetails of this fraud ever been shared with the
market.legitimate UK trade before? Has it been discussed in

as much further detail as possible with the trade to
Q126 Mr Duncan: I am sorry, Mr Walker, youidentify how it could have occurred and what could
wanted to come in?have been done to prevent it or detect it earlier?
Mr Walker: Thank you. I wanted to add to theMr Hubbard: I would suggest that it is probably
comments that Mr Hubbard made, I think, a couplehelpful to talk about this in general terms, if I may,
of comments. Firstly, technology is improving alland say that certainly through the Joint Spirits
the time, and I think as wemove into researching taxFraud Taskforce, we have had very useful, in
stamps, if that is a decision that the GovernmentCustoms’ perception, discussions with the trade
takes, then we would make sure that the tax stampsabout the ways in which spirits fraud happen in the
that were available were the best and the relevanthope of better informing both sides so that in the
security measures and counterfeiting measures.future co-operation between the legitimate trade and

ourselves might improve the way in which we
Q127 Mr Duncan: You accept, of course, thattackle fraud.
improving technology is also going to deal with
counterfeiters?Q122 Mr Carmichael: I take it that as a “no” then?
Mr Walker: Absolutely.Mr Hubbard: You could take it as a “do not know”

in this specific case and say, because it is one that is
Q128 Mr Duncan: Indeed, it is perhaps developedon-going, I could not say whether we had discussed
by them!that particular case at any particular meeting.
Mr Walker: But I think the eVect, of course, is that
alcohol diversion fraud is currently relatively lowQ123 Mr Duncan: We talked earlier about
eVort and low risk and very profitable, and the needcounterfeiting. If I could just return to that, in
to source and then apply counterfeit stamps toparticular. You recognise in your submission in
bottles will make the fraud even more diYcult forparagraph 24 the main risk to the integrity of the tax
them, it will make it more risky for them and lessstamp system which we are discussing comes from
profitable, so we feel that is an added benefit as well.counterfeiting. Presumably you have heard of recent

experiences in the Ukraine. Could you comment on
Q129 Mr Duncan: But is it not a fact that eventhem, particularly the impression that you may be
counterfeiting of stamps is on a relatively smallbeing complacent about the possibility of
scale, and even in your submission you except that itcounterfeiting and the eVect that that might have on
is a significant risk, that it exceeds that. Even if it isyour entire system?
on a small scale, will not the fact that it has beenMr Hubbard: If I may, I would prefer not to
counterfeited at all indicate failure in the system?comment specifically on the Ukraine example. I did
MrHubbard: It would clearly be undesirable to havemake some general comments about counterfeiting
any counterfeit tax stamps in the system—that
would not be an aim of the system. It is our4 See Ev 42
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assessment that the level of counterfeiting on any Q135MrCarmichael:Whichwould be even easier to
counterfeit! That may be happening and you just dosustainable basis would not be so significant that it

would call into question the eVectiveness of the not pick up on it?
Mr Walker: Yes. We have not come across anysystem generally.
cases, as far as I am aware, where a genuine packet
of cigarette has a counterfeit duty paid mark on it.Q130 Mr Duncan: You must accept that the
There may be—incentive is as significant if not even greater. The

ScotchWhiskyAssociationwhen they gave evidence
last week brought in a box which was approximately Q136 Mr Carmichael: You have found no genuine

packet of cigarettes has a counterfeit mark on it.the size of 200 cigarettes—I do not smoke so I would
not know—with which the estimated revenue, in Does that mean you have found counterfeit packets

of cigarettes that have counterfeit marks on?terms of value of the tax stamp, was £50,000. That
is a significant incentive to someone to administer a Mr Walker: Yes, we have had cases of counterfeit

cigarettes in a counterfeit packet with a counterfeitcounterfeiting system that can be done in a back
yard anywhere in Taiwan, I would suggest, and fiscal mark on it, but not a genuine product.
outwith even the most significant technology with
which Mr Walker has seen any diVerence? Q137 Mr Carmichael: It seems to me we are dealing
Mr Hubbard: That is right. I do not want to give a with diVerent problems here. Essentially you are
second very simplistic answer after the one I gave dealing with a problem about perhaps a non-duty
earlier to Mr Carmichael, but counterfeiting, sadly, paid product being re-imported. Is that not the case?
is also a fact of life, as we heard last week. Passports Mr Walker: With cigarettes?
are counterfeit; currency is counterfeit; it is a fact of
life for enforcement administrations to deal with, Q138 Mr Carmichael: Yes.
andwewill be trying to deal with it. Equally, I do not Mr Walker: With cigarettes it is a mixture of UK
want to rely on innuendo about covert aspects to tax produced cigarettes exported and then re-imported
stamps toomuch—I think enforcement agencies can and cigarettesmanufactured overseas and imported.
easily do that—but there are a range of possibilities
that we are looking at which we think would mean Q139 Mr Weir: Is there not a much morethat the tax stamps that we would introduce and the fundamental diVerence in that, if I understand youway we would introduce them would be as correctly, this is a wee printed sign on your cigarettescounterfeit-proof as possible. box next to the one that says this is going to kill you

anyway; but what you are asking the Scotch whisky
Q131MrCarmichael:You are relying on the parallel industry and other people to do is to invest in a great
with cigarettes, which, forgive me, is completely new deal of equipment to put an embossed stamp with a
to me. What was the nature of the problem that this hologram on it. The cigarette manufacturer has to
UK duty paid printed on the packet was designed print the box anyway. Putting the wee sign onmakes
to cure? no diVerence to them whatsoever. It is going to be a
MrWalker: It was to enable a non-duty paid packet vast new cost to the producers of Scotch whisky, for
of cigarettes to be easily identifiable from a duty paid example, in these whisky strip stamps. So there is a
packet of cigarettes. huge diVerence between the two. Using that

analogy, why can we not then just put a wee label on
Q132 Mr Carmichael: Right. But just talk me the Scotch whisky saying the duty has been paid?
through this now. Was there a problem of people Mr Hubbard: Yes, that is a good question. The
getting cases of cigarettes, printing their own answer to that is that, although the fraud problems
Embassy boxes, filling them and putting them on to can look similar, the nature of the tobacco,
the market? particularly the cigarette supply market and chains
Mr Walker: There have been cases of counterfeit and the spirits market and chains are very diVerent.
cigarettes, clearly in a counterfeit Embassy box, For tobacco the number of suppliers is very small.
reaching themarket, but the idea of fiscalmarkswas, For spirits the market is a great deal more complex,
as I say, for any member of the public or any retailer and the movement is more complex.
to be able to easily distinguish a non-duty paid
product from a duty paid product, and in fact it has Q140 Mr Weir: I do not understand why. I mean,
been very successful. There is very little evidence there are numerous brands of cigarettes made by a
now of illicit cigarettes being sold through retail few large companies. In the whisky industry there
sectors. are numerous brands but the vast number are made

by a few large companies as well. I do not see where
Q133MrCarmichael: So thismark that is printed on the diVerence lies?
the cigarettes, or on boxes of cigarettes, is it unique Mr Walker: With cigarettes the cigarettes that are
to that batch or that packet, or what? exported are not under the same holding and
Mr Walker: No, it is not. movement regime as alcohol, and a lot of the

cigarettes that are smuggled back into the UK are
exported outside the EU. There is not the network ofQ134 Mr Carmichael: So it is completely diVerent

from what you have got in strip stamps? warehouses and distributors in the UK as there are
in the spirits industry. There is a much shorter chainMr Walker: It is a fiscal mark as opposed to a tax

stamp, yes. in theUK, and, as I say, that is diVerent to the spirits
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industry where spiritsmay pass through a number of MrHubbard: But you are saying that the tax stamps
would be genuine and the product counterfeit. Sowarehouses in the UK before the goods leave the

UK. It is a diVerent distribution network. someone would have gone to the trouble of paying
the UK tax but aYxing it to a counterfeit product.

Q141 Mr Carmichael: I think you are absolutely
Q146 Mr Weir: If you are talking of bottled whiskyright. I think it is completely diVerent, I just do not
that can cost in a small shop £15 perhaps, and yoursee why, given these patent diVerences, it should be
tax stamp would cost you, what, £5, or thereabouts.the example that inspires youwith confidence for the
So there is £10 profit, 66% of the cost, and that seemsoperation of a strip stamp in the whisky industry, or
a fair incentive to anybody who wants to do that?the spirits industry. Am I missing something?
Mr Hubbard: Yes, that is a fair point, and we oughtMr Hubbard: The key end that the consumer, the
to think carefully about that and talk to the industryman on the street, the woman on the street, that we
about it.5referred to earlier, going into a retail shop, would be

able to see both in the case of cigarettes and in the
case of spirits that those have been duty paid. For Q147 Mr Carmichael: Does that indicate you have
that eVect it does not matter whether it is a printed not done this already?
mark or a tax stamp, it is the nature of the chain MrHubbard:Wehave talked at enormous length, as
before you get to that thatmakes the tax stampmore I am sure you are well aware, to the industry over,
beneficial than the printed pack mark for spirits. in fact, a number of years now on all aspects of tax

stamps. I think the specific question of the extent to
which genuine tax stamps are going to be used onQ142 Mr Carmichael: Except it is the bad people
counterfeit product, although it is one to which theywho supply it at the moment who might be bad
have referred and said that there is evidence inenough just to counterfeit a stamp, a strip. That is
another countries to support that, we have not inthe diVerence, is it not?
fact discussed with them what that evidence shows.Mr Hubbard: Yes.
It is not an issue that our own discussions with
countries that apply tax stamps—it is not an issueQ143 Mr Weir: Last week the Scotch Whisky
that has come out strongly.Association recorded its instances of unscrupulous

traders using the idea of tax stamps to disguise fake
Q148MrWeir: Should it not be an issue to considerspirits. Are you not concerned that the introduction
before the Ministry goes to all the expense andof tax stamps in the UK could actually exacerbate
trouble if the decision is taken to introduce stripthe problem of fraud as a tax stamp could make
tax stamps?counterfeit goods appear genuine? It does take us
Mr Hubbard: As I say, every aspect of this questionback to your earlier point about the real problem in
deserves closer examination, and in my view hasthe retail end. If somebody is prepared to buy non-
received closer examination and extensive discussionduty paid alcohol from some nefarious supplier, are
with the industry. There will remain, there dothey going to be that concerned as to whether it is
remain, many areas where the industry’s view ofreal alcohol in the bottle or not?
figures or eVectiveness, even after these discussions,Mr Hubbard: I think that is part of the risk of
diVers from ours.counterfeiting that we will need to think about. To
Chairman: Moving on to joined-up Government,what extent people would go to the trouble of
Peter.securing genuine tax stamps and then applying them

to counterfeit products, given the profit margins
involved, I think, it is unlikely that that would be Q149 Mr Duncan: Is a submission that the Scotch
endemic. Whisky Association quoted figures for the number

of people employed in that industry both directly
and directly? Have you had discussions with otherQ144 Mr Weir: I understand from the examples
government departments, particularly the Scotlandquoted to us that it is. For example, Spanish tax
OYce, the Department ofWork and Pensions or thestamps in the Philippines is a problem. It does
DTI about the possible impact on employmentsuggest—you would not discuss the Ukrainian
should another tax be imposed on the industry?example earlier, but good examples as well, I believe,
Mr Hubbard: We have had discussions with otherfrom Hungary last week. So it does seem to be fairly
government departments, as you would expect,endemic in various parts of the world. What makes
including the Scottish Executive, about thisyou think the UK is going to be any diVerent?
measure.Mr Hubbard: I think the comparisons with other

countries can be diYcult, because in some of those
countries the tax stamp does secure a low element of Q150 Mr Duncan: Particularly the Scotland OYce?
tax. So perhaps the greater profit margin there is in Mr Hubbard: Yes.
producing the counterfeit spirit.

Q151 Mr Carmichael: Do you have the support of
Q145 Mr Weir: But surely, if the tax stamp is for a any other government departments for the
lower amount of tax, it will be less of an incentive to introduction of a tax stamp?
do it than in an area like theUKwhere the tax stamp
will represent a very high value of tax? 5 See Ev 43
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Mr Hubbard: I think you might have to ask them, paragraph 26. First of all, to check we are all
working along the same lines here, do you agree withI suppose.
me that the assessment of the scale of the problem is
going to be crucial to the regulatory impactQ152 Mr Carmichael: They do not tell you?
assessment?Mr Hubbard: It is widely acknowledged that the
Mr Hubbard: Yes.Treasury and Treasury ministers have the lead say

when it comes to matters of taxation on Scotch
whisky. Other government departments look after Q158 Mr Carmichael: Because basically there is an
diVerent aspects of that industry’s well-being and element of costs benefit analysis in a regulatory
Treasury ministers, certainly this Chancellor, would impact assessment, so you have got to know what
say that they are strongly aware of the economic the scale of the problem is before you can do your
impact on the industry of taxation decisions that regulatory impact assessment. What figures will you
they take. It is perfectly possible that if you got these use as the model when you are conducting your
oYcials and, indeed, their ministers into a room, regulatory impact assessment? Will it be your
they might have diVerent views, for example, about figures, the Scotch Whisky Association figures, or
the level of duty which it is appropriate for Scotch will it be theNational Audit OYce figures, if they are
whisky to bear, but it is a clear convention that available by that time? They will be available. We
Treasury ministers take the decision on that. were told they will be available before the Budget?

Mr Hubbard: That remains to be decided.
Q153 Mr Carmichael: Let me take that as another
“no” then. The obvious interest in the DTI and the Q159 Mr Carmichael: Would you do a regulatory
export of whisky now is going to have an impact on impact assessment, or three separate ones, on the
the price of it and its attractiveness as an export basis of them all, or on diVerent bases?
commodity. Is that something you have discussed Mr Hubbard: This touches on the decision that
with the DTI? ministers will have to make. Ministers have to
Mr Hodgson: Prima facie it should not significantly consider what measures, if any, they want to
aVect the price of exported product. implement. Almost by definition, certainly an

explicit aspect for them to consider will be whether
any suchmeasures they take are proportionate to theQ154 Mr Carmichael: If it is going to increase the
problem identified. So ministers will have to take aproduction costs, it is going to have a knock-on cost
view on the level of fraud, on what the availableto the sale price?
options for tackling that would deliver, on what theMr Hodgson: That would have a knock-on eVect on
compliance costs of any such options would be andthe sale price in the UK, but I cannot see why a
whether they were minded to introduce measures toproduct that is exported to other countries should be
oVset those compliance costs, and, if so, roughlyrequired to bear that cost.
what those measures would be; and that judgment
would obviously carry over into the regulatoryQ155 Mr Weir: What is your assessment of price
impact assessment.impact in the UK?

Mr Hodgson: The issue of compliance costs is
Q160 Mr Carmichael: Will the RIA, when it issomething which is currently being discussed with
published, make clear the model that you havethe industry and something which I do not know if
followed in arriving at the conclusions that you do?we have quite yet come to a fully agreed view, but we
Mr Hubbard: The RIA will, in particular, need toare getting there.
address what the compliance costs impact of any
given measures, if there are any, is and willQ156MrWeir:Wewere told, if I recall correctly, by
presumably also take into account any oVsettingthe Scotch Whisky Association that they calculate
measures which are put alongside that.the compliance costs would lead to an increase of 40

odd pence per bottle within the UK. Do you think
Q161 Mr Carmichael: I am sorry; I do not quitethat is accurate?
understand that. What I am asking you is, when youMr Hodgson: We find that a little bit diYcult to
publish the RIA will it says whose figures you haveunderstand. The compliance costs that the industry
followed in assessing the scale of the mischief to behave identified amount to something between 10 and
cured? There are the three options, as I see it. Will20 pence a bottle, depending on how they recover the
you say, “We have followed this SWA, your owninitial upfront capital costs, say 15 pence a bottle. It
figures or the NEO figures?is not obvious to us why that should translate into a
MrHubbard: I would expect that the RIAwe can do40 pence increase by the time it reaches the shelf. If
will confirm what revenue benefit is expected fromcosts have gone up by 15 pence, if the final price goes
any given measure, and that revenue benefit, forup by 40 pence, somebody somewhere is making the
example £160 million that is quoted here in respectdiVerence in extra profit, and we find that a little bit
of tax stamps is certainly linked to a given level ofdiYcult to understand.
fraud estimation and is a proportion of that fraud.

Q157 Mr Carmichael: Can I ask you at this stage
about your regulatory impact assessment. That is Q162 Mr Carmichael: So when we get the RIA and

it has this £160 million figure in it, we will knowgoing to be published either before or alongside the
Finance Bill, according to your own submission at where it has come from?
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Mr Hubbard: Yes. would be that it would not and that it is something
which would be a perfectly acceptable way of
controlling fraud?Q163 Mr Duncan: We talked about this a few
Mr Hubbard: I think it would depend very much onminutes ago in relation to the DTI. Have you
the particular nature of that other country’s—thespecifically discussed with them their advice in 1997
tax stamps scheme that they might introduce, howto the Norwegian Government where they strongly
prevalent fraud was in that particular country, howrecommended against pursuing a similar course of

action in Norway on the basis that it was ineYcient capable they would be to enforce and make use of
and a barrier to trade? the tax stamp system. I would have no hesitation in
MrHubbard: That letter was sent in the early part of pointing out to any other country that tax stamps
1997, and there is a fairly well established has, in particular, the disadvantage of the costs that
convention that oYcials do not comment in great it imposes on the industry and, therefore, that any
detail on actions taken under a previous government decision to introduce a tax stamp system must be a
of a diVerent political complexion. very careful one.

Q164 Mr Duncan: It is my fault. We had 18 years
Q168 Mr Duncan: Do you accept that, if the UKchoose from in the last few months! Should a tax
were to go along this road, it is perfectly possible tostamp be introduced are you satisfied that the UK
suggest that other countries would be all the quickerwould not find itself charged perhaps by the EU or
to bring forward some of the suggestions under thatthe World Trade Organisation with introducing a
country’s system of giving you—or the DTI lookingbarrier to trade?
for your advice for other country’s systems might beMr Hubbard: I am confident of that, and I have
not so far into the future as we might havetaken counsel’s advice on that point at an earlier part
suggested? checkin the process. Fiscal marks or tax stamps are
Mr Hubbard: Yes. In short I think it would beexplicitly provided for in Article 20 of Council
diYcult, if we were prepared to put our faith in suchDirective 92/12/EEC. That Directive does make
a system for the UK, for us to be taking the line withclear that they do have to be introduced in away that
another country with, as I say, let’s assume, a similardoes not infringe the freemovement of trade, and, as
set of circumstances. It would not be equallyI said earlier, I think it is hypothetically possible to
eVective, no.introduce a tax stamp system in such a way that it

does constitute a barrier to trade, particularly were
it to apply inequitably to imported and domestic

Q169 Mr Duncan: So, in conclusion, if we were toproduct, but ministers would naturally want us to
go down this road, it is all the more likelyensure that any scheme that we introducedwas legal.
that international reciprocal action would be
forthcoming?

Q165 Mr Duncan: If there was a change of Mr Hubbard: I think that perhaps goes a hypothesis
government that would preclude you from too far. As I said, I think it would be hard for us tocommenting. If hypothetically the Department of a country in similar circumstances to maintain thatTrade and Industry came to you and suggested,

tax stamps would not be eVective there. You wouldlooked for your advice in dealing with another
have to ask how many countries are, for example,government that was proposing to introduce a
part of the community of countries where there is asimilar system, your advice would be?
system which allows for movements of dutyMr Hubbard: My advice on the illegality would
suspended spirits and where those movements areremain the same. Forgive me, I am straining to—
very extensive and complicated, and so on.

Q166 Mr Duncan: Your advice on the decision as to
whether it was eYcient and a barrier to trade would Q170Mr Carmichael:On the subject of dealing with
be that it is a very eYcient way of controlling fraud countries, I am prompted to think of the situation
and it is not a barrier to trade and you would with regard to the wine trade. Am I right in thinking
recommend the DTI went along with it? that you used to operate a diVerent methodology in
MrHubbard: In the case of the tax stamp system that the assessment of the illicit wine trade?
ministers might decide to introduce now against the Mr Hodgson: The approach we have had for
background of the scale and pattern of fraud that estimating the wine trade has been again to try and
was previously suggested to them, it would be my use a gap analysis, but for both wine and for beer
strong advice to the DTI that, in those that methodology produces numbers which are
circumstances, this is an eYcient and eVective system implausible—the gap sometimes goes negative—
which will make a significant contribution to which we think is unlikely not to not say impossible.
reducing fraud.

Q171 Mr Carmichael: So you have abandoned itQ167 Mr Duncan: So if a major trading partner
presumably for the beer and wine trade?proposed the introduction of a similar scheme and
Mr Hodgson: No, we still use information from thethe DTI recognised the eVect that would potentially
operational side and from surveys we have done forhave on our trading relationship and came to your
cross-border traYc, cross-channel traYc, but we dodepartment for advice on whether it was something

that could be challenged, your recommendation not have a comparable gap estimate for spirits.
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Q172 Mr Carmichael: So this gap analysis that you Mr Hodgson: No, it is not the case that every single
bottle of spirits sold to an independent retailersee as the basis of your computations is one that you
would be illicit. That statement is based upon—thatcannot rely on for beer andwine andwhich produces
statement ignores the extent of hawking, in otheressentially figures which are wildly diVerent from the
words, sales not through retailers. It also ignores—industry’s own figures but which you are still

prepared to rely on?
MrHodgson:No, I mean, the methodology, the gap Q176 Mr Carmichael: What do you mean by

“hawking”?methodology that we are using for spirits is exactly
MrHodgson: This is sales of spirits through car bootthe same sort of methodology which is being
sales, I mean, any kind of non-retail outlet.proposed by the SWA. So there is no diVerence in

principle.
Q177 Mr Carmichael: What is your assumption
about them?

Q173 Mr Carmichael: Exactly the same Mr Hodgson: We have an assumption of 20%, I
methodology? think.
Mr Hodgson: The methodology, the data that is Mr Carmichael: 20%?
being used and some of the assumptions that are
being fed in, but the approach that is being adopted, Q178 Mr Weir: How on earth can you estimate
which is to measure what we know about legitimate something at 20% from a car boot sale?
consumption to try and find some independent Mr Hodgson: Not just car boot sales.
estimate of total consumption and the diVerence
between the two, that basic approach, is exactly the Q179 Mr Carmichael: Twenty per cent are notsame in our methodology of spirits and in the duty paid?methodology put forward by the SWA. The only Mr Hubbard: Of illicit sales our assumption is thatdiVerence between us is on the data sources and 80% go through wholesale environments and 20%
some of the more detailed assumptions we have then are hawked, which is a whole range of things, not
fed into the methodology. just car boot sales, but sales through—

Q180 Mr Weir: What information do you have toQ174 Mr Weir:Why should the methodology come
justify that 20% figure?out with such a varied result when applied to wine
Mr Hubbard: A range of intelligence andand beer as applied to spirits? If you are using the
operational sources.same sort of basis and feeding in the same sort of

information, why can you get one for whisky or for
Q181 MrWeir: How many bottles of whisky is 20%spirits which is so variable with the trade figures but
of the illicit sale? It must be hundreds of thousandsthat you are prepared to rely on, but using the same
possibly, is it not?system you come out with one for beer and spirits
Mr Hubbard: I do not have the figure oV hand, butthat you are not prepared rely on? I do not
certainly a significant number.understand why there should be such a diVerence?

Mr Hodgson: One of the things we do when looking
Q182Mr Carmichael:Howmany prosecutions haveat the estimates, since it is a three-fold process, you
you had for hawked sales?start oV with the methodology. You say, is this in
MrWalker:Again, I do not have that figure to hand,principle a sensible methodology? You then look at
but we do tackle hawked sales as part of oursome of the assumptions you are having to feed in to
intelligence led activity. We have received a numbermake that methodology to produce numbers, and
of calls to our Customs confidential hot-line, foryou say, are these in principle supported
example, which we would follow up. We also comeassumptions and, in particular, is the data you are
across it as part of our activities in the hawking ofusing, the survey data, is that of itself plausible?
tobacco as well, the illicit sales of tobacco and so on.Thirdly, you look at the numbers that are produced
Mr Weir: If you determine a fifth of all sales thatfrom themethodology and say, can these be sensible,
evaded duty are through car boot sales or similarand you look at, say, operational evidence. The wine
hawking activities, how many people do you haveand beer estimates, in a sense, fall at the last stage in
investigating these? Do you send people to variousthe sense that they do not produce numbers that can
events? Do you keep an eye on what is going on?be plausible, therefore there must be something
There must be some reliable concrete information,going wrong further up the line in the estimation.
or is this a figure plucked out of the air.
Mr Carmichael: The States would be awash!

Q175MrWeir: Forgive me. If the industry is saying
that the figures coming out for spirits are implausible Q183 Mr Weir: Exactly. I do not find that credible
because it would mean that every single bottle sold at all.
to an independent store was a fake bottle of whisky Mr Hubbard: Assertions about the credibility or
or a non-duty paid bottle of whisky, I do not see otherwise of the scale of figures we are talking about
what the diVerence is here. The diVerence seems to are quite diYcult to counter. Two-hundred-
me that you are prepared to accept the whisky thousand bottles of illicit spirit coming into the
figures and the spirits figures but not the beer and market every day sounds a very high figure, but it

has to be seen in the context of the scale of thewine figures.
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market we are dealing with, and British consumers, Chairman: Maybe while you are doing that you
could get for us some figures on these 40,000 a dayaccording to the consumption data, are buying,

drinking, 1.25 million bottles of spirits every day. that you are presuming are hawked. That is 40,000
crimes a day. Howmany prosecutions there were in,The Scotch whisky industry alone is exporting

nearly a billion bottles of whisky every year. So just say, the last year, how many incidents there were.
For example, I know that there have been raids inof Scotch whisky alone, 3 million bottles, let’s take a

rough figure, are being exported free of duty every the Glasgowmarkets at the barrows, but if you were
to take that figure and just multiply it roundday. When you start bandying figures of scale

around, it is quite hard to put them in context. Scotland and say that this applied to every city, you
would have a very false picture. It would not be an
accurate assessment, because people from all overQ184 Mr Weir: That does not answer the question
Scotland come to that particular market. So thatof what concrete evidence you have got that this
would not expand through Scotland, but if youamount . . . You are saying 80% of illicit whisky is
could get us a set of figures telling us that thesesold through retailers and 20% is sold at car boot
40,000 bottles a day that are presumably hawkedsales, hawked around the streets, orwhatever. I want
through theUK, howmany prosecutions therewere,to know what concrete evidence you have to justify
how many actual something incidents there were.7this figure. Talking about the number bottles
Can we move on and look now at compliance?produced does not give any concrete evidence?

Mr Hubbard: We have to some extent talked about
Q190MrWeir:We touched upon this earlier. Therethat earlier. We talked about the exercise in London
seems to be a huge diVerence between thewhere nearly half of shops visited had illicit spirits on
compliance costs that you put forward and that putdisplay. Of course, we do not have concrete evidence
forward by the industry. Can you explain why, in thein the sense of if we knew exactly where this fraud
first instance, there is such a huge diVerence and givewas happening then we would be handling it.
us an idea of how you break down the compliance
costs to come to your figures?Q185MrWeir:Do I take from that then that you are Mr Hubbard: Could I firstly say that there will not

extrapolating these figures nationwide from a necessarily be a huge diVerence in assessment of
relatively small sum? compliance costs this time round. I think the
MrHubbard: There are diVerent sets of figures here, comparison that the Committee was looking at last
but the fraud estimates are based, as the week was a comparison between information
memorandum explains, on gap analysis. produced from a consultation two years ago and

what the industry were now saying after looking
more completely at their supply chain and alsoQ186 Mr Weir:We are talking about 80% through

shops, 20% through hawking. looking at how their costs had varied in the
intervening period, the estimate the industry is nowMrHubbard:Yes. That is based on an extrapolation

based on our best available intelligence. putting forward. We are still, as my colleague said,
analysing the very useful information that the
industry has put forward as part of its formalQ187 Mr Weir: You just told us it was from the
submission on compliance costs. I can say that it isexercise in Central London. Let me finish. I want to
already clear to us that the previous estimate basedknow, is it an extrapolation from a relatively small
on the 2001 exercise is understated in terms ofsample in a major city nationally?
compliance costs and, although, as I say, we haveMr Hubbard: You asked me for an example of
not completed our analysis, part of the budgetconcrete evidence rather than this an assumption
consideration for ministers, will be drawing on thisplucked out of the air. So I gave the London example
latest information from the industry about theas one piece of concrete evidence. Undoubtedly, yes,
compliance costs that they anticipate were taxthese judgments are extrapolations. They have to be
stamps introduced.because we do not have a full and accurate picture of

what frauds are happening where at any one time.
Q191 Mr Weir: I mean, the industry, for example,
said that a large cost is to do with the security of theQ188MrWeir: Is it possible for you then—I am not stamps themselves. Does that take into account

asking you to give it to us today—to give us a written your figures?
explanation of data on which this is based and how Mr Hubbard: Yes, I do not think we have any
it is extrapolated?6 disagreement with the industry on the component
Mr Hubbard: You mean—let me check so that I costs, particularly at the production end of tax
understand—you want an understanding of why we stamps. Security will be an issue, insurance will be an
assume that 80% of fraud— issue, machinery is an issue. We do not disagree that

these costs will be incurred, and, as I say, we are
examining the data that has been put forward andQ189 Mr Weir: And the raw data and how it is

extrapolated. Where it comes from? discussing that with the industry and will be feeding
that advice to ministers. I think the one element thatMr Hubbard: In retail markets and 20% hawked?

Mr Weir: Yes. we are perhaps finding diYcult to understand—I

6 See Ev 42 7 See Ev 42-43
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think this is perhaps also an area that came up at the Mr Hubbard: With great respect, Madam
Chairman, I think the answer to that question isdiscussion last week with the Scotch Whisky
probably one that is very much tied up in the BudgetAssociation because they made clear that the
judgment.compliance costs per case at the production end

might be, £1 was quoted, but let’s say it is £1.50 odd
Q195MrCarmichael: Just on that point.Would youper case, and they also say that that translates into a
accept that the people who are to sit here are theretail price increase of perhaps 30 pence a bottle, or
small players in the industry?43 pence a litre, and that is where we are finding it
Mr Hubbard: Certainly that is what the compliancediYcult to understand how the initial compliance
costs data that the industry have put forwardcosts result in an increase of that sort. There are, we
suggests, and it is commonsense, in particular wherethink, assumptions there about profit along the
you are making capital investment in machinery todistribution chain which we might want to question, apply stamps, that there are economies of scale

but I do not think that we are likely, as I say, to stand there, depending on the operation you are dealing
by the compliance cost estimation work of two years with. That is a point which ministers are explicitly
ago because we now have better, more up to date, concerned about, and they will be thinking about
data and we will examine that carefully. that as part of the Budget judgment.

Q196 Mr Carmichael: What sort of oV-settingQ192 Mr Weir:Will there be any costs to Customs
measures are you anticipating to compensate theand Excise by the introduction of strip stamps? industry?

Mr Hubbard: There would certainly need to be a MrHubbard:Anumber of oV-settingmeasures have
thorough re-evaluation of the way we approach our been discussed with the industry, including
controls to implement tax stamps eVectively, and suggestions put forward by the industry about the
ministers have said that they will look at that as part possibility of some sort of capital assistance or
of this year’s spending review process. something that would have the eVect of capital

assistance with investment. A number of ideas have
been put forward, but none have yet been agreedQ193 Mr Weir: Have you considered the
because that would be part of the decision thatimplications and costs to the Revenue of the
ministers would have to make if they decided to takealternative measures put forward by the industry? forward tax stamps.

Mr Hubbard:We have started to think about those.
I have to say that both in terms of the compliance Q197 Mr Carmichael: Are you able to find anything
cost to the industry themselves of the alternative specifically to help the small operator in the
measures and of the potential resource implications industry?
to Customs, perhaps the details are less clear on both Mr Hubbard: I am afraid I cannot really add to my
sides of that, but probably the key point there is the previous answer.
scale of revenue reduction that those alternative

Q198 Chairman: Thank you very much, gentleman.measures will deliver.
There aremany questions that you are going towrite
to us on. It might well be that we decide to invite you

Q194 Chairman: Are you satisfied, gentlemen, that back before we finally report on this matter, but,
the changes to duty deferment scheme and a spirits before we finish this session, is there anything you
duty freeze for the remainder of this Parliament, as would wish add to in conclusion?
promulgated in paragraph 26 of yourmemorandum, Mr Hubbard: No, Chairman.
would compensate the industry for the compliance Chairman: Thank you very much for your

attendance.costs of implementing a tax stamp?

Supplementary memorandum submitted by HM Customs and Excise

1. This supplementary memorandum provides answers to the four questions asked of HM Customs &
Excise witnesses during the oral hearing on 9 March where notes were requested or oVered. It also gives
further detail on three other points raised. Question numbers are taken from the uncorrected transcript of
the oral hearing.

InResponse to theQuestionConcerning theChecking ofLotNumbersDuring theLondonExercise

Q101 (Mr Alistair Carmichael): “Of the 143 [locations] that you did actually seize illicit non-duty paid
product from, how many of them did you check the lot numbers on?”

2. Customs’ policy is to provide details of all large freight seizures of spirits to the UK producer of the
spirit, including lot numbers and sample bottles, in an attempt to identify the supply chain. However this
“tracking and tracing” is generally restricted to major freight detections, in line with our policy to target the
bulk supply of illicit product where likely to prove most eVective. No tracking and tracing was conducted
on the 143 seizures of spirits in the London exercise.
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3. As we said during the oral hearing, lot numbers have only a limited use in identifying the supply chain
of illicit spirits. The lot number can identify to whom the goods were originally sold, but a large production
run will produce one lot number and the spirits in this production run can be sold to a number of diVerent
customers. In our experience, the producer can normally only identify each of the customers they supplied
from the product run. They often find it diYcult to say which customer was supplied with the particular
bottles in question.

4. If a producer is able to identify a single customer for the goods in question, in the majority of cases
our experience is that this company has nothing to do with the subsequent fraudulent movement.

5. Fraudulent movements often involve a long and complicated supply chain, involving multiple sales
and numerous diVerent owners. Attempts to track the product further down the supply chain are hampered
by the high incidence of ‘missing traders’ (sham companies) within the supply chain.

6. Tax stamps will make illicit spirits easily identifiable throughout the supply chain. If tax stamps are
introduced shop owners will know when oVered non-tax stamped spirits that the products are illicit. If they
choose to sell illicit spirit, associated new legislation will enable Customs to prosecute anyone found to be
selling unstamped product.

In Response to the Question Concerning How We Became Aware of the Fraud Detailed in Example
Two of the Original customs Memorandum

Q121 (Mr Alistair Carmichael): “How was it detected? Are you able to say?”

7. This case is on-going. Unfortunately we are therefore unable to comment on how Customs became
aware of this fraud as any information released about the case, ahead of any prosecution, may prejudice the
final outcome.

In Response to the Question Concerning the Assumption that 20% of Illicit Sales are Through
Hawking and 80% Through the Retail Trade

Q188 (Mr Michael Weir): “Can you give us a written explanation of the data on which this [assumption] is
based and how it is extrapolated?”

8. This assumption is based on the findings of an expert group of Customs oYcials.

9. The group found, based on operational experience and intelligence, that the vast majority of illicit
spirits were sold through the licensed trade. There is little information to suggest that any more than a small
proportion of illicit spirits are sold through unconventional sources, ie, “hawking”.

10. The available information was insuYcient to estimate with confidence the proportion of the illicit
market supplied by each route. However, in order not to over-estimate the revenue impact of tax stamps, a
cautious 80:20 split was agreed.

In Response to the Question Concerning Prosecutions for Hawking Alcohol

Q189 (continued) (Mrs Irene Adams):Howmany prosecutions [for hawking] were there in, say, last year and
how many incidents [of hawking] were there?

11. As stated in Customs’ original memorandum to the Committee, in 2002–03 Customs brought 21
successful prosecutions for duty evasion on spirits in the UK. In addition there were 34 successful
prosecutions concerning duty evasion on mixed excise goods. From April to December 2003 there were 11
successful prosecutions for evading duty on spirit and 27 successful prosecutions for evasion of duty on
mixed excise goods. Unfortunately Customs’ records do not readily distinguish what oVence these
prosecutions were bought for, although it is unlikely that many would be for hawking.

12. Customs’ policy is to prosecute wheremaximum impact can be achieved against those supplying illicit
spirits—for example, the “guiding minds” behind a major criminal organisation, but also for example in
respect of regular, repeat oVenders and anyone selling to children. In addition to prosecution, Customs aim
to disrupt spirits fraud, including most low-level illicit activity, by applying one or more of a wide range of
civil sanctions including seizure of goods and vehicles, the recovery of revenue evaded, the withdrawal of
approvals and/or registrations and recommending to the appropriate authority that liquor licences are not
renewed.

13. Hawking of alcohol is more covert than hawking of illicit tobacco goods. This is a major reason why
Customs’ work to tackle the sale of illicit cigarettes yields only a few alcohol detections. Although some
hawking of alcohol is overt (eg at car boot sales), due to the bulky nature of spirits most hawking is through
sales around workplaces, pubs and clubs.
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14. Potential customers are shown a “shopping list” with prices and possibly a sample. Delivery is then
arranged to a customer’s home or other address. This type of hawking is much more diYcult to detect and
Customs are reliant on the public identifying occurrences to them, for example by calls to its confidential
hot line.

15. Customs resources are concentrated on preventing and detecting large-scale spirits diversion frauds
as far up the supply chain as possible, before loads can be broken down and distributed into the low-level
supply chains where, in the absence of tax stamps, detection becomes far more diYcult and resource
intensive.

Additional Detail

Q102 (continued) (MrMichael Weir): Explanation as to why retailers are currently unlikely to know they are
buying illicit spirit.

16. Many law-abiding alcohol suppliers will be unaware that they are buying illicit spirit. Representatives
from sham companies posing as legitimate suppliers will approach traders at all levels of the supply chain.
The trader will normally be unaware because the spirit is oVered to them at close to or at legitimate trade
duty paid prices and invoices, which appear genuine, are given.

17. If this same sham company sells the product to a wholesaler further up the chain any number of
retailers will end up selling illicit spirits with little chance of knowing that it is illicit.

18. If tax stamps are introduced, honest businesses in all parts of the supply chain will know that
unstamped spirit oVered to them is illicit. They will be able to make judgements about whether to buy it, at
what price to buy it, the chances of being detected and the consequences of being detected.

Q99 (MrAlistair Carmichael): Strict liability—confirmation of the law relating to prosecution of persons found
to be selling non-duty paid alcohol

19. Customs have two pieces of legislation available to them when considering prosecuting shop owners
for selling non-duty paid spirits: the Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 section 170 and the
Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 section 17.

20. To confirm, in both Acts there is no strict liability related to prosecution. The law requires that a
person must be knowingly selling non-duty paid goods for a prosecution to be brought against them.

Q146 (Mr Michael Weir): Discussion concerning counterfeit product with a genuine stamps attached.

21. It is very unlikely in Customs’ view that counterfeit spirits will have genuine UK tax stamps applied
to them, even though thismay have happened to a limited extent in other countries’ regimes in which genuine
tax stamps may have a relatively low value.

22. Fraudsters look to maximise their profit by buying or producing spirits for the minimum amount
possible and then selling it on to the legitimate market at or near to duty paid prices.

23. Customs’ operational experience is that counterfeit spirits in the UK are also non-duty paid. Paying
duty would remove the largest part of fraudsters’ potential profit. Thus suppliers of counterfeit product are
not expected to pay for and aYx genuine UK tax stamps to their product.

24. The supply of tax stamps will be very carefully controlled. Unless genuine stamps are stolen (in which
case the duty will be secured) a producer of counterfeit product is very unlikely to want to attract attention
by requisitioning stamps from a legitimate source.

David Hubbard
HM Customs and Excise

31 March 2004
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Members present

Mrs Irene Adams, in the Chair

Mr Alistair Carmichael Mr John MacDougall
David Hamilton Ann McKechin
Mr John Lyons Mr Michael Weir

Witnesses: Mr Stuart Thomson, Distillery Manager, Ardbeg Distillery, Mr Andrew Rankin, Production
Director, BowmoreDistillery,MrSimonCoughlin,OperationsDirector, BruichladdichDistillery,MrDavid
Barr, Bottling Hall Manager, Bruichladdich Distillery, and Mr Anthony Wills, Founder, Kilchoman
Distillery, examined.

Q199 Chairman:Goodmorning, gentlemen. First of whatever was going to be diYcult for us.We felt that
we wanted to take control of that situation andall, could I thank you for giving up your time and

coming to speak to us this morning. Before the create our own bottling hall. Also, financially in the
next two or three years it will start to become moreCommittee asks you their specific questions, would

anyone like to make a statement or are you happy economic to do bottling on Islay as our business
grows and the fixed costs do not increase at the samejust to proceed?

Mr Rankin: We will carry on. rate as, hopefully, our bottling and sales do. The
third reasonwas it would be nice to have one on Islay
and be all in one place. The other side of that is weQ200 Chairman: I wonder if you could clarify one

matter for us. Of the independent distillers—Mr have provided 14 full-time jobs here on Islay because
of it, and that is significant to an island like Islay.WeWills is not here this morning—who have we got

from Bruichladdich? see that growing as we expand. It may not be at quite
the rate as our growth but it is significant. It has kept

Mr Coughlin: I am. people on the island, it has helped the economy of
the island, and that is in danger with the

Q201 Chairman:You are not members of the Scotch introduction of this newmeasure. Currently we have
Whiskey Association? to attach strip stamps for three markets which is
Mr Coughlin: That is right. already an onerous task simply because it slows the

whole process down and the fact that we will have to
Q202 Chairman:Can we assume that you agree with do this for the UK, which is our biggest market, on
the Association’s position on the possible the one side it would mean having to employ more
introduction of strip stamps? people but it would jeopardise the whole bottling
Mr Coughlin: Yes, we do. hall concept and at the original costings it would be

diYcult and we would have to pass that on to our
Q203 Chairman: How do you think that will aVect sales price. Certainly for us as Bruichladdich,
your business? although we are not competing at the sharp end on
Mr Coughlin: Obviously there is an industry-wide the high street, we are getting into supermarkets but
concern about the introduction of strip stamps. I it is diYcult because of the costs involved in being an
would particularly like to talk about our specific independent. Ourmargins are tiny until our business
business, which is obviously wholly based here on grows to a point where we are selling our own
Islay now. This is for a number of reasons: we are distillate. It is diYcult for us.
small in terms of the industry, we are independent
and we are the only company that has a bottling hall

Q204 Ann McKechin: Clearly there is no diVerencehere on the island. This is a new introduction in the
between the whisky industry as a whole andlast 12 months, it was opened in May 2003. We are
Customs and Excise about the fact that there is aa relatively small distiller selling to approximately 25
need to tackle fraud evasion, but also there is a greatrecognised distributors around the world into 25
deal of diVerence between the two sides as to howcountries, selling relatively small quantities,
best to tackle that. Can I ask all of you what, in youralthough we hope those quantities will grow over the
view, would be the best way to combat fraud?years but we are only three years old. There are three
Mr Thomson:A good working relationship betweenmain areas that concern us. One is that in this
the whisky industry and Customs and Excise,industry the market at large is very competitive and
working together more. If you take the situation atany extra burden, either administratively or
the ports down in Kent, does everything get checkedlogistically, is of great concern to us. Opening a
there? I verymuch doubt it. I think we could combatbottling hall just over a year agowas a decisionmade
fraudmuch better by having a better, closer workingfor three reasons. One was that we felt that we
relationship.wanted to be in better control of our bottling

programmes. Being the business had just started
three years ago there was no great pattern, we did Q205 Mr Carmichael: What Customs presence do

you have on Islay at the moment? Is there a Customsnot know how our business was going to grow, and
relying on third party bottlers in Glasgow or presence based on Islay?
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Mr Thomson: No, there is not one. That was taken Q210MrWeir: I presume you all make single malts.
Is there any information on the type of whisky thataway.

Mr Coughlin: None at all. this fraud is being perpetrated against? Is it a
particular problem with malts or more the mass
market blends?Q206 Mr Carmichael:When was that removed?
Mr Rankin: I think you have to take that on a ratioMr Rankin: Five or six years ago. Can I just
basis. The blends are 90/95% of whisky consumed,reinforce what Stuart was saying. I agree about a
so the likelihood is that 95% of duty evasion willbetter working relationship with Customs but the
probably be on the blended market. Simon can talkindustry already has a very, very good working
about single malts better than I. Single malts are arelationship with Customs. As an industry, we have
high value product and every company is very, verybeen working for the last year and a half directly
selective in who they get to distribute those products.with Customs to develop a Memorandum of

Understanding and we had just got to the point of
Q211 Mr Weir: When we talked to Customs andagreement on that memo when the Chancellor
Excise we were interested in the lot numbers thatannounced in his pre-Budget speech in December
appear on the bottles. I just wonder if Customs everthat he was going down the route of strip stamps. As
come back to any of you and say “We found this lotan industry and Customs we have pretty well wasted
number in an illegal warehouse”.about a year and a half of consultation with each
Mr Rankin: We had an incident about eight yearsother to have it literally taken away without any
ago when there was a container going to Russiaattempt to try and make that work. In backing
and the goods were impounded by Customs.Customs, I think we have a very good working
Subsequently that went through the court process.relationship with Customs at present. As an
As far as I know, that is the only time in ourindustry, we all want to target fraud because these
company.guys are penalising the legitimate traders, which—

not every member of the SWA are independents—
we are behind. Q212Chairman:Has anybody else had any incidents

like that in living memory?
MrBarr:Whatwe export toRussia, andRussia nowQ207 Ann McKechin: You are in favour of a system
has a strip stamp in process, we export to France firstof licensing warehouses?
and they apply the strip stamps. Strip stamps canMrRankin: I think you are aware there are 17 points
easily be fraudulently made. I cannot see how thewe have put forward as an alternative to the strip
impact of putting a strip stamp on a piece of paperstamp. I do not think we want to deliberate every
over a bottle would stop fraud in this day and age ofpoint today but we are keen to get something in
technology, of making counterfeit strip stamps.order but just not strip stamps because of the impact

it will have on our own individual businesses, as I am
Q213 Chairman: Good morning, Mr Wills.sure every one of us will have an opportunity to
Welcome to this session with the Scottish AVairstell you.
Committee.
Mr Wills: I am sorry I am late.Q208 Mr Lyons: Last week we had the National

Audit OYce’s report on the question of spirit fraud.
Q214 Chairman: That is quite all right. We knowClearly there is a vast diVerence between Customs
that you are not a member of the Scotch Whiskyand the industry in terms of its estimate. Do you
Association, but can we assume that you agree withhave a view on that yourselves?
the position that they have taken on strip stamps?MrRankin:Weare probably a bit biased because we
Mr Wills: My position?have to take the SWA view. We have to be honest

ourselves. We do agree that probably neither of the
figures is correct because it is a diYcult thing to Q215 Chairman: Yes.
substantiate but, as an industry, our feeling in terms MrWills: Obviously we are a fairly new company. I
of the way our goods go through the supply chain, do not have the same distribution as the other
we think that it is nearer to the SWA estimate. None members here. Having read through the various
of us here have been involved in the process of papers that have been presented it does appear,
bringing the figures together so it is probably a bit certainly from my perspective, that the smaller
unfair to comment, but personally I think the distributor or distiller is going to be hit very hard
Customs’ figures are just way oV the ball park. because of the additional costs that they will incur.

Certainly that would be my biggest fear.

Q209 Mr Lyons: Does anyone else have a view?
MrThomson: I think if you look at the increases over Q216 Mr Carmichael: We had a very interesting

evidence session last week from various oYcialsa certain period of time in our estimate, the SWA
estimate, and the Customs and Excise estimate, that from Customs and Excise. If I can paraphrase what

we got at the end of it, it seems that this is a problemshows an increase of around 40%. We would like to
think thatwhisky consumption has increased by that that is created by their inability to tackle the problem

of duty evasion and the solution that they seem toamount over the last five or six years but obviously
it has not. have found for that problem is to impose a
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regulatory burden on the production end of the Mr Thomson: As regards Glenmorangie, it is very
much the same situation asMorrison Bowmore. It isindustry. I see a few nods, which is encouraging. Are

there any comments you could make on that? very much economies of scale that keeps the lines
going and keeps people in jobs basically.Mr Rankin: Being directly involved on the

production end fromMorrison Bowmore Distillers,
I will give you a little bit of information about our Q218Mr Carmichael: Can I try and place you in the
company without dwelling on it too much. We have market. Compared to the Diageos or whatever you
our main distillery on Islay at Bowmore. We also are very small players, but in terms of the single malt
have a distillery just outside Glasgow at market, where are you?
Auchentoshan, which is near the Erskine Bridge, Mr Rankin: You tend to gauge the single malt
and one just outside Aberdeen. We have a main markets in terms of your brands. Bowmore itself,
bottling, blending and vatting facility in Springburn. because of the investment that Suntory has put into
We are a company of some 200 people in total. Our it, is performing particularly well. We are probably
locations are mainly in the rural areas, ie in the the number two Islay malt in the world and the
islands, and areas where jobs are pretty hard to come number nine overall malt, so we are in the top ten
by, ie Springburn. We have just had to go through malts in the world, but still only 120,000 cases. That
the process of laying oV 25 people before Christmas is the economy of scale, that we are one of the
because the company had been sustaining losses of world’s top ten single malts but only producing
over £2 million, £3 million. We are 100% owned by 120,000 cases. That puts malt into perspective. The
Suntory of Japan and obviously they have bought distilleries here, excluding Bruichladdich and
our company as a long-term investment but have Kilchoman, produce for single malts but a high
made it clear to us that they are not prepared to percentage of the production capacity is
sustain losses of that nature, hence the reasonwe had reciprocated within the industry for blended
to almost re-engineer the company. We had no products. That is where the biggest impact will be
sooner done that than the strip stamp issue came up. felt.
For our size of company it will have a pretty serious
eVect. Just the cost of the equipment alone for the

Q219 Mr Weir: The other thing that Customsstrip stamp is going to be over half a million pounds.
indicated to us was that most of the problems seemThat is assuming we can buy that equipment at
to be after the product has left the distillery andtoday’s price. It does not need a genius to work out
bottling plant, in the warehousing and distributionthat the whole industry is going to approach the one
and retailing in particular, but their solution seemsor two players whomake this equipment and I think
to be more pressure and costs on the industry. Doit is fair to say that these prices are going to rocket
you feel that you are being unfairly treated byaccordingly.We are not amodern facility in terms of
Customs in this?bottling equipment, some of our equipment is 30 or
Mr Rankin:As the legitimate traders we feel that we40 years old. We have very low line speeds in
have been penalised at the expense of the criminals. Icomparison to the Allieds and Diageos of the world,
think Customs know a lot of the companies evadingso that is going to impact on a much slower line
duty but whether they are incapable of targetingspeed which will mean much less eYciency which
them or they do not have the resources to targetwill hit our operation even harder. We sell probably
them, I do not know. In terms of legitimate traders,40% of our total case business, which is only 700,000
as you can see we are going to be crucified becausecases, into the UK, of which a high percentage of
of that.that is in the supermarket own label area. As you are

probably aware, supermarket own label sales are
Q220MrWeir: Simon, youmentioned your bottlingvirtually non-profit making and are only economies
plant on Islay. What additional cost is the smallof scale to get line eYciencies up, to lay down
distillery like you going to face for putting stripwhiskies to keep the distilleries going. We cannot
stamps on bottles?pass on any increase from strip stamps to the
Mr Coughlin: I think at this stage it is diYcult tosupermarket, they have just so much buying power
quantify in actual numbers because I am not exactlyand that is it. The net eVect of that is our redressing
sure what the complete implications are of the stripof the losses that we carried out before Christmas
stamps and which bottles they will need to go on to.will be reversed and we will be back in the same
Certainly our basic estimates are that we wouldscenario. This is only a personal opinion but I do not
probably need to employ at least another three orknow whether our parent company will be prepared
four people. We will not be in a position to invest into sustain Morrison Bowmore Distillers. We are
the machinery that is required. I think it is unlikelyworried about the job eVects at Springburnwherewe
because our bottling is semi-automatic, so it is partemploy probably 150 people, a high percentage of
hand bottling and part machinery.We do not do thethose in the bottling hall itself, and the other
blends, it is just single malts, small batch bottling,outlying distilleries and the warehouse side. From
very much hand-to-mouth, diVerent strengths. Allour perspective, we are very, very worried about this
our whisky is not at the same strength. A lot of thecourse of action.
bigger brands are at 40% volume, or 43 or maybe 46
whereaswe have about eight or 10 diVerent strengthsQ217 Chairman:How much of the other distilleries’
so, again, diVerent strip stamps for diVerentproduct would go to supermarket sales, to own

brand labels? strengths at a small bottling hall will become diYcult
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to administer. In terms of the numbers, I am not sure Mr Barr: Sixty-four.
Mr Coughlin:—sixty-four years has started at theat the moment but there will be impacts certainly in

terms of employing extra people, slowing down the distillery. The viability of the bottling hall being put
into question does impact on the rest of the business.line, just making it less eYcient to adapt to the

market and the market being very competitive, even We should not just look at the bottling hall and say
“Okay, the bottling hall does not work, we can get itat our end of the market.
done cheaper in Glasgow”, no, because their prices
will go up as well. We will be squeezed at the tightQ221 Mr Weir: You may not want to answer this,
end of the market. We do not have the budgets tobut as I understand it you will have to buy stamps to
oVer the discounts to get into the places, we have toput on the bottle. How will that aVect the cash flow
get there by the quality of our product but it is stilland the viability of the small scale distillery?
price sensitive.We are growing slowly each year andMr Coughlin: In our position—our business is only
it is going okay, but anything that might take it thethree years old—it is a long-term investment by
opposite way concerns me greatly and my fellowinvestors and everyone else. Cash is clearly tight in a
colleagues, as it does the staV.business like ours. We have done a huge
Mr Rankin: On that question, the resultant increaserefurbishment of the distillery, we have built a
in businesses in terms of small to medium, thebottling hall for all sorts of the right reasons, and
volumes increase quite substantially and with thatcash is very tight. Having to come up with any duty
duty deferment being taken away from us the actualto clear stuV for the UK is an issue even on
cash out per month increases tremendously. Takingdeferment, and I understand that there may be some
it up even to a company like Whyte & Mackay whodeferment brought in in regard to strip stamps, but
employ some maybe 1,800 people it is a prettyhow that will work we do not know, I do not know
catastrophic cash outlay on that duty defermentthat any detail has been published on those, but it
being taken away. It certainly is for us. I have justwould be very significant.
calculated very quickly that our borrowings would
need to increase by circa £2 million just by thatQ222 Mr Carmichael: You are talking about
abolition of deferment. We are already heavilydiVerent strengths of whisky. Presumably that
borrowed and our parent company have informedinvolves diVerent amounts of duty payable?
us that there is no more money to increase debts.Mr Coughlin: Yes.
That is a real bad one for us.
Mr Barr: Could I address the question that MrQ223 Mr Carmichael:Which would then mean that
Carmichael asked about the diVerent strip stamps.you would have a diVerent strip stamp for every
As a company, Bruichladdich, we put strips onbottling?
diVerent strengths and themainmarket is 40%, 43%,Mr Coughlin: Correct.
possibly 46, but we do 42.4, large amounts of
diVerent strip stamps. You cannot address the

Q224 Mr Carmichael: Presumably this in itself is strength until you vat it, so you have to have a
going to be an extra cost. You mentioned you have collection of casks that you will then vat and at that
14 people employed. Is that just in your bottling point you get the strength so there is a delay in the
operation? bottling. Once you establish what your strength is
Mr Coughlin:Yes, just in the bottling. We now have you have to then apply your strip stamps that might
29 people employed full-time at the distillery, which not even be produced. The mass production will
means that we are the biggest employer on the probably be 40, 43 or 46, theymight not have 42.4 or
island. 44, so there is a delay and for us tomeet the customer

demands, being on an island, is tight as it is.We have
Q225 Chairman: That is clearly going to be very to wait for these strip stamps to be made and
significant for the economy of the island? purchased and by that time our customermight have
Mr Coughlin: It has actually. For the whole island, gone elsewhere.
but particularly the Rhinns, which is our side of the
island, it is rejuvenated. There are a number of

Q226 Mr Lyons: On the strip stamp itself, have anypeople working for us now who were very close to
estimates been made of what it will cost in terms ofleaving the island with their young families who are
each individual company if you have got to lay outnow employed full-time and will stay there for their
money, apart from the point you made earlier aboutworking lives. We have been very successful with the
the outlay for the stamps? What will the overall costNew Deal training scheme. We have had over 20
be like?youngsters through that scheme and to about 12 of
Mr Rankin: Per company?those we have oVered full-time jobs. We have a

mixture of experienced distilling staV who were laid
oV in 1994 when the distillery was last closed by its Q227 Mr Lyons: Yes.

Mr Rankin: The biggest cost is the abolition of theprevious owner, and only twowere retained, we have
re-employed all those distilling staV who have the duty deferment, that is your real upfront cost where

your cash flow is impacted straight away by that oneexperience and we have supplemented that with
youngsters and given them a trade. Only last week, month deferment being taken away. Every company

is going to have an incremental cost. In terms of thethe very first trainee cooper in Scotland for I do not
know how many years— logistics of buying and monitoring strip stamps, and
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I am assuming you will be familiar with the strip within the 17 proposals there will be ones that
stamp itself which is a tiny, thin little bit of paper, it individual companies would prefer over others. I
comes in huge blocks but every single one of them is think it is fair to say that each of the proposals will
worth £5.50. work towards reducing fraud without the burden

that would be put on us of strip stamps.
Q228 Mr Lyons: It is that angle that I am interested
in, the security costs. Q231 Ann McKechin: So you would prefer that the
Mr Rankin: I was just leading on to that. For the Memorandum proposals be implemented for a
likes of our company, we will have to purchase some period of time to see what results come out of it£2millionworth of those on amonthly basis.We are before they agree?going to have to build secure areas. We are going to

Mr Rankin: Yes. The Government, Customs andhave to employ people tomonitor them to keep them
Excise and the industry should have given that asecure and people on the line to administer that side
chance to see what eVect that would have. Certainlyof it. As you know, a bottle does not start at A and
within the 17 proposals, and I cannot rememberfinish at B, you have breakages, you have
them oVhand to be honest, there are some proposalsmislabelled bottles, but every single one of them will
that are beneficial with very low cost impact. I thinkhave a strip stamp that has to be accounted for. For
we should give the Memorandum of Understandingour size of company, and everybody is the same to a
a try and then look at the 17 proposals and workcertain extent, it is additional manpower that
with Customs, which we do as an industry, andbasically we cannot aVord just now and it is
decide collectively what the best one to choose is thatoperational ineYciency and security. I do not need
will have least eVect on resources to Customs andto tell anybody here that Springburn possibly is not
resources to the whisky industry. I do not think thethe safest of areas and if people know that there is £2
industry is against identification of some sort on themillion worth of stamps sitting there, which is just as
bottles but, as we were talking about earlier on, itgood as cash, you can bet they are going to go out of
could be as simple as a form of—Iwill not call it striptheir way to try and get that. We are genuinely
stamp—identification on the back label that isworried about the security of holding two, maybe
making the statement that it is UK Duty Paid,more, million pounds’ worth.
almost like a packet of cigarettes. That would also
give the impact that the Government wants but itQ229 Mr Lyons: Have you looked at it in terms of
does not aVect our operational ability or thethe insurance related to the security of strip stamps?
deferment of duty or having to secure strip stampsMr Rankin: They are all going to back oV. Our
that are as good as cash. That was a long-windedcompany secretary is looking into those. Yes, I think
answer.it is fair to say that our insurance premiums will rise
Mr Thomson: I think the proposals of the SWAaccordingly. Just now with the duty deferment it is a
deserve a chance. I do not think it is any coincidencebank transfer, there is no physical cash, but now you
that the biggest market in the world, which is thehave got something that is as good as physical cash
USA, has found that strip stamps do not work andso I think it is fair to say our insurance will increase,
has removed them from the system.as everybody’s will. The larger the company, the
Mr Rankin: There is a very good article about thebigger the insurance will be because you are into
Mexican Government who have just announced themulti-site security, etc.
abolition of strip stamps. They are targeting the
crooks rather than imposing a burden on theQ230 Ann McKechin: Customs and Excise have
producers.claimed that if strip stamps were introduced they

could reduce about 27% of fraud overall. The Scotch
Whisky Association in their proposals, which Q232DavidHamilton:Following on from that, what
Andrew Rankin mentioned as part of the is your view on the possibility of counterfeiting the
Memorandum1, claims that if they were tax stamps?implemented they could prevent about 50% of the

Mr Rankin: I had a meeting with a chap calledfraud. Do you agree with the Scotch Whisky
Andrew Samuels who works with the printers,Association’s alternatives which they claim would
Gavin Watson. They do a lot of printing for thedeliver more benefits and deliver them quicker than
government. He put on a very good presentation toa tax stamp?
our company and I know he has been speaking toMr Rankin: There have been 17 diVerent proposals
other companies in the industry. He has gonesince December of last year when this was
through a basic strip stamp, which is the easiest thingannounced in the pre-Budget speech. Every single
in the world to counterfeit, and a hologram stripcompany, the senior people in the company, have
stamp, on which there is some control but you canspent an inordinate amount of time on this subject
go to China and buy a hologram oV the peg. Eachwhich shows how this industry is against the strip
measure that the government has put forward he hasstamp. These 17 proposals all have merit
a countermeasure for. Basically what he is saying is,individually. We are not as close to it as the Scotch
“If I have a countermeasure you can bet the crooksWhisky Association in terms of direct dealings, but
have a countermeasure” and, in his words, “these are
the easiest things in the world to counterfeit”.1 See Q206.
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Q233 David Hamilton: Following on from that, do the business rather than the growth side, production
etc., and therefore, of course, you would get anyou think that the same thing will happen in the UK

as happened in Ukraine earlier this year? I increase in employment immediately but that may
result in cash flow and profits being cut backunderstand that they started strip stamps and within

three weeks 66,000 bottles of illicit alcohol was eventually because you have not matched it with
production increases. At the end of the day, havefound.

Mr Rankin: I think it will happen. It is diYcult to you any idea how long that shift would take to aVect
the employment levels? How much do you see thatdetect a bottle of whisky just now that is counterfeit

in terms of whether it has evaded duty just by being a threat to you in terms of the employment
potential for the future?looking at it. It is not going to be any easier to detect

whether it has got a strip stampor not. If we go down Mr Rankin: That would assume that you could
aVord to employ them in the first place. Simon hasthe route of strip stamps you can only detect it by

saying, “There is a bottle with a strip stamp, there is mentioned the risk to his bottling hall. I have to say
that if this goes through tomorrowwe would have toone without, that has not paid duty. There is a bottle

with, there is a counterfeit with”. It is impossible. have a serious look at whether we could aVord to
keep our bottling operation going. Your questionMr Thomson: If you can forge the main label on a

bottle I am pretty sure you can produce the may be completely irrelevant, we may not be able to
aVord to employ anybody because we will becounterfeit strips.

David Hamilton: If the value is high enough it is physically looking at putting our bottling outside or
withdrawing from that segment of themarket, whichworth a go.
probably would be more likely.

Q234MrWeir:The ScotchWhisky Association also
suggested that there was a danger of counterfeiters Q238 MrMacDougall: You think the impact would
using genuine tax stamps in order to disguise be almost immediate? Could you measure that?
counterfeit whisky as the genuine article. They Mr Rankin: It will not be for big companies. Strip
quoted instances in the Philippines where real stamps is merely an inconvenience to the Allieds and
Spanish strip stamps had been aYxed to counterfeit the Diageos of the world, it is the medium to small
spirits. Do you see that as a problem andwill it make companies that will take the impact. Forty per cent
things worse rather than dealing with the problem? of our bottling is for the UK trade, of which a high
Mr Rankin: I think it will. If you look at worldwide percentage is supermarkets. On some of those we are
currency, it is counterfeited. It is in the system and it already losing money, we are not recovering
is doing the damage generally before it is detected. overheads, and any increase to that is unsustainable.
The only way it is detected is by banks, etc, It is not just firing blank shots, I would think we are
with sophisticated detection equipment. The running a serious risk of losing our bottling facility
counterfeiters are getting more professional in their in Springburn.
ability. Certainly they can do anything, jewellery,
money, and a strip stamp is not a diYcult thing to
counterfeit. Q239 Mr MacDougall: The point you made earlier

was about the impact on an island like Islay where
the biggest employment has been on the bottling sideQ235MrWeir:What they are saying is that youmay
of things.have a fake bottle of your brand with a genuine strip
Mr Rankin: The impact in terms of how that wouldstamp over it. Do you see that as being a potential
aVect Islay is it would not aVect Islay in terms ofproblem?
producing for the single malt but at Bowmore weMr Rankin: It always has been a problem. Do you
have already cut back on production by 30%mean the product within the bottle?
because we cannot aVord to lay down whiskies for
supermarket own label blends in three years’ time, itQ236 Mr Weir: Yes, that has been counterfeited.
is an unsustainable investment unfortunately.Mr Rankin: That always has been, and always will
Whereas Simon is employing on the island with hisbe, a problem. It is like any counterfeiting now, you
bottling hall project, we have had to reduce ourhave to keep challenging, checking, basically trying
numbers. Any reduction on supermarket businessto sicken the counterfeiter but these guys are pretty
would have a further eVect not only on Islay but onstrong. In terms of the overall fraud that would be a
the facility at Auchentoshan and the distillery upsmaller percentage than just counterfeiting the strip
north that is already running at an uneconomicalstamp itself.
level.

Q237 Mr MacDougall: I did want to ask you about
the instances of counterfeiting but you have already Q240 Mr Carmichael: Just following on from that,

there is an interesting spread here. Stuart, it is notsaid you believe there would be an increase. Could I
take you on to the ScotchWhisky Association again that many years since Ardbeg came back and you

have got Glenmorangie behind you, three years forand some of the comments they have made. You
have already touched on this as regards the direct Bruichladdich and, Mr Wills, you are looking to set

up a micro distillery. If you were all at that stage ofand indirect employment potential for the future. I
think you said that the strip stamp business would anticipating coming back into or entering the

market in the circumstances in which you operate,put your emphasis on to the administrative side of
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what impact would the introduction of the strip Q244 David Hamilton: It sounds similar to farmers
with big supermarkets, their buying power is sostamp, and in particular the loss of deferment as a
strong. I did not realise it was as big as that. Andrew,result, have on the decision that you made?
you indicated about the Springburn bottling plantMrCoughlin: It would not have happened, as simple
and some of the evidence we have received is thatas that.
where you have a bottling plant it does more than
just whisky, there is the possibility of some of the

Q241 Chairman: No doubt about that? bottles being moved abroad and that would create a
Mr Coughlin: No doubt about it. It was diYcult higher cost per bottle going through. Is your bottling
enough as it was. plant in that similar position?

Mr Rankin: No, we do not have any—

Q242 Mr Carmichael: That is 29 jobs.
Q245 David Hamilton: It is just pure whisky?Mr Wills: I am not sure that would be the same for
Mr Rankin: Pure whisky, yes.me because, again, we are going to be a far smaller
David Hamilton: That is just another side of theoperator than the other seven distilleries on Islay.
issue, Chairman.Yes, it would have an impact on the amount of cash

I would have had to raise, and I would have had to
Q246 Chairman:Can we look at compliance costs toraise significantlymore cash than I have already, and
the producers and the consumers. There seemed tothat has taken long enough as it is. Yes, it would
be a wide variation between Customs and theimpact but it would not prevent me from going
industry’s estimates in the compliance costs,ahead.
although last week when we did have Customs and
Excise before us they did seem to acknowledge that

Q243 Chairman: Is that just determination? their estimates were some two years old and,
therefore, obsolete. How much do you think theMr Wills: I have been three years at it.
compliance costs will be for your company, just aMr Thomson: If you want to be perfectly honest and
rough estimate?frank about it, I came to this island seven years ago
Mr Coughlin: It is diYcult to put a number on it atand I looked at Ardbeg Distillery and Bruichladdich
this stage, to be honest. Certainly the cash flowDistillery and if strip stamps had been introduced
implication is so significant. I have just done someseven years ago, or three years ago, both distilleries
basic figures on what we supply into the UK and itwould never produce again because of the impact of
would be back cap in hand to our shareholders to seethe strip stamp. We have been lucky at Ardbeg
if they will support it. It will aVect us significantlybecause Glenmorangie has invested very heavily. I
because I do not think the banks would be too happyknow some of you have been there and you will
about it. That is just purely the cash flow in terms ofknow it has, to coin a phrase, come back from the
duty deferment but there is obviously employment,dead. With the introduction of strip stamps the
security, administration and all the other bits andknock-on eVect would be that there would be more
pieces. Yes, it will be significant. Our business is justinvestment through capital expenditure and more
at a point where we hope to break even in 2004 afterpeople employed at Broxburn, which is our bottling
three years but that whole thing will be put back I dohall. Ardbeg is thriving at the moment but one can
not know how many years and it is a question ofonly assume that because of the cost the company
whether it can be stomached by ourselves, thewould invest less heavily in the thriving community
shareholders and everyone else. It will be awhich is Ardbeg.
significant impact.Mr Rankin: There is the perception of the whisky
MrBarr: If I could add a point about the applicationindustry that every member company has lots of of strip stamps. Morrison Bowmore has got howmoney and do not know what to do with their many machines?

money, but nothing could be further from the truth. Mr Rankin: Three main ones and one auxiliary one,
There are big companies making massive profits but four machines.
making massive investment as well in terms of jobs. Mr Barr: We have two lines, one a semi-automatic
The single malts will survive but theymay survive on and one a line for miniatures. A miniature case has
a much smaller scale and do not have a bottling hall, 96 bottles in it and to hand bottle that, to do ten
etc. It is the blended segment that it is going to hit cases would take three people a full day but to apply
hard. I will mention supermarket own label just as strip stamps it would take almost a week. They are
an example. A case of 12 bottles without duty in the sold in the UK market so they would have to be
early 1990s sold for £16 a case to a supermarket but applied. I have seen one atMorrison Bowmore, they
that price today is now as low as £5.50. If you take had one machine and it was not very successful and
inflation in terms of the raw product and packaging they reverted back. I know of one machine that does
but take a third of your price, the economy of scale all the sizes but we would have to purchase other
is just not there. That is why people who are machines for smaller ones.
primarily in the blended market are going to suVer Mr Rankin: Yes.
more than anyone else will suVer. That £5.50 will not Mr Barr: Then we are not just talking of three
even rise to £5.60; the supermarkets just will not machines for each line, we are talking of multiple

machines.allow it.
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Q247 Chairman: Presumably diVerent bottle shapes are the biggest impact on that cost. Also there is the
duty deferment question: is it going to be taken awayneed diVerent applications?

Mr Barr: Yes. or is it going to remain? It is a diYcult one. I do not
think you are out of the ballpark with that.
Mr Thomson: Whisky must retain its competitiveQ248 Chairman: I have got Chivas in my
edge. This is a personal opinion but maybe becauseconstituency and I know they are concerned about
of the competitiveness the price of a bottle might falljust the process of applying the stamps. They say
back into line, although obviously the knock-oneven with a machine, given that you have paid £5.50
eVect of that is that our profits are interfered with.or whatever for each stamp, sometimes the machine

will apply four or five stamps at a time to one bottle
so, therefore, you have got £30 on that one bottle. Q251MrWeir:How do you feel that the increase in

a bottle of whisky would aVect your export market?Mr Rankin: That is where the implications come in
relation to security. It does not sound very much but As a side issue, perhaps being devil’s advocate, how

price sensitive is a bottle of single malt as opposed toChivas, I think, have bottling line speeds of
something like 500 bottles a minute now and that is a bottle of blended whisky?

Mr Rankin: Simon is at the sharp end, I am at thea phenomenal speed and a person cannot just say
“There are four strip stamps on that”, so you have to production end. The whole whisky market now,

whether it be cheap blend, mid-range blend, entryhave a start process, an end process and somebody
counting them, but I do not know how you count malt or premium malt is very price sensitive. On the

malt which is maybe commanding £30 a bottle for athem because they are so thin. That is a serious
implication on a fast moving line but as it goes down standard type malt, a one or two pound increase on

that would have serious eVects on consumer buying.the implication is the same. Our fastest line speed is
200 and that is on the best of best days, which are few Worldwide, as you know, consumers are being more

careful with their cash and if they see a brand risingand far between, but we have the same problem. Just
on equipment, we have three lines, one automatic without any logical reason they are going to trade

down to either another competitor or a lower qualityline and two semi-automatic, but the capital cost of
the equipment is just on £500,000. That is at today’s product. The malts are the one segment in the

market just now that are performing well in terms ofpurchase rate but we know, as an industry, if this
gets nodded through tomorrow that price is going to price but we are all in the Islay category and we are

all competing against each other and it only takesrocket. That is just the capital equipment. If we have
to put that on each of our bottling lines, our bottling one to break and that segment of the market comes

tumbling down,margins get eroded andwe are in thehall is very, very small, it is very tight, and we do not
think we have physically got the space to put strip same scenario as the blended segment of the industry

where £16 a case tumbles to £5 a case and it becomesstamp machines in. That is why we are pretty
vociferous in fighting against this. The likelihood is an unsustainable industry. My personal opinion

here is that we are talking about capital expenditure,that if this goes through we will probably close our
bottling hall. the duty deferment being taken away, but I think the

biggest impact—this has not been mooted terribly
much, I am sorry to say—is on the job front.Q249 Mr Weir: Could you clarify the point about
Certainly it will not aVect the big companies becauseminiatures. Are you expecting to put strip stamps on
it is an inconvenience for thembut for themedium tominiatures as well as full bottles? I understood when
small sized companies it will have a serious impact.this was first proposed two years ago that miniatures

would be exempt from the strip stamp.
Mr Barr: If they are exempt then there would be a Q252 Chairman: And there will be an impact on a

fragile community like Islay.range of other sizes as well and what size is this
exemption at? If it is exempt now, later on does it Mr Rankin: Not just the industry, it is the suppliers

to the industry, the glass industry, the packagingcome into play? Is it a foot in the door?
industry, the transport industry, they are all going to
suVer as a result of this.Q250 Mr Lyons: When the SWA came before the

Committee we asked them to estimate what the
changeswouldmean to a bottle on the shelf and their Q253 Mr Weir: How would it aVect any plans you

might have for expansion of the business? Couldview was 40-50 pence per bottle. Do you agree or
disagree with that? they go ahead?

Mr Rankin: No. Personally we will be going theMr Rankin: I think every company has a diVerent
figure. Obviously the bigger companies have much other way, we will have to cut the cloth. At the end

of 2003 we ran up a £3.3 million loss on £30 millionmore eYcient equipment so their unit cost becomes
lower. For Simon and David, I am sure their unit turnover, which is completely unsustainable, and

our parent company will not give us any morecosts will be much, much higher. We are probably
sitting in the middle. I am just looking at something money. Our borrowings are up at £28million.Many

a company would be classed as bankrupt with thatour accountants have prepared and they are looking
at 30 pence a bottle, roughly £3 a case. It is sort of financial performance but, fortunately,

Suntory are a big company but they are not going tounsubstantiated at the moment because we do not
know physically at what speeds the lines would keep ploughing money into a company performing

like that. To add another one million of costs by theoperate. We are making a guess and the eYciencies
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time you take into account capital expenditure, Q258 Mr Carmichael: How often do you see them?
Mr Thomson: I would see them about once a year.duty deferment, etc, just becomes completely

unsustainable. We are worried as a company. Mr Coughlin: We have had two visits.
Mr Rankin: At Springburn we have got them on an
almost weekly basis. We are almost used as a

Q254 Mr MacDougall: I take the point you are training school for Customs and Excise at the
making about the larger companies but would you moment.We are happy to help.We have had Polish,
not agree that for the larger companies it is much Estonian, goodness knows what Customs. I have to
easier for somebody to give the impression that say that, yes, there is a job to do but they know we
products like vodka and gin, the product itself, could are legitimate traders, why spend an inordinate
be easily disguised, it is not as distinctive as, say, a amount of time in there, they could be at the sharp
Lagavulin or something like that which once you end where the fraud is being committed and
open it up and taste it you will notice much more targeting these guys. In a year auditing our place

they might find a couple of hundred litres of alcoholeasily. Is it not easier to catch the fraudsters in those
disappear through additional losses, and that istypes of products than it would be in the vodkas and
spillage, etc., and the duty on that is a few thousandgins? I think in the larger companies it is important
pounds. It is at the other end where you get theto take into account that the impact might be
hundreds of thousands that you want to target.retrospectively just as hard.
Mr Coughlin: I think this really is the nub of theMr Rankin: I am probably doing the big companies
problem that you touched on earlier and again here,a disservice. Their profits are huge but they have the
that there has been this contraction within the oYcessame cost base, they just have diVerent economies of
of Customs and Excise, or generally amongstscale. We tend to be talking here about Scotch
Customs and Excise. We all have very goodwhisky but you have all other spirits that will be
relationships with the people that we work with, butimpacted in the same way.
we would because we do not have a problem, there
is not an issue. They do not have an issue with us, it
is down the line. Either because Customs and ExciseQ255MrMacDougall: I think it is important that we
do not have the resources or there is not the will tomake the point that the whole industry in some way
invest in Customs and Excise in the policing of theis going to be aVected by stamps.
problem down the line, it is being thrown right backMr Rankin: It does not aVect us here because we are
at the distillers who do not really have an issue withnot multi-product but Whyte & Mackay, who
Customs and Excise. They think, “They can copeemploy a couple of thousand of people, are gin and
with it, they are big companies with huge profits”vodka, they have a grain distillery, so you are correct
and that is why I amdelighted that we are here todayin that.
because we are not part of that group. We are the
medium to small group who simply cannot aVord
this measure.Q256 Chairman: Do you consider that any changes

to the duty deferment scheme and a spirits duty
freeze for the remainder of this Parliament, which

Q259 Ann McKechin: For you a once a yearwas promulgated by Customs in their inspection, audit, is all you think Customs andmemorandum, would compensate the industry for Excise need to do?
the compliance costs of implementing a tax stamp? MrCoughlin:Yes, it is self-regulatory now basically.
Mr Rankin: Certainly duty deferment would be As long as you keep your nose clean and you are
welcome because that has a big impact on the doing it right, we have a good relationship with
monthly cash flow. I am sure the industry would them. There is not a problem at all.
welcome the spirits freeze but the rest of the problem
would remain the same, namely capital investment.

Q260 Mr Carmichael:What was it that Bill Murray
used to do that is no longer done?

Q257 Mr Carmichael: I think we are quite close to Mr Coughlin: You were not allowed to go in or out
the end. Can I just have a brief canter on one of my of a Customs warehouse without a Customs oYcer
favourite hobbyhorses. You mentioned earlier that there, it really was to police and, I suppose, going
there is no longer a Customs presence on Islay. For backmany years, theft out of distilleries and bits and
many years there were certainly at least two full-time pieces like that, but it was tiny, spillages. In relation
Customs employees based here. Probably the to the overall issue that we are discussing of fraud, it
relevance of this is the question I asked you earlier was just miniscule.
about the diYculties that Customs and Excise have Mr Thomson: At the end of the day we do not run
of policing and then putting the burden on to the our distilleries any diVerently now than we did 12
industry. Does the absence of a Customs oYcer on years ago when a Customs and Excise oYcer was
Islay have an impact on the way that you do your here all the time.
business?What is the presence on the island, do they Mr Barr: We still work a two key system, accepted
not come near you at all on the production side? procedures, there is full traceability of spirit, of
Mr Thomson: They will come in and basically audit distillate. You operate a system where you can trace

it all the way back.us from time to time.
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Mr Rankin: Yes. The problem is not with the Q265 Mr Lyons: At Dover alone they have taken
over 1,000 people on in the past 15months, so if theylegitimate trader because we have probably got the
come with a tale of “We are not getting thebest practices in the world in terms of keeping an eye
resources”, chase them because they are getting theon spirits in the warehouse, it is when it leaves and
numbers and the service is expanding all of the timehits the end of the chain that you get the fraudsters.
just now.
Mr Thomson: It is diVerent from the drug industry
because in the drug industry they want to get at theQ261 Ann McKechin: If there were prosecutions by
source but in the whisky industry rather than gettingCustoms and Excise then proving the chain from
at the source they want to get the pusher.your side to the warehouse should not be a problem

at all?
Q266 Chairman: Before we finish the evidenceMr Rankin: Yes, it is all computerised. You can session, gentlemen, we have exhausted our setpress a button and you have got the complete chain questions to you but if there is anything you want to

of events from the day it was filled to the removal add to that, or perhaps areas that you think we have
from the warehouse to the bottle it went into, the not touched on, please feel free to do so.
case it went into, to the customer it went to. Mr Rankin: I would only add an appeal, although I

do not know whether it is too late because the
Budget is tomorrow, that whatever help you can give

Q262 AnnMcKechin: The nub is that it is controlled the industry to either reverse or stop this would be
from the warehouse. much appreciated. I have been in the industry nearly
Mr Rankin: It is getting further down the supply 30 years now and this is probably the most serious
chain. As an industry—this sounds as if we are thing I can think of in terms of future prospects,
having a pop at Customs—many years ago we mainly with regard to jobs.
oVered ex-industry employees either as consultants

Q267 Chairman: As you probably know, we are justor employed by Customs, people who had been in
half way through our inquiry but, as an interimthe industry for 20–25 years, who knew the supply
measure, last week we sent a note to the Treasury tochain inside out, to assist Customs in targeting this
urge great caution in this because just from theand it was turned down. They would go and employ
evidence we have taken we are very far fromsomebody who had no experience of whisky or
convinced at this point that that is the way to go.spirits as an auditor rather than employ somebody
Mr Rankin: We had John Healey down at ourwho has been in the trade for years. I think there are
distillery at the end of February and we thought thata lot of lessons that Customs, given the resources
would be an opportunity to get the message overwhich have to come from the Government, should
firmly, but whilst he listened he did not give us anytake on board.
positive encouragement that this looked as if it could
be reversed, it was the opposite view he took, that
this was a fait accompli. Your help would be much

Q263 Ann McKechin: It is not just the quantity of appreciated. That is all I would say.
staV, it is the quality.
Mr Rankin: It is the quality as well, yes. Q268 Chairman: Can I thank you very much indeed

for your evidence this morning. Can I assure you
that this will be of great help to us when we come to

Q264 Mr Lyons: Just on the quantity of staV, for making our final report, copies of which will be sent
the record— to you.

Mr Rankin: Thank you all for listening.Mr Rankin: I hope there are no ex-oYcers here.
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Q269 Chairman:Good afternoon, gentlemen.May I come to about £40 million at most a year, whereas
we have measured the cost to the trade as being £54thank you very much for your attendance this

afternoon. Hopefully we shall not detain you too million. That is the first thing: we feel it is out of
proportion. The second thing is that if you accept—long today. Before the Committee turns to specific

questions, do you have anything you wish to say as and we shall give you a chance to quiz the
supermarkets to show this—that they have suchan opening remark?
systems that no fraud could happen in the chain toMr Rappoport:May I just introduce us? Thank you
them, they are 70% of the oV trade. If you then sayvery much for asking us to speak. Firstly, may I
that there are similar considerations with the bigintroducemyself? I amQuentinRappoport, I am the
major oV-licence chains and the big pub chains, thenDirector of the Wine and Spirit Association. We
really there is very little left to allow for therepresent importers of spirits into the UK and also
government estimate of one bottle in six beingdistributors and retailers through to the consumer,
subject to fraud, because an awful lot of it goesincluding supermarkets. The UK market for spirits
through very, very simple procedures. Thirdly, theis split roughly three ways. You have Scotch whisky
strip stamp scheme itself is prone to forgery andas one third, home produced gin and vodka as one
theft. There is a huge incentive to forgery with themthird and imports one third. That is very rough, but
being worth about £5 each. It has been shown init is the last one which is our side of things. Before I
other countries that forgery does happen. Because ofgo any further, may I introduce our team? We have
that, any benefit which you can gain against theAndy Colvin and Howard Winn who are from
fraudsters will lessen over time as people find waysSainsbury’s and they can speak on the sort of
to imitate the product, steal it or whatever, whereassecurity and tracking systems which apply in large
the cost to the legitimate trade will carry on yearretailers. Chris Lonergan at the other end is from
after year. Finally, the industry believes, and this isPrice Waterhouse Coopers and incidentally ex
all three of us, that we have more eVective ways ofCustoms and Excise, which may be relevant. He has
tackling fraud which will be more eYcient, will lastworked on the industry alternative to strip stamps
for longer without ways being found round it andwhich we put together.1 We had hoped to have a
will come into force earlier. We can talk about thatrepresentative from Tesco’s as well to give the
in more detail. That was just an opening scene-balance to Sainsbury’s, but unfortunately there was
setting statement. Thank you very much.a crisis at the last moment and our man was not able

to come. I am assured that the sort of procedures
Q270 Chairman: Would it be safe for us to assumewhich apply in Sainsbury’s also apply in Tesco’s, so
that the entire spirit industry considers theseSainsbury’s should answer your questions. Briefly,
proposals to be flawed?there are three spirit associations, Scotch Whisky,
Mr Rappoport: Yes.Gin and Vodka and Wine and Spirit Associations.

We have worked very closely together on the
question of strip stamps because we all have Q271 Mr Weir: You have accepted that everybody
concerns that the proposal which has been put is against fraud in the spirits industry, but we have
forwardwill impose unnecessarily heavy costs on the heard conflicting evidence about where fraud might
legitimate trade without providing an eVective occur. Can you tell us what your views are as to
counter to fraud. Firstly, I must say that we are all where there is scope and where fraud occurs? Is it in
obviously against fraud and we want to stop it, but production, distribution, retail? Where would you

see fraud within the system?we believe that the government has given a far higher
Mr Rappoport: We could answer that first of all byestimate of the amount of fraud around. They say
looking at the retail end, because I think you are£600 million a year and rising, whereas industry has
going to say it is not there.estimated that it is £150 million and falling. The
Mr Colvin: With the retail supply chain, certainlysavings from strip stamps, which they have
from the supermarket point of view, we have fullestimated to be about one quarter of the total, would
traceability throughout our supply chain, through
the systems we have. All the orders which are placed1 Not published.
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have distinct order numbers and all of the deliveries Mr Winn: It would not be sensible to say we do not
lose any spirits. Obviously a certain amount will bewhich move from one point to the next are all sealed
damaged in transit but it is a miniscule proportion.deliveries. When it leaves either the bonded
It is in our vested interest to avoid any loss, becausewarehouse or the supplier, if it does not come with
it is a financial loss.the same seal number to the regional distribution

centre as is on the documentation which left the
supplier, we will not unload that vehicle. We have Q275 John Robertson: Could you tell me exactly
records of both how much product we are getting, how much has gone missing?
from whom we are buying it and that is all easily MrWinn: I cannot give you that figure today, but we
accessible for Customs and they do view that when do have those figures.
and if required.

Q276 John Robertson: Could you write to us and tell
us exactly?Q272 Mr Weir: Do you have a dedicated supply
Mr Winn: Yes.2chain or do you get from a distributor who
Mr Lonergan: It is important to remember thatdistributes to other parts of the trade as well?
fraudsters manipulate procedures for the movementMr Colvin: There are two parts to our supply chain.
of excise goods which are available to the legitimateThe majority of product in spirits is bought through
trade and are laid down by an EU directive whichthe major suppliers such as Diageo, Allied Domecq,
introduced the single market in 1993. What thatMaxxium. That is all duty paid. At the point we take
means is that if an exporter in the UK wants to sendcontrol of it as a supermarket the duty has already
goods to Italy, they can do so without paying thebeen paid. There is a small proportion, 5 to 7% of
duty. They have to comply with certain conditionsour product, which we actually put through our own
and requirements, but basically the goods arebonded warehouse, for which we are the oYcial
allowed to travel to the other Member State withoutwarehouse keeper. The suppliers who use that
excise duty being paid. There is therefore anbonded warehouse actually use our deferment
opportunity for fraudsters to obtain from legitimateaccount. In eVect we take responsibility for the duty
suppliers goods, spirits, gin, vodka, whatever, onon that product and they will use our deferment
which duty has not been paid. One of the conditionsaccount, so Customs are happy with the robustness which is important is that the goods areof that. It is quite a simple supply chain. If we take it accompanied by a document which has to bedirect from a supplier such asDiageo, it goes straight receipted by the authorised destination, so thatfrom Diageo to one of our regional distribution comes back as evidence that the goods have reached

centres, of which there are up to 12 and then goes the other Member State and the movement is then
straight from there to the store. If we are taking it in deemed to have been fulfilled. What the fraudsters
bonded, which is about 7% of our volume, we will recognise is that because of the single market there is
take it direct from the supplier to a bonded no routine Customs intervention at borders. So the
warehouse, where we store it and then move it out traditional fraud is to take the goods out of the
from the bonded warehouse to the regional warehouse, divert them onto the UK market
distribution centres. From there it goes to a store. without duty being paid and then arrange for a
There are two chains: one has two links in the chain fraudulent receipt on the document which was
and the other has three, wherewe include the bonded supposed to accompany the goods to the other
warehouse. Member State. Equally, the reverse can apply, where

they buy goods from another Member State,
accompanied by the document, they are broughtQ273 Mr Weir: Just for clarity, when you say you
into the UK and diverted onto the UK market andtake it into your own bonded warehouse, would that
again the receipt on the company document isbe supplies from small suppliers rather than from the
falsified and sent back.likes of Diageo?

Mr Colvin: Yes, it is.
Q277 John Robertson:How could you track that? AMr Winn: There are two aspects there. For our
statement was made right at the beginning that itstandard things like Scotch whisky, vodka and gin,
was not thought that one in six bottles werewhich we sell under the Sainsbury’s label, we
unfortunately stolen. How could you track backpurchase these products from reasonably large
how many bottles or cases of whisky were goingsuppliers. Obviously, for our premiumwhiskies such
missing in that kind of thing?as our special malts, these are single malt products
Mr Lonergan: It is virtually impossible for anybodyand those will come from much smaller individual
to say because of its nature: it is fraudulent business.producers.
You can only monitor legitimate business.

Q274 John Robertson: Mr Weir was asking where Q278 John Robertson: So you could not say that the
you think most fraud occurs. You did not really government’s statement of one in six is wrong.
answer that, not to my satisfaction anyway. Apart Mr Lonergan: What is being said is that in the late
from that, do you have absolutely no fraud 1990s, when fraud was definitely rife, the revenue
whatsoever? Do you not lose any of your spirits losses from Customs figures were in the order of
whatsoever from your bonded warehouses or from
your stores? 2 Not available at time of publication.
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£570 to £600 million a year. The trade were well fraudsters are other people. Whilst there is talk
about convoluted chains of supply, in reality if thereaware of it because of the impact on its business. The

whole of the Scotch whisky industry, the gin were six or seven suppliers, they would not actually
be diVerent people, they would just be the sameindustry, could see what was happening.
fraudulent gang masquerading under diVerent
entities. If you catch one, you catch the whole lot.Q279 JohnRobertson: I say this because theMinister
The diVerence between what the trade is proposingis coming in later and if we are going to hit him with
and what Customs is proposing is that the mainit, I want to be sure.
attribute of strip stamps suggested by Customs isMr Rappoport: There are two very similar methods
visibility. In a retail shop or in a wholesaler you canof estimating, one of which the government has
immediately see whether something has a tax stamptaken, with one set of statistics. It is a gap analysis,
on it. What the trade is saying is that surely, it isso it has enormous variance. Incidentally, I used to
much better to prevent the illicit goods getting out ofbe in the statistical service of the government so I
a duty suspension source like a warehouse in the firstlook with interest on this. You are making very
place. Rather than just dealing with the end result,rough guesses as to what the consumption is. You
you strive to prevent it. The trade suggestions areare then taking the figures of what has gone through
gearedmore to inhibiting the ability of the fraudstersthe system, which has paid duty. You take one
to get hold of duty suspended goods in the first place,from the other. The problem with estimating
which we think is a better policy than allowing themconsumption is that you have to allow for people
to carry on what they are doing now and then simplyunder-recording what they actually consume and all
counterfeiting stamps to counter the visibility.sorts of things. It is very, very diYcult to do.

Government took one set of figures and came up
Q281MrWeir: I understand that, but surely there iswith £600 million and pretty level or even rising over
a responsibility on the end retailer to buy from athe last few years. The Scotch Whisky Association,
reputable wholesaler. Is part of the problem not thatwith the others, had a look at a diVerent way of
we are talking about these fraudsters, but if you aredoing it, using slightly diVerent methods, which I
buying from a reputable wholesaler that should notwould say were at least as good and they came up
be a problem? So theremust be a case where retailerswith £150 million and falling, which, incidentally,
are buying from white-van man who turns up withthe trade finds much more plausible, because we
whisky in the back of his van. Anyone doing thatknew there was a problem some years ago which
must know they are breaking the law.seems to have gone away. So it fits. The National
Mr Lonergan: Quite likely. The thing is questionsAudit OYce (NAO) looked at this and said that they
aboutwho is liable for dutywhen goods are diverted.felt the government figures were very dubious and
It is not the retailer. The actual law places thethey said it should be a much broader range. They
emphasis on the person who provides the guaranteelooked at ours and said the whole thing was pretty
for the movement and that can be an entirelyvariable. The fact is that a fair person reading the
innocent party. It could be any one of a number ofNational Audit OYce report would at least say that
producers.there was not much in it, or maybe it was slightly on

our side. What we are therefore concerned about is
that when you start looking at the regulatory impact Q282MrWeir: Is it not an oVence to knowingly sell
assessment (RIA), it must accept that there is an a bottle of alcohol on which duty has not been paid?
alternative view. You cannot lay down the law and Anybody buying alcohol in these circumstances
say it is £600 million. We are saying that there is a must be assumed to know that it is not from a
very valid question about that and if it is nearer the legitimate source.
figure we have come up with, then the benefits in Mr Lonergan: If Customs have the ability to tie that
saving on fraud are less than the cost to the industry. person into the fraudulent action, yes, they can take
That is why we are emphasising that. action. The number of people who are actually

committing the fraud is quite low, therefore it would
seem much more eYcient and easier to show thatQ280 Mr Weir: Coming back to what Chris was
they have committed an oVence.However, wewouldsaying about the non-Sainsbury’s side of the
still say that it is much more productive in terms ofindustry, I am still not clear. I accept that Sainsbury,
protecting the revenue and increasing revenue,Tesco, whoever, have a very tight distribution chain,
rather than concentrating on an objective tolittle fraud possible within that. The question you
prosecute fraudsters, to stop them actuallyare being asked is about the rest of it.What Customs
developing the frauds in the first place. I have ansay to us is that it is in the small independent retailers
analogy which I like to use: it is like me going to thethat they are finding this illicit alcohol where duty
police and saying the chap next door is beating hishas not been paid. You are talking about various
wife and a policeman saying “Leave it be, becauseforms of diversion, but what can be done to tighten
eventually he will probably kill her and then we willup that chain which would prevent fraud coming
really have a big criminal case”. If you allow fraudthrough if you accept that is the end where fraud is
to proliferate, you are doing the same thing.occurring in the small retailers and the independent

wholesale business?
Mr Lonergan: The first thing to point out is that it is Q283 Mr Weir: That is all very well, but surely if it

is agreed that the problem is the retailer and dodgynot usually the retailers themselves who are
fraudulent. They are the buyers if you like. The wholesalers, then targeting these retailers who are
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found with the illicit alcohol and the wholesalers Q288 AnnMcKechin:You have indicated clearly the
from whom they got it—and they must presumably discrepancy in the National Audit OYce report
have some information as to whom they got it from, between the various statistics. Could you just clarify
otherwise they must certainly know they are dealing something? You mentioned that there was a
in illicit alcohol –that is another way to deal with it, problem in the 1990s when the Single European Act
rather than imposing it on the industry. came in and you said that had now been largely
Mr Lonergan: One of the medium- to longer-term resolved. Perhaps you could indicate what that
suggestions which the trade has made—not one of problem was and how you thought it was resolved.
the short-term ones, one of the medium- to longer- In addition to that, looking forward, we are about to
term suggestions the trade has made—is in eVect to have ten new accession states join the European
clamp downon retailers.We did at one point suggest Union in May. The transportation networks of
a registration system for retailers and wholesalers, criminal gangs operating throughout Europe seem
the idea being that if you register something, so you to be very extensive; they involve not only alcohol
cannot sell alcohol unless you are registered, then but also illicit drugs and human cargo as well. Given
you find people selling it who are not registered and that there is no sign of those networks decreasing in
you can take action or, hopefully, deter people from their activity, would you not consider that there is a
registering because they do not want to be on oYcial case, which has perhaps been made by Customs, for
books. That was seen as quite an onerous task. saying that fraud of this type, be it in alcohol or
There are many retailers and Customs might not be cigarettes, is actually increasing overall through the
in favour. European Union rather than decreasing? That is

why there is a need to think about alternative
Q284 Mr Weir: Do you mean a licence to sell measures.
alcohol? Mr Rappoport: The reason why in the middle 1990s
Mr Lonergan: Yes, it is a sort of licence. There is fraud was a particular problem within Customs of
Customs law which would allow a registration how to handle cases, which Chris has already
process which would amount to the same thing. The referred to, and there have been considerablealternative idea, which is more cost-eVective, was to investigations and this was what sparked oV a lot ofuse the Licensing Act 2003, which is due for

the reports into Customs, was that basically theyimplementation next year.We studied that and it has
were looking the other way while this happened insome possibilities, but despite it being written quite
order to catch the big one, which is what Chrisrecently, it talks about things such as when a retailer
referred to. Meanwhile there was an awful lot ofis prosecuted for smuggling and that can be referred
fraud and the industry was aware of it because youto the licensing authority, who could then review
could see it disrupting lines of business. You couldand revoke their licence under the Licensing Act.
see this stuV arriving. That has stopped andCustomsThe problem is that smuggling is only one of a
are much more on the ball now on this sort of thing.number of ways of committing fraud or being
Now there is no market feedback that they can seeinvolved in fraudulent goods. That would have to be
fraudulent stuV appearing. That is why we feel thatlooked at again to see whether it can be beefed up.
it must be coming down anyway. As to what willOne of the other aspects of the Licensing Act is that
happen in the future, that remains to be seen, butvarious oYcial bodies can demand a review of a
Customs have already tidied up an awful lot of itslicence with a view to revocation, but Customs and
act. Chris, maybe you would like to say a few words,Excise are not listed. The Health and Safety
because you were very close to this.Executive, the fire brigade, the police, child

protection agencies are listed and Customs and Mr Lonergan: If you look at the annual report of
Excise are not. It defeats me as to why they are not. Customs and Excise, you can see, starting from
One would think that would be an obvious thing to about 1992–93, spirit revenue gradually increasing.
have in there, to help Customs and Excise, but it is a It gets in 1995 to about £1.8 billion or thereabouts
recently passed Act and it does not. and that is when the major fraud started. It drops

annually; it just falls and falls and falls, until 1998
when it was down to about £1.5 billion. That wasQ285 Mr Lyons:Would industry generally welcome

that authority for people to withdraw a licence to sell perfectly transparent, because we knew extensive
alcohol if they were found guilty of committing frauds were going on. In 1998, we managed to put a
fraud or illegally using spirits? brake on the investigation methods which to some
Mr Lonergan: I am sure they would. extent encourage this. If you look at the figures now,
Mr Rappoport: Absolutely. from 1998–99 spirit revenue has increased,

increased, year on year until now it is about £2.2
billion. I think that is a fairly simple correlation toQ286Mr Lyons:Have you raised that with Customs

and Excise themselves? make between a change in emphasis and hopefully a
Mr Lonergan: It was part of our trade proposals, reduction in fraud, because the revenue had gone up,
yes. It is not a Customs and Excise proposal. in fact it went up £150 million in the last published

figures toMarch 2003 and a comment wasmade that
the Chancellor had his £160 million without evenQ287 Mr Lyons: No, I am saying with Customs
trying. Joking apart, it does show that the revenueand Excise.
has been rising steadily. Those figures are publiclyMr Lonergan: Yes, they have seen all these

proposals. available.
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Q289 Ann McKechin: Customs and Excise, in Q291 John Robertson:Could I direct these questions
to Mr Winn and Mr Colvin? You have had an easyresponse to your own proposals, have stated that

they do not adequately address this problem of day so far, so it is your turn. You will import many
brands of diVerent types of spirit from around theinward diversion. This seems to be their fear, that

there is a considerable amount of inward diversion world. How will the imposition of a tax stamp aVect
your business with your overseas suppliers?into the UK and that your proposals are not going

to resolve that. Goods are coming through the ports, Mr Winn: I can possibly answer that on two
grounds. We currently import our own label cognacsomeone is waving a false certificate saying they are

going to such and such warehouse and it never from a small supplier in Cognac in France. It is
distilled and bottled there and delivered direct to us.turns up.
We also import French brandy, which we handleMrLonergan:What the trade proposal said was that
through our own duty deferment account. Thethe trade would work with Customs and Excise to
French brandy is a fairly large producer so thedevelop procedures which were in the trade
impact on theFrench brandy producerwill probablysubmission to limit that. As I explained earlier, these
be pretty much the same as the impact it will have onmovements invariably come under the cloak of
the likes of Diageo or a major UK or Scottishan oYcial looking document, the required
producer. On a small Cognac producer, it wouldaccompanying administrative document (AAD).
probably seriously compromise their ability toThey will invariably book space in a warehouse or
supply the product, because they will have tocontact a registered trader to give a legitimate
purchase a small number of duty strips, have themaddress on the document. The diversion occurs
exported over to France, apply these somehow, andwhen they simply do not go to that place and they
as it is a relatively small operation, it will probablysend back a fraudulent receipt. One of the proposals
be done by hand, so suddenly employing moreis that any warehouse keeper who is contacted to
people will seriously aVect the cost of the product. Itbook the fictional space should actually inform
is possible that we would cease to sell the product orCustoms within an agreed set of parameters and
they would not be able to supply us. On the questionthen report the failure of these goods to arrive. It will
of goods such as ourRussian vodkawhich is actuallyalso hopefully be tied up with a live database and if
distilled and bottled inRussia, I have no idea howwethe oYcers challenge suspect deliveries they can go
would handle a product such as this. Bearing inmindinto a database and check whether that warehouse
the reported forging abilities of some of the easternhas notified the imminent arrival of those goods. If
European states, Russia would possibly seem to bethey have not, if there is no record of this impending
a prime source of getting fraudulently applied dutydelivery, they can immediately seize the load and
strips. There is a security aspect of sending strips allprevent it from moving. These are untried
over the world, say to the Caribbean where weprocedures, but they are being developed through
import rum fromandMexico for tequila. Okay, a lotthe proposed memoranda of understanding between
of this is handled through importers on our behalf,the relevant trade associations and Customs. The
but they would face the same problems we do.trade will obviously say that this would have an

impact. If Customs say no, that is a diVerence of
opinion. We also suggested the use of a machine Q292 John Robertson: Are these suppliers not
which is in use in France which we have loosely supplying other countries which use tax stamps?
called Enigma—it is a little box.We are told that this Mr Winn: There are not that many countries in the
has been quite successful in France and is at a world which actually use strip stamps. I think the
relatively low cost but it means that whereas now actual figures were enclosed in the Customs
fraudsters can just write a receipt on the back of the submission to you, as to which countries use strip
accompanying document, and put some oYcial- stamps. This brings in another problem. Looking at
looking warehouse stamp, the warehouse will be the something like our Spanish brandy, we already have
only people with a sophisticated machine which can a strip stampon our Spanish brandywhich is applied
contain as much information on its embossing by local Conseco guaranteeing the authenticity of
device as Customs and Excise would like and would our Spanish brandy. What happens if we then have
mean that any document which had not been to apply a second strip stamp?
through that particular warehouse machine could
easily be identified. It is a proposal, so it has not been

Q293 John Robertson: When you get a delivery oftested, but the trade is fairly confident this would
spirit to your stores, what do you do if one does nothave an impact not only on outward diversion, but
turn up?on inward diversion in particular.
Mr Colvin: The store would contact the regional
distribution centre to query what has happened with
it. It could be that it is late, has gone to the wrong
store, but as soon as it leaves the gatehouse at the
regional distribution centre, our systems send a

Q290 Ann McKechin: In other words improve the message to the store concerned to say this is the stock
tracking and traceability of everything that is you are getting, this is the vehicle, you are getting ten
coming through the country. cases of whisky, five cases of such and such. So the
Mr Lonergan: Yes, it would be transparent if the store knows exactly what they are due to get. If they
document had been falsely certified to say that the do not get that, it is immediately obvious because

they should be booking in a vehicle and it has notgoods had reached that specified destination.
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turned up andwas due two hours ago. Theywill then Q299 Mr Carmichael:What do you think the eVect
is going to be on your own brand whiskies, vodkas,contact the depot which sends it out to find out what

the problem is. They will then contact the driver to whatever.
Mr Rappoport: We do not represent whisky, so it isestablish what has happened to that load.

MrWinn:May I just be clear?When you say “store”, over to Sainsbury’s.
Mr Winn: The own brand whisky market is highlydo you mean a distribution store or individual

supermarkets? competitive and you will find similar prices paid
right across all of the major UK supermarkets. We
are working on very narrow margins on such aQ294 John Robertson: Either/or.
product and the suppliers who are producing andMr Colvin: What I am talking about there is the
bottling this for us are also working on very narrowindividual store as such.
margins. They can only really aVord to supply us likeMr Winn: This arrives as a sealed lorry to the
this, because they are using our own label todistribution centre with some Customs approved
maintain the almost 24-hour running of theirseal and theywould only actually unload that vehicle
bottling lines. The imposition of even a slight costif that seal is intact.
increase on that makes the viability of the operation
somewhat suspect. Obviously our Scotch whisky is

Q295 John Robertson: I asked the question because distilled in Scotland and we will bottle it in Scotland.
some time ago I remember asking a similar question We currently buy all our vodka from Scotland from
of Customs and Excise and they said that a lot of the one of the Scotch whisky suppliers. As Ms
vans went missing before they even got out of the McKechin suggested, we are about to see another
country. They would get down to a local service ten new entrants into the EU with lower
station and at that point the goods would go manufacturing cost bases, so suddenly it might
missing. My question would be, particularly if it become more viable for us to purchase white spirits
were a delivery coming from abroad, they would in particular from countries outside the British Isles.
send you a delivery, would you know whether it was There are lots of as yet unfathomed or unknown
another delivery or the same delivery? implications of the additional costs which tax strips
Mr Colvin: We use specified hauliers and we have will impose.
five major hauliers which do all of our imports. The
supplier would say to us that the products were

Q300 Mr Carmichael: What you are saying is thatready and we would send our haulier out to get that
particular area of themarket is working on very tightproduct and bring it back into the UK. In the main
margins and this is going to have a serious impactwe are using our own certified hauliers.
on that.
MrWinn: A serious impact. If the tax strip costs the

Q296 John Robertson: If stealing from a service same irrespective of whether it is on a £8 bottle of
station happened, you would know about it. Scotch or a £40 hand-made bottle of extra special
Mr Colvin: We would know because it would be single malt. It has a disproportionately large impact
sealed at the supplier. on the own label market.

Q297 John Robertson: So you could audit trail it. Q301 Mr MacDougall: In terms of the industry
Mr Colvin: Yes. If a vehicle came into the bond or itself, what is your opinion about where the impact
the regional distribution centre and it did not have will be felt? Do you think small distillers and bottlers
the same seal on, we would know it was not the will be hit harder by this? Do you have some opinion
same vehicle. of how strip stamps will aVect the industry in
Mr Lonergan: If I may say so, that would be theft general?
rather than fraudulent diversion. The characteristic Mr Rappoport: Our opinion is that the impact of
of fraud is that the person committing the fraud strip tax stamps, because of economies of scale and
arranges the transport themselves; that is a key so on, will bemuch less on the big producers and that
factor.Whenwe talk about assessing risk, looking at is not just whisky incidentally; we represent
parameters for what are potentially fraudulent importers and will be on importers also. They
movements, one of the key things is that the buyer mentioned the case of a large brandy producer and
arranges the transport rather than the supplier they will have a sizeable line of products coming to
because the fraudster then can control it. the UK and it is worth their while investing in strip

stamps for it. For the small producer, it is a much
heavier burden because they have the same costQ298 John Robertson: This is where the white van

comes in. The white van gets loaded up and then outlay and amuch smaller throughput. Incidentally,
when you are talking in terms of single malts, it isgoes to another distributor and sells it.

Mr Lonergan: Yes, but you see the point. The very often a much longer time before it hits the
market, so you can get all the financing costs. May Ifraudster needs to have control of the transport, so

they typically buy ex factory, ex works, because they just mention one diVerent side to this which has not
beenmentionedwhich is that imports have a similar,then control the transport and they can say to the

driver “Deliver it to Birmingham and not to Spain”. a parallel sort of issue, which is that the big ones are
fine, but the small importers are also on very, veryIf it were a Sainsbury’s truck collecting it, something

could go wrong, but it would be theft, it would not small margins and if they can persuade the supplier
to apply strip stamps in whatever form they are atbe a fraudulent diversion.
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the origin, that is fine, but if you are importing a support that system, whereas the present proposal
by the Chancellor eVectively means that industrysmall amount of cachaça from Brazil or something
itself picks up the tab 100%?very specialised they are not going to want to. The
Mr Lonergan: If you look through the proposals, IUK is a tiny part of their output, therefore you will
do not think that many of them would actually costget it without the strip stamp, you will have to break
Customs and Excise a great deal of money. Wethem open, put them on by hand and that is a very,
talked informally about some of the work whichvery expensive procedure. Importers have tiny
Customs and Excise carry on at the moment,margins. They are not the basic producers who are
pointing out that some of their resources could bewhere the margin is. They are tiny and this is going
more productively used elsewhere. However, into be a very serious problem. As was said, what may
writing our alternative we have given anwell happen is that the big retailers will simply give
endorsement to some developing ideas withinup supplying those products and the consumer will
Customs itself, because it is only fair to do that, butend up with less choice.
we are saying they should be given more weight. We
are also suggesting, for example, that they get

Q302 Mr Hamilton: I am going to have to go out information from the warehousing trade about
shopping again. I was thrown the other night by an movements and develop their analysis of that. For
£8 bottle of whisky. It has been a while since I have example, we were saying earlier that if a warehouse
been in shopswithmywife; I shall have to start going is suspected of being used by fraudsters andCustoms
back. It is okay, I have Sainsbury’s in Midlothian, go in and invigilate andmake it hot for the fraudster,
but I share between Sainsbury and Tesco; I have to if they move on, the information Customs gets from
keep up with you all. The spirits industry put these warehouses on a monthly basis will show the

level of movement to the EU plummeting at oneforward a number of alternatives to the tax stamp,
warehouse, so Customs will realise that they havesuch as tightening the guarantee system.Whydo you
had an eVect. All they need to do then is look forthink that Customs and Excise have not been
where the upward spike occurs and keep harassingconvinced by your alternative proposals?
the fraudsters, follow them round. It is possible to doMr Lonergan: The short and curly answer is that
an analysis.they are sold on strip stamps and therefore anything

which was suggested as an alternative was unlikely
to be deemed to have the same impact. The trade Q304 Mr Weir: Will it also not require much more
thinks that could be a very significant measure, of an audit trail through all warehousing and retail

to spot them in the first place?because fraudsters rely on the fact that other people,
Mr Lonergan: Customs tell us, and they have saidbe it a warehouse keeper or a producer, supply the
this in the public meetings we have had, that theyguarantee for what will be a fraudulent movement.
actually know who the major fraudsters are, thatIt is a mandatory condition. If the trade develops a
they know which of the warehouses they are mostsolid commitment across the trade to avoid
likely to use. What we are saying is that you go backfraudsters shopping for people you might regard as
to the basic position that it is much better to preventa soft touch, that would leave the fraudsters exposed
the product reaching the illicit market in the firstbecause they could not make a movement without
place.What we are saying is that the trade proposalsproviding the guarantee, because everybody else is
address that requirement, rather than thesaying they are not providing it. The diYculty the
requirement which says the goods can still merrilyfraudster then faces is that these people do not deal
leave the warehousing system, be illicitly diverted,in bank accounts; they like to deal in cash. Without
but they will be picked up, allegedly, by the stripa bank, saying yes, we think you are a satisfactory
stamp implementation.company, well established, reputable, therefore we

will underwrite your guarantee, which is what
Q305 Mr Hamilton: One of the bottling plants weCustoms and Excise require, where do they go? They
visited, I think it was Bushmills, have indicated thatwould in eVect lose the ability to make the
they could have a number under the cap, a numberfraudulent movements they have been making. The
at the back of the label and indeed a numberirony is that by using somebody else’s movement
embedded in the bottle. They also indicated thatguarantee, let us imagine Howard were a warehouse
Tesco was doing a pilot run in relation to checkingkeeper,Howard provided amovement guarantee for
all materials which go into their shops froma movement which was subsequently diverted and
production to the point where it is sold. That is athe fact became known, it would not be the fraudster
traceable system which everybody can see. Is thatwho would get the bill for the duty, it would be
likely to happen in the next couple of years?Howard, because the law says the duty liability falls
MrColvin:Are you referring toRFID tagging, radioon the person providing the guarantee. There is no
frequency tagging?real incentive to provide one anyway.

Q306 Mr Hamilton: I do not know the name of it,
Q303Mr Hamilton: Could I put it bluntly to you? Is but it was indicated to us as a far better system than
it the case or do you believe it is the case that if strip stamps.
Customs and Excise accept a number of the Mr Rappoport: There is a system which is being
recommendations you make it would actually cost developed and some pilots are being run for a new

bar coding system. It is going to answer a lot of theCustoms and Excise more in time and money to
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questions, but I am afraid the timing is quite trying to convince Customs and Excise and the
Treasury we need a solid alternative and I have yetdiVerent. We are still working on it and it is going to

be a voluntary system anyway. That may well be the to hear that from you or any other party.
Mr Lonergan: The problem with any form of baranswer to the problem, but it will not come in within

the next few years. Although that would be a very coding is by very definition it is put on at the time of
production. There is the bottle, it is going down thegood one, you have to wait a little bit for that.

Incidentally, one of the problems with strip stamps bottling line and it is on the label. If that product is
moved in duty suspension to another place and dutyis that you have then invested in the system and

maybe it is unnecessary after a few years. Getting is paid there, there is no way that point of duty
payment can be added to that bar code. Quentinback to it, we were notified of this regulation which

is coming in in the near future, which does demand mentioned before that as so far developed, these
systems do not tell you where and when the duty wastraceability, but I am afraid it is not that sort of

traceability. It is a much simpler thing. It does not paid. It may be possible that some device or system
could be developed to enhance that, but bear inmindindicate whether tax has been paid or not, which is

the crucial thing. It is not influencing bar coding and that like strip stamps, if the stamps, the bar codes are
not put on at the time of bottling somebody has toit will not deter fraudsters. I am afraid that is

something slightly diVerent and it is more to do with open up the cases, take them all out, put them
through another bottling line to put the stamp on ortracing genetically modified product. What you are

after is something which is coming along, but it will do it by hand. Those are the sorts of issues which
surround that sort of proposal. Would you agree,take a little time.
Quentin?
Mr Rappoport: Tobacco is a very diVerent market.Q307 Mr Carmichael: Can I just pick up Mr
We are not really qualified to talk about tobacco butLonergan? Did I understand you a few minutes ago
there you are into verymajor firms. You do not haveto say that in ameeting Customs andExcise had told
as wide a variety of small firms. There are variousyou that they knew who the major fraudsters were?
other procedures but the time taken betweenMr Lonergan: Yes.
manufacture and consumption is very much bigger,
therefore you have all the warehousing and all theQ308 Mr Carmichael: I did not just imagine that. problems which can arise out of it, which in tobacco,Mr Lonergan: No. by and large, do not apply. We are really not
qualified to speak about the tobacco market, but I

Q309 Mr Carmichael: Did they give you any think it is a much simpler one from that point of
indicationwhat they were doing to catch thesemajor view.
fraudsters?
Mr Lonergan: They always imply that they see as a Q314 John Robertson: I have a bottling plant in mypriority—and I have said this twice now—rather constituency and it has spent a lot ofmoney on a newthan taking immediate action to stop the line. I have watched them put the strip stamps on inmovements, getting down the chain of supply and the bottling plant. Could you have two diVerentidentifying— labels, with either a diVerent bar code or a hologram

or picture within the bottling plant which could still
Q310 Mr Carmichael:Mr Big. be part of the assembly linewhen they put everything
Mr Lonergan: Yes; in a word, yes. in? Could it be done that way?

Mr Winn: I can probably answer on this. If you are
designing a bottling line from scratch you couldQ311MrCarmichael: I am not going to compromise
actually put more than one labelling machine on theyour relations with Customs by asking you who told
line and the latest labellingmachines can apply up toyou this, but was it a high level indication from
four diVerent labels during one pass. You do notCustoms?
have to apply all four labels to every bottle, you justMr Lonergan: A senior manager.
apply the labels which are appropriate to that
particular product. Obviously this applies to aQ312 Mr Carmichael: Did you form the impression
dedicated, custom-built, high speed, modernthat this was a casual remark or was there some
bottling line, which you are probably referring to.substance to it?

Mr Lonergan:No, it was not a casual remark. I was
Q315 John Robertson: Absolutely and I am lookingnot the only one there, so there are people in the
after their interests. Would that fulfil the needs oftrade who heard it. It was said in the context that
Customs and Excise?they see the problem as getting these people into
MrWinn: I would also support such a move, but thecourt and that colours the way they tackle the root
concern then might be the fraudulent refilling of theproblem which is the diversion.
bottles subsequently.

Q313Mr Lyons:Weheard evidence last week that in
tobacco traceability California have put proposals Q316 John Robertson: That does not answer my

question. Would it fulfil the needs of Customs andforward now which would give total traceability to
any productwhich is sold in the state. Is there noway Excise?

Mr Winn: I cannot comment for Customs andyou could adopt that principle in bar codes to
spirits? Part of the problem will be that if we are Excise.
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Mr Lonergan: May I go back to what I said before? solve the problemof pre-paying the duty at an earlier
stage. Is that really what it boils down to, thatI would say what Customs and Excise would really

like to be able to do is to say “That tells me that alternative systems would not get rid of the fact that
you would have to pay the duty at an earlier stagebottle is duty paid”. It will not do that because if the

goods are moved out from the producer in duty than you do at the moment?
MrWinn:Yes, it still remains a concern that the dutysuspension to another place, then that label will

already be on there. If you wanted a further label would be paid earlier than it currently is.
putting on, youwould have to take everything out of

Q321 Chairman: May I thank you very much forthe case.
your attendance today? Before we end this part is
there anything you wish to add in conclusion,Q317 John Robertson: Could it not be done at the
something we may have failed to ask which yousame time as the bottles were being filled?
think should have been included?Mr Lonergan: If necessary.
MrRappoport:Youhave verymuch covered the sortMrRappoport:May I just understand that I have the
of ground we expected. The only thing I do want toquestion right? Are you suggesting that instead of
say is that in addition to the size of the fraud, whichputting on a strip stamp you would change the label
we covered, is the impact, the way it may well cut oVspecifically and pay the duty upfront.
some of the variety to the consumer because the
smaller importers and products will not be able toQ318 John Robertson: Yes.
overcome the cost burden. The only other thing weMr Rappoport: The strip stamp regime has not been
have not really mentioned is the business about thedefined in detail and there are various alternatives of
incentive which this strip stamp will develop forwhich that is one to be explored. They have pros and forgery and theft. These strip stamps are going to becons. The diYculty with this one is that once you worth £5.50 each on a typical bottle. The cost of ahave stuck this label on, that bottle is worth £5. If strip stamp is estimated by Customs in their costingsyou can refill it, you are saving yourself £5. There are to be one penny each. There is a huge incentive notvarious cons, but equally it might save something. merely for theft of the bottles, which of course would

We have to look through these.At this stage, it is just get round all the problems of identifying them in the
one of many alternatives which have really not been shops, because you would have ready-stamped
defined yet and we would hope that if it is going to products, but of the strips themselves. If you can go
go ahead it can be made flexible so that we can tease oV with a book of these strips, you may well get
out the best way of doing it. £1,000. The hidden cost is the cost of policing that,

of the bottling lines having suddenly to bring in a
Q319 Mr Weir: Is it then the problem that the real policing regime, which they have never had to
problem with strip stamps is not so much the stamp before, because going oV with a strip of paper is
itself but the fact that duty is going to have to be paid something quite diVerent from going oV with a
at an earlier stage at a cost to the producer? bottle. That was the other point I wanted to add, but
Mr Winn: There are two aspects, both of which are thank you very much indeed.
equally of concern. One is the duty having to be paid MrLonergan: I just want to emphasise that the trade
at an earlier time; also the physical ability to apply view is that the alternatives are preferable. They
strip stamps. I have had experience of applying strip fulfil the role of identifying what is normal, what is
stamps because as part of my role I have also— legitimate, which is the majority of transactions and

thus identify, using parameters, what is abnormal
Q320 Mr Weir: We have been through this before and then concentrating both the trade and Customs’
and we understand this point. John’s point is putting resources on dealing with the abnormal people. This
a label on a bottle. We have all seen the plants and is better than having a measure which aVects the
putting a label on the bottle is a relatively simple legitimate trade in such a broad way.
exercise; it seems to me that if a label were to be Chairman: Gentlemen, I thank you very much for
printed in a diVerent way that could be done quite your attendance. Your evidence will be of great help
easily and that would solve the problem of showing to us when we come to making our report in the next

few weeks. Thank you very much.that duty had been paid but it would not necessarily

Letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer from the Chairman of the Committee

THE PROPOSED WHISKY STRIP STAMP

As you will know, following your announcement in the Pre-Budget report that, in order to combat spirits
fraud, a tax stamp may be put on all bottles of whisky sold, the Scottish AVairs Committee is undertaking
an inquiry into the possible implications for the Scotch Whisky industry of such an action. So far, we have
taken oral evidence from the Scotch Whisky Association and from HM Customs and Excise.

One of the main disagreements between the two sides is on the estimate of the level of fraud involved in
the spirits industry; this diVerence has been highlighted by the publication today of the National Audit
OYce’s report Estimating the level of Spirits Fraud. Whilst my Committee, like the Government and the
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ScotchWhisky industry, giveswholehearted support to tackling fraud in the spirits industry, I can only agree
with commentsmade by the Chairman of the PublicAccounts Committee, Edward LeighMP, on the release
of the NAO’s report:

“Whilst I welcome the fact that Customs have produced fraud estimates to help them tackle the illicit
alcohol trade, the National Audit OYce has highlighted the extent to which current estimates of spirits fraud
are riddled with uncertainty. This is as true of the estimates produced by Customs as of those produced by
the Scotch Whisky Association. Clearly, it would be unwise for Customs to place too much reliance at
present on their own figures . . .”

Presumably, your announcement in December last year about the possible introduction of a tax stamp
in 2006, wasmade in response to the need to tackle a level of fraud of £600million, as estimated by Customs.
The NAO report has cast doubts on both this estimate, and on the industry’s estimate of £100–150 million.

I would, therefore, urge caution in making any announcement in your forthcoming Budget Statement on
ways to tackle fraud in the spirits industry which might be in reaction to uncertain data.My Committee was
not totally convinced by the assessment made by either the industry or by Customs of the level of fraud,
an uncertainty now clearly shared by the NAO. To base an important decision, which could have serious
implications for a major UK industry, on figures which may be flawed and on which the NAO say further
work must be done, would seem to be unduly hasty and unwise.

I am sending a copy of this letter to the Economic Secretary.

You will wish to note that I am making copies of this letter available to Members in the House of
Commons Library and to the media.

11 March 2004

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from Mr John Healy MP, Economic Secretary, HM Treasury

THE PROPOSED WHISKY STRIP STAMP

Following today’s Budget announcement, I wanted to explain how we reached the decision to implement
tax stamps for spirits and outline how we propose to take things forward from now.

The decision to proceed was not an easy one. The alcohol industry worked hard between the PBR and
the Budget to come up with a new package of alternative measures, and I know they will be very
disappointedwith theGovernment’s decision.Many of thesemeasures havemerit and some build on current
or impending developments in Customs’ operational approach to tackling alcohol fraud. However, after
careful evaluation, we believe that the industry’s alternative proposals would not be as eVective in combating
fraud as tax stamps. In particular, we judge that the industry package would risk displacement of fraud,
leave the supply chain open to abuse by complicit parties, and do nothing to help the consumer and honest
retailer to identify illicit alcohol. We concluded, therefore, that tax stamps promise an eVective and
proportionate response to the serious spirits fraud problem.

We have always recognised that tax stamps give rise to significant compliance costs for the alcohol
industry. You will have seen that we are committed to oVset such costs via a number of measures, including
a spirits duty freeze for the remainder of this Parliament, assistance with capital investment andGovernment
bearing the running costs associatedwith printing and distribution of tax stamps. I have also asked Customs
to hold further discussions with the industry on the payment mechanism for tax stamps, where we will seek
to implement the scheme without requiring upfront payment for stamps to minimise cashflow costs, and on
other elements of the detailed scope and design of the tax stamps scheme. We will also, of course, publish
a full Regulatory Impact Assessment alongside the Finance Bill.

I understand that our decision will also have disappointed you. However, I appreciate the consistent
support that you and colleagues on the Scottish AVairs Committee have given to action to combat alcohol
fraud. I sincerely hope that we can continue to rely on that support as we seek to develop a tax stamps regime
that minimises costs and burdens on business and maximises eVectiveness in the fight against fraud in the
interests of the spirits industry as a whole.

I look forward to appearing before your Committee after Easter and I know members will want to
question me closely on our decision and plans. I therefore propose to send you before my appearance a
revised memorandumwhich takes into account the Budget decision and any subsequent developments, and
which I hope will be helpful to you and your committee colleagues. I am copying this letter to John McFall
as Chair of Treasury Select Committee for his Committee’s information.

17 March 2004
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Memorandum from John Healey MP, Economic Secretary, HM Treasury

Introduction

HMCustoms and Excise submitted a memorandum to the Committee on 1 March explaining the nature
of spirits fraud and how tax stamps would be eVective in reducing it, and setting out the process of
consultation and discussion with the spirits industry that has taken place since the Government set out, in
the 2003 Pre-Budget Report, its proposals for an enhanced strategy to tackle spirits fraud.

The Chancellor confirmed in his Budget statement on 17 March the Government’s intention to legislate
for tax stamps for spirits to come into eVect fromApril 2006. This memorandum explains theGovernment’s
decision to proceed, against a background of estimates of continuing significant levels of fraud, and its firm
belief that tax stamps are the most eVective and proportionate response to the problem.

The Need to Tackle Fraud

The case for the Government taking tough action to tackle fraud and avoidance across the tax system is
now firmly established, and the rewards from doing so apparent. The Government’s strategy on alcohol
fraud, especially spirits diversion fraud, follows its success in tackling losses in the other main indirect tax
regimes, first stopping then reversing the trend of growing fraud in tobacco and oils, and now with
indications of a sharp fall in levels of VAT missing trader fraud.

The Government welcomes the consensus across the spirits industry and other interested and aVected
parties that spirits fraudmust be stopped, and the clear shared commitment to do so. That commitment has
been reaYrmed since the Budget, and the Government’s aim and intention is to continue to work closely
with the industry, in particular on designing and implementing an eVective and eYcient system of tax
stamps, and on introducing measures to oVset compliance costs to the industry.

Estimates of the Scale of Spirits Fraud

Customs’ estimates, published alongside the 2003 Pre-Budget Report, showed that around £600 million
of revenue was lost through spirits fraud in 2001–02. In January 2003, the Scotch Whisky Association put
forward an alternative estimate, based on a diVerent set of data and assumptions, showing fraud at a level
of £100 million to £150 million. In February, the Public Accounts Committee asked the National Audit
OYce to examine the basis for the diVerences between the estimates. The Government welcomed this work
and the National Audit OYce was given the full cooperation of Treasury and Customs oYcials in
conducting it.

The NAO’s report, Estimating the level of Spirits Fraud, published on 11 March 2004, recognises that
measuring illegal activity is inherently diYcult. It confirmed that Customs’ estimate is reasonable but
suggested that, given the high degree of uncertainty attaching to such estimates, it should properly be
expressed as a range from £330 million to £1,080 million. The report also concluded that the estimate put
forward by the SWA should be expressed as a range from £10 million to £260 million and is also reasonable.

TheGovernment accepts that where there is fraud there will always be uncertainty about its scale. But this
cannot be an argument against taking tough action to combat criminal fraud and protect the public finances.

The Industry’s Package of Alternative Proposals

In the Pre-Budget Report, the Chancellor announced that tax stamps would be implemented unless the
industry could put forward alternative proposals that would be as eVective as tax stamps in combating
fraud.

The industry, through the Joint Alcohol and Tobacco Consultation Group (JATCG), worked hard and
constructively to develop a package of alternative proposals, including risk-based notification ofmovements
and transactions using Memoranda of Understanding, and tighter control by the trade on the use of their
financial guarantees.

However, the anti-fraud impact of the trade’s package falls significantly short of that estimated for tax
stamps. As a whole, the package contains a number of inherent weaknesses:

— it would leave the door open to displacement to other types of fraud, most notably inward
diversion;

— it stands to be undermined by a complicit party—a licensed alcohol trader within the industry in
theUK or elsewhere in the EU acting in cahoots with, or turning a blind eye to, the fraudsters; and

— most importantly, it does not address the issue of identification—the ability for consumers, retailers
and Customs oYcers to distinguish readily between licit and illicit product. The ability of
fraudsters to mislead buyers into believing that supplies are duty paid is fundamental to the
opportunities for, and profitability of, diversion fraud.
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As a consequence, the anti-fraud impact of the package falls significantly short of that estimated for tax
stamps. Based on the same assumptions about fraud levels, Customs cautiously estimate that tax stamps
will produce additional revenue of £160 million in 2006–07. Using a similar methodology to that used for
assessing the revenue impact of tax stamps, and with the same assumptions about fraud levels, Customs
estimate that the industry’s package of alternatives would be unlikely to have an impact of more than £70
million a year once fully operational, and probably less.

Full details of the Government’s evaluation of the alternative measures will be included in a Regulatory
Impact Assessment, which will be published alongside the Finance Bill on 8 April.

Compliance Costs of Tax Stamps

The Government intends to implement tax stamps in such a way that additional costs to business are
minimised, and measures will be introduced to reduce the remaining compliance costs burden further. Of
the firms potentially aVected there are 9 large, 15medium-sized and circa 160 small firms. Although the bulk
of the burden before oVsets will fall on the large firms, the relative impact on small firms could be higher.
Based on information analysed and agreed by the trade, the gross compliance costs (excluding any oVsetting
measures) are:

£m £/case £/bottle
(8.4 litres) (70cl)

One-oV costs 23.2 £0.66 £0.06

Ongoing costs 53.9 £1.54 £0.13

These costs are broken down as follows:

Capital costs (one-oV) £m

( new machinery 15.4

( factory redesign 1.8

( other 5.9

Total capital costs 23.2

Ongoing costs £m

( producers’ costs 16.5

( finance costs 23.8

( non-finance costs 7.0

( importers’ costs 4.0

( warehousing costs 2.6

Total ongoing costs 53.9

To help oVset and mitigate these costs, the Government will:

— seek to implement the scheme without requiring upfront payment for stamps—preventing increased
cash flow costs and ensuring the trade continues to benefit fully from the facilitation oVered by duty
suspension and deferment. This intent is subject to further detailed discussion with industry, and
if, following further work, it becomes apparent that such an approach would be impractical or
pose unacceptable risks to the eVectiveness of tax stamps, the Government will examine other
means to ensure cash flow financing costs, which make up over 40% of the trade’s estimated
ongoing compliance costs, are minimised;

— set aside a £3 million fund for assistance with capital investment, targeted at the smallest firms, to
oVset upfront costs. Customs will have further discussions with the trade on the coverage, design
and terms of the capital assistance scheme;

— bear the full production and distribution costs associated with tax stamps, estimated at 1p per
bottle—reducing trade compliance costs by £5–10 million; and

— freeze spirits duty for the remainder of this Parliament to help absorb any costs that may be passed
through into prices, meaning that by 2005–06 the tax on a bottle of spirits will be 36p lower in real
terms than now—more than twice the estimated average cost per bottle of full compliance costs.
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This freeze will cost the Exchequer £40 million in 2004–05 and £70 million in 2005–06. It means
that, by 2005–06, on average the tax on a standard bottle of spirits will be £1.33 lower in real terms
than if duty had risen in line with expected inflation since 1997.

The Government will also further examine likely security costs, and any scope for reducing these, as part
of detailed implementation discussions with the industry.

Next Steps

Full details of Government’s evaluation of the industry’s proposed alternative measures will be included
in a Regulatory Impact Assessment due to be published alongside the Finance Bill.

Customs and Treasury oYcials have met the industry since the Budget through the JATCG to discuss
taking forward the detailed design and implementation of tax stamps.

31 March 2003

Witnesses: John Healey, aMember of the House, Economic Secretary, HMTreasury andMrNigel Pearce,
Law Enforcement Advisor on Alcohol Fraud and Smuggling, HM Customs and Excise, examined.

Q322 Chairman:Good afternoon, gentlemen, thank and that was why we were planning the legislation to
you for your attendance today. Before the introduce tax stamps which I have just mentioned. I
Committee turns to specific questions is there know the industry were disappointed. In many ways
anything you wish to add to your memorandum? they were entitled to be disappointed, but I would
John Healey: May I briefly start by introducing suggest that no-one should have been surprised. I
Nigel Pearce. Nigel is the Customs enforcement believe also that no-one should encourage the false
advisor for alcohol fraud and smuggling. I have hope that somehow a magic formula for hitting this
invited him along here, because his operational tax fraud as hard as tax stamps will do can emerge
experience may be of benefit to the Committee. May in further discussions. What I believe it is important
I start by saying that I welcome the Committee’s for the government to do, and it is clear that the
inquiry into the proposals for tax stamps, principally industry also accepts that, is to focus the detailed
because it provides a focus for examining the discussions now on designing and implementing a
concerns which are clearly there across all parties tax stamp system which is first of all as eVective as
with the government’s plans? It oVers the potential possible and secondly minimises the costs to the
of a parliamentary forum where you can take a industry as far as possible. The second of the areas
balanced view of the government’s proposals and of detailed discussions which is important now is the
the criticisms and concerns others have raised with design of the measures the government are prepared
them.May I say I look forward to the findings of the to put in place to oVset the costs to the industry in
Committee and the government will take those into proceeding with tax stamps. On both counts, there
account when the Committee decides to make its have been formal meetings of the industry with the
recommendations? In the meantime, it is right to government and we have formally set up workingproceed with the legislation which we propose for

groups of the industry and of the government tothe Finance Bill. The primary legislation which will
consider those two areas. That work is essential, itbe included in the Finance Bill will be the broad set
will be invaluable as we develop our plans and ourof powers enabling us to set up the system and that
policies further.will be followed by more detailed secondary

legislation. I have given a commitment to the
industry that, unusually, I shall ensure that we

Q323 Chairman: Thank you very much, Minister,expose the draft Finance Bill clauses and any draft
that was helpful. Just to clear the air before we start,regulations to them before we publish them and
we understand that there were questions on the floorbefore we lay them before Parliament. What I did
of the House this morning and that you made someimmediately before joining the Committee was to
reference to the Committee travelling to Islay, toauthorise Customs later today, a week ahead of the
Bushmills and to Washington. We wonderedpublication date of the Finance Bill, tomake sure the
whether you had any objections to select committeesindustry sees the draft clauses of the FinanceBill and
making extensive visits and inquiries.sees the draft regulatory impact assessment which
John Healey: No, in this context it is a very goodwe shall publish on 8 April with the Finance Bill. If
thing. Clearly as a Scottish AVairs Committee, partit is of help to the Committee, then I am very happy,
of your principal concern will be the Scottishlater this afternoon when it is ready, to make that
economy and the Scotch whisky industry. The factavailable to the Committee on the same private and
that you have set out a programme of visits and factadvance basis as I am doing for the trade. Finally,
finding in other countries and in other partsthe Chancellor made clear in the Pre-Budget Report
demonstrates, for me at least, that the Committee isin December that after nearly three years of very
likely to take a view which goes beyond the concernsdetailed discussions and work with the industry, we
about the particularly Scottish based industry. Ihad come to the conclusion that frankly the other
would submit that is after all an essential part of theavenues which may be available for tackling the

spirits tax fraud which we face have been exhausted territory we are examining now because a tax stamp
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system is a system for all spirits in the UK, whether to the view that it is right now tomove to put in place
the legislative framework and the plans to introducethey are Scottish based or based in the rest of the
tax stamps which we would do from 2006 onwards.UK.

Q326 Chairman: In your memorandum you stateQ324Chairman:Have you visited Islay or Bushmills
that Customs estimate that tax stamps will produceor any other country in relation to this?
an additional revenue of £160 million in 2006–07.John Healey:No, I have not been able to. I have not
Presumably that estimate is based on a level of fraudgone to Islay, I have not visited County Antrim and
of £600 million a year. If the level of fraud is £150seen Bushmills. At the invitation of Mr McFall, I
million, as the industry estimates, the extra revenuehave been to Allied Distillers in his constituency. I
would be about £50 million. Is that right?have also had direct face to face personal discussions
John Healey: If I may say so, we have covered this inwith over a dozen companies, principally those
considerable detail in the regulatory impactinvolved in the Scotch whisky industry, but not
assessment, as you would expect. The assessmentexclusively. that £160 million would be saved from fraud from
the first full year of implementation is indeed based
on the Customs’ level of assessment at £600 million.Q325 Chairman: The National Audit OYce are
You and members of the Committee will see that inParliament’s watchdog in scrutinising public
the regulatory impact assessment we have made anexpenditure and I am sure youwould agree that their
assessment of the likely impact of the alternativereports command great respect for their
package of proposals which the trade have oVeredthoroughness and total impartiality. Their recent
and we have done so on a similar basis. Clearly if thereport on the level of fraud in the spirits industry
level of fraud is not £600million a year and given theraised serious concerns about bothCustoms’ and the
uncertainties we have just discussed it may not beindustry’s estimates of such fraud and says that
precisely £600 million, then the likely revenue wouldfurther work must be done to ascertain a more
be adjusted accordingly, but—and this will also beaccurate estimate. Would it not therefore have been
clear in the RIA—we have taken a very cautiouswiser to wait until such a more accurate estimate of
view, which is the way we approach these things, ofthe level of fraud had been established, rather than
that figure of £600 million. It takes into accountintroducing ameasurewhich could have very serious
simply and principally the impact on the saleabilityimplications for amajorUK industry, in response to
of illicit alcohol with the introduction of tax stamps.figures which may be flawed?
It makes no allowance for the recovery of VATJohn Healey: I was pleased when the Comptroller revenues on illicit products, so by all calculations itand Auditor General oVered to undertake this work is a cautious estimate, but it is indeed based on the

for the Committee of Public Accounts; I welcomed Customs’ assessed and estimated level of fraud. For
it. I ensured that the Head of Customs wrote to him comparability’s sake we have used the same basis
to guarantee the fullest co-operation from Customs and the same assumptions in the regulatory impact
and Treasury side. The NAO produced a balanced assessment for assessing the package of alternative
and important contribution to this. What they proposals proposed by the trade before the Budget.
recognised unfortunately was that trying to estimate
and assess the scale of an illicit activity, fraud, is

Q327 Mr Weir: Could I ask you first about theinherently diYcult. What they confirmed in their
National Audit OYce? As I understood it theyreport was that there is a significant uncertainty
reviewed only methodologies between yourselvesabout any of the figures which can be produced.
and the Scotch Whisky Association figures. But weWhat they said was that the Customs’ estimate, the
heard in a previous evidence that when the samemodel we have been using now and publishing for
methodology was put to beer and wines they werethree years, is reasonable, though they said we product figures which were not credible. Is anyshould regard it as a range which varies from £330 reality check done on the whisky figures? We were

million a year to £1 billion a year. They also said that told by the ScotchWhisky Association, for example,
the alternative approach taken by the Scotch that the figure you produced would mean that every
Whisky Association was reasonable and similarly bottle of whisky in an independent retailer must be
could be expressed as a range which could go as high fraudulent which does not seem very credible.
as £260 million a year. In those circumstances, when John Healey: You will remember from the NAO
the public purse is being cheated by fraudsters of report the inherent diYculties in sizing and
hundreds of millions of pounds each year, we have estimating the scale of this illicit activity.What needs
to take the view, and I think we are right to take the to be recognised is that gap analysis, which is what
view, that no precision in the figures cannot be a you are looking at here, is never going to be 100%
reason for no action. We have a duty to safeguard accurate; it cannot be 100% accurate because clearly
the public finances and the revenues.We have a duty the assumptions which are part of making such an
to try to stamp out the sort of fraudulent activity analysis can never be 100% reliable and accurate.
which is going on and which is also undermining Because of this, if the true gap, in other words the
legitimate business and having had two formal true scale, of fraudulent activity, smuggled or black
consultations and nearly three years of very detailed market trading, is relatively small, then it is possible
discussions with the industry, where we have looked with fluctuations to get a negative figure. That is the

case in the calculations and the approach we lookedat alternatives other than tax stamps, we have come
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at with beer andwine. That is the reason for beer and Mr Pearce: It is mainly a smuggling problem with
wine, where the scale of the illicit market, the scale cigarettes, where the product is coming from
of the problem is of a diVerent order to spirits, why overseas and we have the opportunity to intercept it
we took the view that gap analysis was not a suitable at the frontier.
method for us to assess the scale of the beer and wine John Healey: We have explored some of this
illicit market. In a sense it does not undermine the question of whether essentially the tax mark or the
methodology or the approach for spirits and it is tax stamp could be incorporated as far as labels on
based on the fact that unfortunately what we face bottles are concerned and we are prepared to look at
with spirits is significantly greater than what we face that further. It does raise a number of other
with beer and wine. problems. It raises another problem in that it does

not, like strip stamps over the top, have any anti-
tamper provision. It also potentially introduces aQ328 Mr Weir: Given there is no doubt, even the
whole set of additional security problems and costsindustry accepts, there is some fraud, though the
for a very wide range of printers and designs thelevel is obviously in considerable doubt, can you
trade currently uses on bottles. It is not somethingexplain to us why you believe strip stamps are the
we would discount; we are prepared to look at it.Webest solution? It was described to us elsewhere as a
have explored it to a degree so far with the industry.nineteenth century solution to a twenty-first century
May I come back to the first and really mostproblem.
important question that Mr Weir asked, which is:John Healey: I might bring in Mr Pearce here from
why tax stamps? Essentially the prospect of taxa law enforcement point of view. Getting away from
stamps frankly kicks the legs out from underneathsome of the theoretical analysis is quite helpful at

this point and operationally the impact which strip the fraudsters, both on the demand side and the
stamps will have is quite important. supply side. On the demand side it will ensure that
Mr Pearce: The biggest benefit of tax stamps is the consumers and indeed retailers and wholesalers in
issue of identification. In the other excise fields at the the chain at themoment, will have an immediate and
moment tobacco has a fiscal mark which allows the very clear visual sign that the product they are
retail trade, members of the public, to distinguish buying is indeed duty paid. They do not have that at
between legitimate and illicit products. In the oil the moment. What it means then is that any retailer
sector and diesel there is a red marker which is or any trader cannot claim unknowingly to be
applied to rebated fuel, so again the buying public, dealing with a product which does not have duty
the retailers, can distinguish between the two. With paid. Certainly the other side of the demand side
spirits there is no such indicator so this product can which is important is that if a bottle of spirits does
be sold openly through the retail sector. It is the not have a tax stamp on it, anybody buying that will
identification which is the major benefit from an be quite unwilling to pay a full rate, rather in the way
enforcement point of view. that bootleg fags are currently sold at the moment.

At present, there is no way anybody buying a bottle
of spirits or a bulk purchase of spirits can tell andQ329 Mr Weir: In the case of tobacco, which has
know for certain that duty has been paid. That is thebeen cited to us before, there is an inherent diVerence
first thing. That is the important side on the demandin that that—as I understand; I am not a smoker—
side. It is really what Mr Pearce has said about theis printed on the label. There are no additional costs
importance of the identifier. The second thing is onto the industry as such. It is printed onto something
the supply side. It would be impossible for a would-which is going to have to be printed anyway. Strip

tax is inherently diVerent and if I understand be fraudster to convince an honest alcohol trader,
correctly they are going to have to invest in new which they can at the moment, that they are dealing
machinery, tax is going to have to be paid at an in duty paid goods if there is no stamp on them.
earlier stage and they are going to have to put these What it means also therefore is that it will be much
strips over the bottle, so there is a vast diVerence in more diYcult for the retailer to claim to Customs
that.Why is it not possible, if you are citing tobacco, that they bought the goods believing the duty paid
to have something printed on an existing label to element was incorporated. In other words it would
serve the same purpose, or the closure on the bottle, be much easier for Customs then to nail and to
something of that nature? prosecute traders and retailers who could not claim
Mr Pearce: The main weakness with a fiscal mark is that they were trading without knowing that the
that there is no direct connection between the product was not duty paid. In other words, uniquely
payment of duty, the liability for duty and the actual the tax stamps change the dynamic, change the
product itself. With spirits fraud, the idea of market for the fraudsters. At the moment, with
diversion as opposed to smuggling which we have spirits, you essentially have for relatively low eVort,
with tobacco, if wewere only relying on a fiscal mark for relatively low risk a really high profit, that is the
the product could still be liable to diversion. We nature of the dynamics of the market in which the
would still be left with a product which bears a fiscal fraudsters are operating. Introduce tax stamps and
mark being diverted onto the illicit market. It could you make it very much more diYcult for theactually compound the situation. fraudster. Youmake it higher risk, youmake it more

diYcult and you make it lower profit and that is why
tax stamps uniquely are likely to have the impact onQ330 Chairman:Would that not apply to cigarettes

at the moment though? fraud that we need to have.
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Q331 Mr Lyons: May I raise a question with you Treasury to engage in further talks with industry to
come up with an alternative solution. Are youwhich we raised with Customs and Excise when they
prepared to do that?appeared before the Committee? The Scotch whisky
John Healey: Immediately after the Budget weindustry, the Scottish Trades Union Congress, the
continued and shall continue the very detailedCBI in Scotland, the Scottish Council for
discussions and formal arrangements which we haveDevelopment and Industry are all against the
for consulting and discussing with the trade. As Iintroduction of a tax stamp. Internationally, the
said in my opening remarks, I do not want anybodyUSA have moved away and abolished them 20 years
to have false hopes that somehow an alternativeago. Greece has abolished them. Mexico has made
solution is likely to emerge. It has not over the lastan announcement about abolition, Germany,
three years and there is no reason in my judgment toBelgium, Norway have all abandoned plans to
expect that it will do so over the next few months.introduce tax stamps.What do theUKGovernment
The degree of detailed consultation and discussionknow that they do not know?
with the industry is going to be absolutely essentialJohn Healey: I appreciate and understand why there
and will continue, certainly from the governmentis a range of views which would rather not see tax
side, if we are going to design and implement astamps. Frankly, as a government, we would not be
system of tax stamps properly, if we are going to beplanning to introduce tax stamps if there were an
able to bring in a system of support for the industryalternative approach which would have the sort of which oVsets, where we can, the compliance costsimpact we need to have on fraud. We have been they face.

searching for that for nearly three years with the
industry and we “ain’t” found it yet. One of the
values of the Committee going to the States I guess is Q333Mr Carmichael:We have got the message that

your mind is closed, but it is still legitimate for us, asthat you will have seen, I am sure, in any comparison
a select committee of the House, to assess thebetween the US system of duty suspended
soundness of your judgment and to reach somemovement and the EuropeanUnion’s system, that it
conclusion in this. You are saying that you areis a good deal tighter. It is a good deal tougher in
conducting a regulatory impact assessment on aterms of trade facilitation than the onewe have in the
cautious basis, which takes the highest figure from aEuropean Union. It is a good deal less susceptible to
system of gap analysis which is not 100% accurate,the sort of fraud we see in the European Union and
but in fact is so inaccurate in respect of beer andwinein the UK. It is not bound by some of the legal
that it cannot be relied upon. That is caution. Theconstraints we have in the European Union in order
NAOhave said that you have a reasonable basis, butto be able to tighten it up. In those circumstances,
so do the Scotch whisky industry, for assessing theand particularly in the 1980s where my
scale of the problem. It is the scale I want tounderstanding is that part of the impetus—you may
concentrate on for a second. What further work areor may not have established this when you were
you doing following the publication of the NAOthere—for abolishing the tax stamps in the US was
report to refine and bring a wee bit moreto cut down the costs of the federal government at
sophistication to the analysis of the scale of thethe time, then the situation with the US is not
problem you are facing?directly comparable. If I may say so, there are at
John Healey: You will be aware that three yearsleast 40 countries which do have some form of tax or
running we have published the details of the modelstrip stamps. In some cases this is done essentially we use, we have published the estimates we make offor quality assurance purposes for the products in a the scale of spirits fraud we face in this country. You

bottle, sometimes it is for tax stamp purposes. In may be aware that at the Pre-Budget Report in
many cases and in many countries, there are no or December we published the latest update of that and
few design features built into the strip stamps which that included updated data, it included refinement to
lend any sort of security. So they are capable of being the way we did it and we shall clearly continue to do
counterfeited. In those countries which have taken that. We shall also continue to look to ways we
the operation of their system of stamps seriously, might validate or benchmark the estimates we have
having incorporated design features into their tax and we will continue to examine as well the sort of
stamps that are security features, they report that experiencewe gain from law enforcement operations
has dealt with the problems they face.Youwill know to see the degree to which that is consistent with the
of course that within our ownEuropeanUnion there sort of modelling calculations we do with the
are several countries which do operate a system of analysis. As you say, no system of estimating fraud
tax stamps and they do operate them in a way they can be 100% accurate, but you did say—and if I may
regard as successful. I am thinking of Spain, say so, this was not correct—that the NAO said the
Portugal, Italy, Denmark. Customs’ model and estimates cannot be relied on.

The NAO said that they were reasonable and that
they should be expressed as the range I indicated

Q332 Mr Lyons: Yesterday you will know that the earlier on. It remains the fact that as a UK
Scottish Parliament took a decision. Some of us Government in a situationwhere the calculations we
thought it was physically impossible to unify the might all like to see greater certainty in are inevitably
Scottish Parliament and you have managed to do going to be diYcult, are inevitably, as the NAO has
that single-handedly. Of course we give recognition made clear, going to have uncertainties in them, our

duty is to say that a lack of precision about theto that. In this successful motion they asked for the
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estimates cannot be a reason for not taking action John Healey: The levels of consumption on the
various surveys and indices which are used suggestand that is why we made the announcement at the

Pre-Budget Report that we intended to legislate. We that consumption of spirits has been rising
significantly in that period. You mention the mid-wanted the industry to finalise work and we worked

with them to try to see whether an alternative 1990s and I have to say this is the period where, as
far as we can tell, the fraudsters really startedpackage of proposals could deliver the same impact.

They could not and that will be clear in the details of moving seriously into the spirits field. It was in part
a product of the single market, the legislation whichthe regulatory impact assessment which I shall let

the Committee have. In those circumstances, we touched on earlier, which set up the duty
suspension and movement system in 1992. I have toreluctantly, but unsurprisingly, the Chancellor

confirmed in the Budget that we shall press ahead say as well that it was in part a product of very
savage cutbacks to frontline Customs staV duringwith the primary legislation.
the early to mid-1990s.

Q334 Mr Carmichael: If the scale of the duty fraud/
Q338 Mr Carmichael: You know my views on thatevasion continues to rise, why is it that in recent
as well.years the take to the Treasury of spirits duty has
John Healey: One of the first things we did aftergone up?
coming to government in 1997 was to stop what wasJohn Healey: You will be aware, as well as anyone,
a further planned reduction in Customs frontlinethat the level of consumption of spirits over the last
staV dealing with these sorts of frauds whichten years or so and in recent years has gone up very
numbered several hundred.significantly, perhaps up to 20% of what in the

Customs trade we call clearances for consumption.
Q339 Ann McKechin: Can I go back to the figuresThat has in part been driven by fierce price
you have given for the additional revenue which youcompetition. It has in part probably been driven by
have estimated?Your estimate of what the Customs’the popularity over the last few years of ready-to-
proposals would give and the industry’s proposals isdrink products. It has in part probably been driven
about £90 million adrift. In your calculations haveby an increase in spirits consumption, particularly
you made any allowance for the anticipated loss byamongst the young. In a situation where we have
counterfeiting of the stamps? If not, why not?increased consumption of a particular product, even
John Healey: The figures, as far as I am aware, dowhere we have frozen the spirits duty in successive
not build in an anticipated loss for counterfeiting. Inyears, it has produced the revenue figures which we
my judgment that would be an assessment, the sortpublish each year in the red book.
of refinement Mr Carmichael is encouraging us to
make as we proceed. It would be at this point very

Q335 Mr Carmichael: This point about diYcult reliably to come up with an anticipated and
consumption increasing in the last ten years is numerical figure for possible counterfeiting, in part
interesting. It was about the mid-1990s, was it not in because the degree of risk and revenue exposure for
fact, that the take of duty to the Exchequer started counterfeiting will depend crucially on the way we
going down?We were told earlier that in 1995 it was design and the way we implement the tax stamp
about £1.8 billion and by about 1998 it was down to system. I mentioned earlier countries which have
£1.5 billion and now we are back up to a level of introduced some of the security features which help
about £2.2 billion. Presumably we have a steady rise prevent that sort of fraud.
over that ten-year period, at the start of which the
duty take to the Treasury went down and it has now Q340 Ann McKechin: The countries you have
recovered. Despite that you still think that duty mentioned do not have the combination of factors
evasion is a rising problem. which we would have in the UK. That is a very high
John Healey: Yes. Our evidence suggests it is. I value tax and a very large market within the
would love it to be as simple as saying the revenues European Union. The combination of those two
are rising on spirits duty to the Treasury, therefore must make it immediately attractive to the most
the level of fraud must somehow be being brought sophisticated criminal networks in existence within
under control and reduced. Unfortunately it just the European Union. Would you agree?
does not work like that. John Healey: Clearly we have circumstances in the

UK, although we are not alone within the European
Union to suVer from this sort of alcohol diversionQ336 Mr Carmichael: I am sorry. You have gone
fraud, but we are incidentally one of the onlyfrom £1.5 billion to £2.2 billion and you think that is
countries which has tried to assess it, let alone put indown just to the fact that we are all drinking so
place a systematic plan of action to try to tackle it.much more.
Clearly, where you have the potential, as we have inJohn Healey: I am pointing out the fact that where
the UK, for the degree of duty, if evaded, to turn bigyou have a situation where consumption is rising,
profits for the fraudsters—and you will know thatyou are likely to get a tax take which is rising.
avoiding duty on a container of spirits can lead to a
value of about £100,000—in those circumstances

Q337MrCarmichael: Is it rising by 30%?Has it risen that is clearly a very lucrative and attractive market
from 1998 to the current year by 30% while duty has for the fraudsters. It is one of the reasons why the

implementation of tax stamps would actually makebeen frozen?
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it a good deal less profitable for the fraudsters to systemic corruption and fraud which do not make
them directly comparable, I would say, to a countryoperate. In terms of assessing the risk and then

quantifying the revenue consequences of any such as ours.
counterfeit danger, it simply is not possible to do
that at this stage until we have a better idea of quite Q344 Ann McKechin: May I just clarify then? The
how we are going to design— answer is that at this present time you do not have

any figures from Italy, Denmark, Spain and Greece
about the estimate of how much they may have lostQ341 Ann McKechin: You have mentioned other

European countries which operate a sophisticated on counterfeiting.
John Healey: I do not have figures on those. I willstrip stamp system. Surely they have given some sort

of indication of howmuch they believe they have lost double check tomake sure that Customs do not. For
confirmation, it is not possible at this stage to makeover the last few years, five years, from

counterfeiting and you are saying in turn that you that sort of assessment in the UK with the prospect
of tax stamps still a few years oV. It is clearlyhave made utterly no account of it and no

assessment of that in your figure of £160million. Say something we will do.
the figure for counterfeiting was £50 million, then
the diVerence between your estimate of how much Q345 John Robertson: Let us put the cards on the
you could gain from the strip tax and the industry’s table here. The strip stamps are basically useless.
proposals would be far less and then we have not You cannot get them to stay on the bottle; they fall
taken into account the eVect on the industry in turn. oV all over the place. Anybody who has been to
John Healey: You make the point for me, if I may Spain knows that when you pick up a bottle they
say so. There is simply no basis at this point for come oV in your hand. They mean absolutely
suggesting that the revenue hit for counterfeiting nothing. I should have thought that a government
might be £50 million a year.We simply will not be in such as ours could have been a bitmore innovative in
a position to assess that until we have a clearer idea dealing with this problem. Is it strip stamps for strip
of how we are going to design and implement the stamps’ sake and nothing else? Or, are you willing to
system and make the judgments oV that. look at innovative ideas which are going to come

forward?
John Healey: The experience of countries whichQ342 Ann McKechin: Have you asked other

European countries what their loss is? operate strip stamp systems suggests that they are
not useless. Our assessment of their potential withinJohn Healey: We have looked at the sort of systems

andwe have regular contacts, particularly within the the UK suggests that they would not be useless in
terms of tackling the fraud we face. We have beenEuropean Union, about how Customs departments

in those countries operate. I have to say that Sweden, and we will continue to be prepared to look at and
discuss innovative ideas. However, I want to sayas far as we have been able to establish, is the only

other European Union country which has made any again that we have come to this point after nearly
three years of detailed examination and discussioneVort to assess seriously the scale of fraudulent

spirits sales and alcohol sales in their country. Their with the industry about alternatives other than strip
stamps for bearing down on this fraud.We have not,latest figureswere in 1996–97 and they recognise that

one third of their alcohol reached the market in together with both sides and both minds applied to
the problem, been able to produce the sort ofSweden through illegal channels. In terms of those

countries which have put in place the sort of features approach which will have a similar eVect on fraud
that tax stamps would. In those circumstances,which I quite understand you and I would be

concerned to see in any tax stamp system in the UK, whilst we will—and you would expect us to—stand
ready to explore any options which are put to us—Iit may profit the Committee to look at the example

of Hungary, where our information tells us that they really do not want to mislead anyone with that
statement into believing that somehow somehave built security features into their current strip

tax stamp design which havemeant that they do not, formula that we have not thought of, or that we have
not yet found, is likely to emerge, because I do notas far as they tell us, find that there is a problem with

counterfeiting and fraud of the stamps themselves. believe it will.

Q346 John Robertson: That is encouraging. I shallQ343 Chairman: You will be aware that when
Ukraine tried to introduce strip stamps the take out of it what I want to take out of it, but it

sounds encouraging to me. I should also say that Icounterfeit stamps were ready three weeks after the
introduction. have to tell you that Customs and Excise have not

distinguished themselves in any shape or form whenJohn Healey: I am aware of those sorts of stories. In
manyways, and I have seen some of these formyself, giving evidence to this Committee. I am afraid that

we would be inclined not to listen to them too muchone has to say that the design of some strip stamps
in some of the countries which operate them and that would be my advice to you. Could I look at

another part of the problem here and that is jobs?incorporate no security features at all and it is
perfectly possible to get good copies from a Anybody who has seen a bottling plant in operation

knows that when the bottles get filled they go roundphotocopier frankly. With the Ukraine, in many
ways I would suggest that it is not necessarily a good and they keep going round until they get to the end

of the system and they end up in a box. At what stageexemplar to compare with the UK. Many of those
former Soviet states are bedevilled by levels of in a bottling plant are you going to stop to put on a
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strip stamp? Do you know how expensive that is decisions we make about the amount and way and
going to be?Do you know that it could actually close method of oVsetting some of the compliance costs
businesses throughout the country? If that is the there may be for the industry but we are very much
case—and this is something the Treasurywill have to bearing the position of the small companies in mind.
look at—this could cause unemployment and you
are going to lose tax revenue from another source

Q348MrMacDougall: I was going to ask a questionand that is in unemployed people, people suddenly
later on about the unscrupulous traders and whatnot having a job. Have you looked at the problem of
prospect that oVered them in terms of strip stamps.small companies in particular who have small
It is probably a good time to mention that questionbottling plants and cannot aVord to buy strip stamps
right now because we are talking about theand put them on bottles?
eVectiveness of the proposals by the government.John Healey: Several questions in one, if I may say
Could I just say to you that fromwhat we have heardso. May I just be clear. If this Committee feels that
so far, it would appear from the industrial side ofit has not had the fullest information it needs or
things that they want to find a solution to thisanswers to questions which it wishes to pose to
problem and they do not seem to want to cause theCustoms or to Ministers, then I should like to make
government any problems at all. However, it issure I know about that and I shall ensure you get the
about eVectiveness. How can you make theanswers you require.
assumption that what you are proposing will have a
meaningful eVect on fraud as opposed to having a

Q347 Chairman: We have had some reply to the detrimental eVect in the industry on jobs?
questions we asked in detail when Customs were John Healey: The general answer there is that with
here and this is what we had in reply.1 It is very, very any system such as this, and it would be true if we
far from adequate and we shall be seeking further took the trade’s proposals as well, there is likely to
clarification from them on it. We shall be happy to be a consequence and a cost on the industry for
let you have a copy of it. implementing anti-fraud measures. To a degree that
John Healey: Fine. If you would not mind letting me fact is unavoidable. What we can do and shall do,
have a copy or perhaps, as CustomsMinister, posing and I have been very clear we shall do that, is look
those questions viame, I shall ensure you get the best to design and implement the tax stamp system in a
possible answers to the questions you might still way which minimises the cost to the industry.
have. I understand the fear about additional cost, I Alongside that we will look to put in place a package
understand the fear about potential jobs impact in of measures and support which helps oVset the costs
the industry. Those concerns have been put to me they will incur and will try to design a package of
directly by many of the companies I have spoken to support to deal with the principal areas where the
and by their representative organisations, including trade have told us and we have accepted that there
the Scotch Whisky Association. We have looked are compliance costs in prospect. In terms of the
particularly at the potential position of small eVectiveness of the tax stamps, in a sense that takes
companies. The industry has done that as well and us back to the discussion we had a little earlier about
they have done a very good analysis of the likely the way that tax stamps are likely to impact on the
compliance costs, not just the totals but also the operations of the fraudsters, the way they are likely
relative proportions of costs which will be there for to impact on their ability to squeeze profit out of
the big, the medium-sized and the smaller their illegal activities. Mr Pearce, is there anything
companies. If one looks at the spirits industry across else you want to add on that point?
the board, essentially you have nine big companies,
big players in the industry, which producemore than
one million cases a year. You have 15 medium-sized Q349MrMacDougall:May I ask a further question
ones which produce between one million and first? I was very impressed by the presentation given
100,000 cases a year and then you have the majority, to us in Bushmills when we were at that distillery,
round about 160 companies, not just producers but where I was handed a bottle of whiskey and they
those trading, who deal with fewer than 100,000 showed us the identification of that bottle of whiskey
cases a year. The bulk, particularly of the capital embedded in the glass, then they pointed out the
costs, will fall on the nine big players, but it is quite stamp, etcetera; traceability was very much there.
right to be concerned that, relatively speaking, the What you seem to be proposing can be duplicated
burden for the smaller companies of making these very easily and put on the top of a bottle and almost
adjustments may be relatively greater. This is give it authenticity, give it a legitimacy if they sell
particularly a concern within the Scotch Whisky illegal booze, whereas what they were proposing
Association and I recognise that. It is for that reason seemed to be something much more readily
that part of the package of oVsetting measures, identifiable. Why was that not acceptable?
which as a government we have given the John Healey: Just to be clear, are you talking about
commitment we shall consider, is targeted lot numbers?
particularly to the pressures the smaller companies
may be under. It is precisely that sort of further

Q350 Mr MacDougall: Any identification that theydiscussion that we are looking to have with the
were proposing on bottles to make them traceableindustry in order to be able to finalise essentially the
seems to be much more guaranteed than the
prospect . . . If you can produce a £20 note and put1 See Ev 41-43
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it on the market these days, then I suggest you could John Healey: Yes. It was the invitation in the
exercise which we mounted before the Budget. Weput a strip stamp and duplicate that and put it on top

of a bottle of illicit booze. did look at the package of 17 combined proposals
which the industry submitted before the budget. WeJohn Healey: We have looked at whether we could

use any of the features which are generally have made an assessment of those and the detail is
in the regulatory impact assessment which we shallincreasingly used by the trade themselves in a sense

to serve the purpose of a tax stamp.We looked at bar publish on 8 April with the Finance Bill. Essentially
our assessment of the fraud impact of that fellcodes. Generally bar coding would not give us the

ability to do this until probably significantly after significantly short of that which we would achieve
with tax stamps.On that basis it simplywas not, I am2006. We looked at lot numbers as well and the

weakness with lot numbers unfortunately is that it sad to say, a credible alternative to tax stamps. If it
had been, we would have welcomed it. We weregives you a degree of traceability after the event, but

only to this extent. Essentially, as you will know, looking for that. I can, if you wish, go into the
general flaws of that package, but that also will beproducers will have a lot number for a batch of

production and that batch may, but it may well not, clear in theRIA. If theCommittee would like to look
at that I shall send it to you.go to more than one or just one customer. At that

point, that customer may then split the consignment Chairman: Thank you very much, Minister.
and sell it on to any number of other customers. So
the traceability after the event of simply using lot Q353Mr Lyons: All of us are united around the one
numbers is restricted really to that first stage of sale. thing, that we want to do something about fraud.
The other weakness unfortunately of the system we Would you be surprised that Customs and Excise
have at the moment and I mentioned the constraints know who the major fraudsters are in this country?
of the European legislation, of the system at present, John Healey: I have heard the industry say “Oh,
is thatwhat follows the spirits throughout the system Customs know the 20Mr Bigs. Why do they not just
is the accompanying administrative documentation. tell us who they are and we’ll have done with it”. If
The format and content of this is essentially specified that were the case, we would be concentrating all of
by the 1992 directive and that does not carry details our law enforcement attention on the 20 Mr Bigs,
like lot numbers. In other words, the further the but it is not the case.
product gets from the factory gates where it is Mr Pearce: The context of that statement was that
produced, the more diYcult, nay impossible, it at that particular time we had an exercise under way
becomes to use lot numbers to track it right the way where we had identified 20 suspects which we were
back through the system.With lot numbers, it has to very, very interested in. Theywere high risk suspects.
be said, once you get into the wholesale and retail The exercise at that particular time was focusing in
system, there really is not at themoment an incentive on those 20. By no means were they the only 20
for either the consigner, the seller of the spirits, or suspects; they were the ones we were interested in at
the consignee, the purchaser, to take any interest in that particular time.
the lot numbers. They are essentially an identifier
which is there from the producer and the bottler.

Q354Mr Lyons:What was the result of you makingYou might be interested in this, but I could circulate
enquiries about the 20?it. It is something I got the Customs people to dig
Mr Pearce: That work is ongoing.out. It is essentially an example of an AAD.2 You

will see two things from this. You can see how rigidly
Q355 Mr Lyons: Still ongoing?specified and actually how limited the information
Mr Pearce: Still ongoing.about the product is which goes with the delivery.
John Healey: I hope this may assist the Committee.You can also see how straightforward and therefore
Customs at the moment have at least seven majorhow easily forgeable, because this is forged, the
investigations going on into large-scale criminalstamp is of the Portuguese warehouse to which this
alcohol smuggling, particularly spirits smuggling.container-load was meant to have been delivered.
The nature and scale of the fraud is very often
misunderstood, even by some of those in theQ351 Mr Carmichael: We have high respect for
industry. It is not entirely surprising. If you sit at theforgers in this Committee. They know their business
production end of this, the customers and tradeand that is part of our concern.
contacts you deal with will have no connection withJohn Healey: The point I am making here is that the
the fraud. If it would help the Committee, then Isystem we operate within at the moment of
should be happy to organise a confidential briefingaccompanying administrative documents and any
with Customs law enforcement intelligence andrefinements to that is limited by the European
investigators and they could run through with thelegislation and the lack of legal vires and it is easily
Committee on that basis the details of some of thecircumvented.
investigations which are currently being conducted,
the operations we are trying to nail and theQ352 Mr MacDougall: If at the end of the day the
Committee would have a very good idea from thatanalysis by industry, not for self-protection reasons
of the scale of the revenue which is at stake in somebut for common sense reasons, is that there is a
of these operations and the number of complicit orbetter way of securing the issue of fraud, would you
frankly criminal parties involved. Some of thesebe prepared to look at that again?
operations are, as with any major criminal
investigation or fraud investigation, highly complex.2 Not published.
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It may bring home to the Committee quite what we identification. Is the problem not really about how
you enforce the regulations and how many peopleare up against in a way that no written

documentation can really do. are prosecuted, which actually provides a deterrent?
That is what the public are looking for: regulationsChairman: I am sure we should be happy to take up

that oVer. Thank you for that. which are enforced and where prosecutions are
made and where there is a deterrent. Is that not the
priority?Q356 Ann McKechin: You mentioned bar codes a
Mr Pearce: Indeed; I would agree. The system weshort while ago and how your oYcers have looked at
have at the moment is that the prosecution ofthis. When we were in Washington earlier this week
retailers where we are able to find illicit product isand we spoke to the enforcement agency over there
diYcult because we simply cannot prove a lot of thefor both alcohol and tobacco, they stated that
time that they were knowingly concerned in theindividual US states’ own tax stamps on cigarettes,
supply of illicit alcohol. If there were a visualwhich was a major area of evasion, were not
identifier on the bottle, then prosecution would beadequate to combat fraud, as they were too easy to
far easier.counterfeit. They said that the State of California is
John Healey: The short summary to your questionabout to introduce new technology within the next
about California is that if we do not have full detailsyear involving a smart version of the bar code, not
of what is being proposed in California, we shallthe bar code as you see on these bottles of water here
make sure we get those just as the Committee haswith the lines, but in a grid which would have
secured those and we shall have a look at them.embedded information in it and the enforcement
MrHamilton:Could I just follow up on that last partoYcers could use a scan to track easily whether or
about an identifier on the bottle? One of the thingsnot illicit cigarettes were being sold in retailers or
which was talked about when we were in one of thewarehouses or wherever. Our understanding was
distilleries and which I think is diVerent from whatthat there were about six diVerent companies in the
you were referring to was embedding into the bottleUnited States of America which are currently
the numbers orwhatever and they could trace it righttendering for this type of work to the Californian
back to that point. If it is the case that it is only onestate. Have your oYce been aware of that initiative
penny or two to make a stamp which is valued ator made any investigations with the United States
£5.50, the incentive for the fraudster is there toabout this type of technology? Would you be
redistribute that, to copy it. The diVerence in havingprepared to consider it as a method of using a tax
to do a bottle would be far more restrictive for anystamp?
fraudster to try to get involved in. You are makingMr Pearce: I think this idea was part of the trade’s
great play of the fact that it is hard to get apackage of alternative measures. It was one of their
prosecution, but you could get a prosecution if youlonger term proposals. We are aware of the work
had something embedded in the bottle, surely? Iwhich is going on. Parts of the industry in this
would see that, all the public would see, it would becountry are leading in it. A couple of things to say. It
embedded and if it were not there, then they wouldis long-term; we are looking at 2006 to get the thing
know it was a fraudulent bottle.rolling in this country and it will be a lot longer after
Chairman: Some of the bottle plants we visited hadthat before there is any really extensive use within
lot numbers embedded, etched on the glass, actuallythe country. Second, for law enforcement, the real
on the bottle, not in the label but on the bottle.benefit would be to have the electronic chip showing

the duty status. That is the key: the duty status of the
product. That would indeed be a benefit for Q358 Mr Hamilton: Physically in the glass.

Mr Pearce: I understand. It is fairly similar to theCustoms. The big problem, the flaw, is that we
would lose the visual identification that themembers discussion we had a while back about the fiscal

mark. The weakness of that system is that withof the public, legitimatemembers of the trade, would
want to use. That is where the impact of a chip like inward diversion that would have to be applied

before the product came into the UK. It could stillthat would fall down when compared to the benefits
of tax stamps. then be subject to diversion. The product could still

find its way onto the illicit market. It would be
marked and visually apparent to anyone looking toQ357 Ann McKechin: You seem to have a thing
buy it “Legitimate. UK duty paid”. Because there isabout members of the public actually looking at the
no link between the application of the lot number orduty paid. If they go into a bar, they are not going to
the fiscal mark to the actual payment of the duty, itsee the bottle, or it is going to be in one of those
would not necessarily be duty paid. That is thespecial holders. If they go into an hotel or club, in
fundamental diVerence between the fiscal mark,fact various sorts of places where illicit sales may be
which I think is what you are talking about here, andgoing through, they are not going to see the bottle. I
the actual tax stamp.do not know how many members of the public

phone you up to say they think tax has failed to be
paid on a cigarette, even with the duty paid Q359MrHamilton:The ScotchWhisky Association

sets out several alternatives to the tax stamp. I knowcertificate. It seems to me rather odd that you seem
to rely on the fact of visibility. If someone put a you have indicated that you do not have a closed

mind if any other ideas come forward, but I think itspecial holograph stamp in a bar code and put next
to it on the label “UK duty paid”, as you do with is nearly there. You have not been convinced by any

of the proposals which have been put forward. Cancigarettes, then there would be some form of visual
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you expand on the reasons why you rejected those John Healey: No.
discussions you have had with the Scotch whisky
industry over several meetings and indeed a number

Q362 Mr Hamilton: This way you are making themof detailed proposals they put? Why is every single
pay for everything.one of them not practical?
John Healey: Emphatically not. Over the last fewJohn Healey: It certainly is not the case that every
years we have increased the resources and thesingle one of them is not practical. The trade has
personnel Customs are deploying to try to tackleasked us to treat them in aggregate, not pick and
alcohol and spirits fraud. We shall continue to domix. The total impact of all the measures together
that as is necessary. You will have seen the packagewould still produce an impact on the level of fraud
of measures and support the government arewhich is significantly less than tax stamps.
prepared to put in place to try to help deal with someEssentially, the trade has come up with a mixture of
of the compliance costs. That is a very significant hitproposals which has some potentially useful ideas
on the exchequer. There is also the commitment thewith limited scope to hit the fraud, some which are
Chancellor made in the budget to freeze duty ratesalready being pursued by Customs, some which
on spirits for the remainder of this Parliament. Itfrankly, as things stand in Europe, it would be illegal
may be discounted by some in the industry, but letto operate and some of which, in our judgment,
me be clear to the Committee that this next year iswould be ineVective. We set out the analysis in the
going to cost the exchequer £40 million doing that.regulatory impact assessment. Essentially in the end
The following year it is going to cost £70million. Thethere are three consistent flaws with the package.

The first is that it leaves the field open very concern you have is not the case, that somehow this
significantly for the fraudster to displace their is a way of putting all the onus on the trade and the
methods, principally away from outward diversion problem and the reason for doing that is somehow
to inward diversion, strict smuggling, perhaps that we do not want to give Customs the resources
moving on much more to the Registered Excise or the exchequer the cost of an alternative approach.
Dealers territory. That is the first problem. The
second problem is that even tightening the system in

Q363 Mr Hamilton: So Customs are not involved inthe way that the package of proposals is designed to
the cutback in the civil service which is being talkeddo, it would still leave the system susceptible at any
about, is that right, when the amalgamation takesstage to a complicit dealer diverting the goods.
place with the Inland Revenue? Is that what you areThirdly, what it lacks, what we have been discussing
saying? Is there not going to be a cutback?principally, what the tax stamps oVer, is the visible
John Healey:No. It was a central part of the Budgetindication to the customer, the retailers, the
statement that Customs, like other governmentCustoms oYcer that here is a bottle of spirits on
departments, are going to deliver eYciency savingswhich the duty has been paid or secured. The
and a reduction in the number of posts over the nextpackage of proposals just does not deal with that

unique advantage which tax stamps would have. few years required to do their job. In a sense this is
nothing new for Customs.With the changing nature

Q360 Mr Hamilton: Let me put this to you. At one of the challenges Customs face, with the changing
of the bottling plants we visited it was put very demands and expectations of taxpayers, including
forcibly by one of the manufacturers: what more businesses, it just has to be the case that they change
does the industry have to do? What additional the way they operate. We have done that over the
proposals or safeguards do they have to come up last few years. For instance, we set up the National
with, what additional assurances can they give you, Advice Service. Instead of 38 sites oVering advice
in order to avoid the imposition of the tax stamp? and information to taxpayers, it has been
They were basically saying: tell us what we need to consolidated into six. We have set up the national
do to avoid the imposition. What do they need to do co-ordination unit to support frontline oYcers. We
to convince you? have reworked, particularly in the central region and
John Healey: The Chancellor was very clear in the the south, the deployment of law enforcement,
Pre-Budget Report in December. It was an intelligence and investigation and detection oYcers.
invitation to the trade and we worked with the trade In each of those cases it has been driven in part bywhere we could as well, to come up with an

the demands on the department, in part driven byalternative or a set of alternatives which would have
our ability, particularly with new technology, to cuta similar impact on the levels of fraud which we face
out some of the back oYce manual processes whichin the UK. If they could do that, then that for us
go on and it has allowed us to invest more in thewould be a viable alternative to proceeding with tax
frontline, fraud tackling, anti-smuggling,stamps. They worked really hard at that and I pay
intelligence and detection, VAT assurance staV andtribute to the work they have done, but frankly the
that is what we shall continue to do. The Chancellorpackage of proposals unfortunately did not pass
confirmed in questions today, as he did in themuster.
Budget, the scale of the posts which Customs will be
able to take out over the next few years. The purposeQ361 Mr Hamilton: Is it the case that a number of
of doing so, for us as a Labour Government here, isthe proposals which were put forward actually
so that we can re-invest those resources into themeant that Customs and Excise might have to do a
frontline. Some will be re-invested into the Customsbit more and that would cost the Treasury a bit

more money? frontline; others will be part of what we as a
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government will be able to re-invest to beef up Q369 Mr Carmichael: I know you do.
John Healey: For two principal reasons. The first isfurther the frontline in schools, hospitals, policing
that there is experience in some countries which haveand community crime.
designed and incorporated their tax stamps in a way
which does build in security features, which gives us

Q364 Mr Carmichael: You have spoken about the some confidence that you can deal with the problem
visual impact of this strip stamp and if I understood of counterfeiting of stamps. The second is that in
you correctly you are saying that is what sets your some of the early discussions we have had with
proposals apart from all the other options there are leading security printers, there is a degree of
to be pursued, including those from the industry. Is assurance that they are prepared to give as part of
that a fair point? potentially being interested in this business which
John Healey: It is one of three. It is a significant would give us, as a government, and would give the
feature, but it is not the only feature. industry, a much greater degree of confidence that

we can do this in a way which makes it very much
more diYcult and minimises very significantly theQ365 Mr Carmichael: Mr Pearce was telling us risk that these things are going to be produced in a

today about the printing of a fiscal mark on counterfeit way.
cigarettes and indeed we heard evidence from your
colleagues in Customs and Excise at the last session

Q370 Mr Weir: I just want to follow up on thisthat was one of the reasons why they thought this
question of visibility. On several occasions both you,was a workable option, the fact that they had used
Minister, and Mr Pearce have mentioned thethis printed mark, which is diVerent but similar, on
visibility aspect, in particular youmentioned the factcigarette packets. I was told recently that in fact
that the consumer could see the stamp, the retailerthere is now an escalating problem with counterfeit
could see the stamp. We have talked abouttobacco and counterfeit tobacco packs, to such an counterfeiting. How many consumers or even

extent that the National Audit OYce are now retailers are going to be able to tell the real stamp
conducting their own investigation into that. Is that froma counterfeit stamp?Given that all the evidence
the case? we have heard so far is that the problem is not at the
John Healey: I can certainly check, but I do not distillery end but at the retail and distribution end of
knowwhether the National Audit OYce are looking the market, I do not see how this visibility is going to
at the question of counterfeit tobacco. help in anyway. Surely anybodywho is buying in the

retail sector, who is buying alcohol from a non-
recognised wholesaler, knows exactly what theyQ366 Mr Carmichael: And tobacco packs.
are doing.John Healey: What is certainly the case is that the
Mr Pearce: The key here is educating the public andtobacco industry is extremely concerned, as we are,
the trade at the time of the implementation of taxabout what appears to be a rapidly emerging trend,
stamps as to how to recognise a genuine tax stampwhere a greater proportion of the illegal and illicit and what it represents and what they should do

tobacco and cigarettes coming into this country is indeed if they find unstamped product. I am sure
not simply without any duty paid, but is actually there will be some very poor counterfeit stamps, just
counterfeit product of established brands. Clearly as I expect in time there to be some very good ones.
we share a very active interest with the four major I would hope that the security features we
tobacco manufacturers in this country in trying to incorporate in the stamp will allow the average
stamp that out. It is certainly a significant problem. member of the public to identify the poorer

counterfeits which do come along.

Q367 Mr Carmichael: It is presumably not duty
Q371 Mr Weir: Given that the average member ofpaid, so it is the same issue. Mr Pearce, are you
the public probably could not tell you which aaware of the NAO investigation.
counterfeit £20 was as opposed to a real one, why isMr Pearce: I am afraid I am not. Tobacco is not
it going to be any diVerent with strip stamps?my field.
John Healey: I would say that most retailers andJohn Healey: It is not entirely the same problem, if I
shop staV are reasonably good and there is somemay say so. Clearly part of the counterfeit operation
very straightforward countertop technology whichis about how they manufacture and print the
helps them identify counterfeit currency notes.packaging, but the other area of principal concern,

and this is not similar to the alcohol field, is that the
Q372 Mr Weir: There are still millions of them inproduct itself, the tobacco and cigarettes are
circulation.counterfeit. That is not a problem we have generally
John Healey: May I pick up one further point inwithin the spirits field.
your first questionwhich is the suggestion fromwhat
you said that somehow this problem may be

Q368 Mr Carmichael: Do you not think it confined to unregistered operators. One of the
undermines the reliance you put on the importance important cases which I want Customs to be able to
of a visual mark though? brief the Committee on involves eight connected
John Healey: No, I do not think it does. We regard investigation cases. It involves 311 container-loads

of alcohol which have been diverted. In each case,tax stamps as a workable option.
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the players involved have been registered in this Pernod Ricard, they regard their operation in
Ireland as an entity. They currently have threecountry and elsewhere in Europe. So the registration

itself is not a guarantee at the moment of no bottling plants, two in Eire, one in Bushmills itself.
They are going to be closing one shortly in Eire, butinvolvement in fraudulent activity. It is not simply

that our system is only being subverted by those who the one in Dublin is the only one between them and
Bushmills which actually already has a stripare not approved or who are not registered by the

system we have in place. machine. In other cases, where we have visited
bottling plants or we have received evidence, there is
evidence of very aged bottling machinery around.Q373 Ann McKechin: You have mentioned the
Do you not consider that there is a real danger,Budget’s proposals for assisting the industry in
because bottling plants are where the majority of theterms of the compliance costs. However, is it not the
jobs are in thewhisky industry, that either they couldcase that there is a limit to the financial assistance
be moved to other plants, for example in theyou can give to the industry, particularly under EU
Bushmills case, or alternatively, given the costscompetition rules, which I understand prevent you
which are going to be involved, the major distillersfrom giving more than ƒ100,000, about £67,000, to
may well look at outsourcing the bottling outwitha bottling plant to help them with buying a new
the UK to where the labour costs may be lessmachine capable of putting on the strip stamps? We
expensive?understand that currently the cost of such amachine
John Healey: It is fair to say that one can onlyis up to £34 million plus. There would have to be one
estimate and anticipate the likely responsewithin thefor each bottling line in a plant, so for some plants
industry and it will be diVerent from company tomore than one machine may be required. What are
company because clearly diVerent companies willyour views about whether or not the assistance given
have a diVerent set of circumstances and competitiveis actually going to have a significant eVect, given the
pressureswhichwill inform those decisions for them.likely cost of the machinery?
There will be an opportunity within this. OurJohn Healey: The short answer is that if we get this
assessment suggests that just under half of the spiritsright it will be of very significant assistance. Getting
imported into theUK is likely to have the tax stampsit right involves further detailed discussion with the
applied in the UK, so that would be new businesstrade. The area of potential support you identified is
available to companies in the UK; there is anjust one of a number. It relates, you are quite right,
opportunity there. You are quite rightly concernedto the current European Union state aid legislation
about the costs. In the case of Bushmills, particularlywhich will allow government, without falling foul of
in the County Antrim plant, the concern is that thestate aids, therefore being seen to distort
company itself might choose, for commercialcompetition within the European Union, to give to
reasons, to do its whole bottling and tax stampany firm over a period of three years up toƒ100,000.
application inDublin rather than in CountyAntrim.That is the case irrespective of the size of the firm.
I recognise that there will be particular pressures andClearly if you have a flat rate grant which you are
decisions which some of these companies will take.prepared to make available to assist with set-up
There is a limit to how far we can second-guess that.costs, it is likely to be proportionately more valuable
What I would say, and I have said this to otherto the smaller producer and the smaller operation
Members who have concerns about operations inthan it is to the larger one. In terms of the new
their constituency, is that we have worked with themachinery which you are concerned about, the
industry to produce the estimate and the analysis ofanalysis the industry has done, which we have gone
compliance costs. What I am keen that we do isover with them and have accepted and agreed,
cross-check or verify that, where there are particularsuggests that with machinery and capital
individual firms who are prepared to disclose theinvestment, the one-oV first year costs, the large
plans and potential costs that they think will beinvestment and the expensive investments are going
involved in tax stamps. I am very happy, and I haveto be made by the big companies I talked about
made this undertaking to other Members, to look atearlier. So those nine largest firms in the industry are
the details which individual firms are prepared tolikely, according to the costs the industry have
supply, in part to assess, in part to scrutinise, but inproduced and which we reproduce in the regulatory
part also to verify whether or not the individual firmimpact assessment, to be looking at £12.8 million.
and our joint assessment of the overall complianceThat is £12.8 million out of a total capex cost of
cost and the likely distribution is indeed as accurate£15.4 million. That is more than 80% of the capital
as it can be. In the case of Bushmills in particular, Iexpenditure costs which are likely to be borne by the
should be interested if you, the Committee, or thenine biggest players. In those circumstances you
local Member wanted to let me have the details ofcould perhaps see how that element of a potential
the issues faced by Bushmills.oVsetting, compensating package to the industry is

going to oVer relatively greater help to a small
company faced with some capital expenditure than Q375 Mr Lyons: May I go back to the question of
it will to the Diageos or the Allied Distillers of this counterfeiting? An article in last Sunday’s paper,
world. Scotland on Sunday, referred to a letter which had

been sent by Drew Samuel, who is the Managing
Director of Gavin Watson, not just a leadingQ374AnnMcKechin:Whenwe looked, for example,
security products company, but very well respected.at the case of Bushmills in Northern Ireland, part of

Irish Distillers, which in turn are part of Groupe The claim was made that he had written to Customs
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and Excise on this question of counterfeiting of the assistance you are going to have to be talking
about, will you also be talking to the companiesmachines readily available in China for the
about the ongoing costs they have to take on?production of strip stamps when they come along.
John Healey:Yes, and part of the work industry hasCan you confirm whether that letter has been
already done and done with us to verify covers, asreceived by Customs and Excise?
you quite rightly say, not just the one-oV costs, theJohn Healey: As it sounds as though it was
set-up costs in the first year costs, which we total toaddressed to Customs rather than to me, I would
be just over £23 million, but the ongoing annualneed to check that, but I shall check that.
costs, if no oVsetting measures are put in place, andMr Pearce: No, I am not aware of it personally.
they total just under £54million. You are quite right,John Healey: Let us be clear. Mr Pearce would not
there are several what we would classify and willdeal with correspondence necessarily on the law
confirm in the RIA as production costs. In part thatenforcement side. Essentially he and his team are
is about extramaterials theymay need to buy, whichoperational. He would not necessarily see
they do not need to buy now, for the strip stampscorrespondence.
operation. It is also about the loss of running speed
and therefore eYciency which has been built into the

Q376 Mr Lyons: The correspondence claimed that compliance cost calculations. The production cost
there were at least 25 major manufacturers in China element also, because we asked the trade to look at
ready to supply these machines on a no-questions- this in these terms, included the cost of printing and

distributing the tax stamps themselves. Theasked basis. It raises the question, not just about
Chancellor confirmed at the Budget that rather thancounterfeiting the stamp itself, but if you have
that being a cost which the industry would bear,machinery which is capable of providing that type of
which it often is in other countries, that would bestamp, why put it in an authentic whisky bottle.Why
covered by the government, by Customs at no costnot just provide a low quality whisky yourselves?
to the industry. The other and most significantYou will really make a killing in terms of money. Is
feature of the ongoing costs which the industrythat not a danger?
estimate will be there for compliance is that overMr Pearce: It is a danger, but in our assessment not
40% of those annual additional costs are financea great one. There is currently a minor problem with
costs. Principally this is about the potential cost ofcounterfeit product, which is not only a problem for
increasing the working capital which companiesthe industry in terms of brand protection, but also
would have if they had to pay for the strip stampspublic health and that would be of great concern to
up-front. You will be aware that the Chancellor hasus. The one diVerence normally found with
also made clear, and I have as well, that we will lookcounterfeit product is that it is either distilled in this
to try to introduce the system of tax stamps in a waycountry and therefore is relatively far easier to
which means that people who use them, need todetect, or it is smuggled in and never actually gets
purchase and apply them, do not have to pay forinto the legitimate duty suspended supply chain as
them up-front. If we can succeed in doing that, thendoes legitimate product.With a smuggled product, it
we take out nearly 40% of the ongoing annual costsis relatively—I say relatively—more straightforward
to the industry as part of the compliance with the taxto detect at the frontier when it is being brought in.
stamp system.I would hope that we would be in a much better

position to detect that product coming into the
country than we would with product being moved Q378 Mr Carmichael: When Customs and Excise
within the duty suspension system. oYcers gave evidence to us, they told us about an

exercise in which 300 retail premises in London had
been raided and 143 of them, if I recall correctly,

Q377 Mr Hamilton: The Minister has already were found to have spirits in respect of which no
indicated that he knows he has to screw industry and excise duty had been paid. One of the points they
raise revenue, that is not what we are about. One of made was that there is a diYculty in prosecuting
the things you indicated in answer to the previous these people because it is an oVence of knowingly
question, which I thought was very helpful, was intromitting with these non-duty-paid goods and
about the capital cost and assisting companies with indeed that is the case as I now understand it,
that cost. One of the big major factors, and it does although I see that there is a section 170A which
notmatter whether it is a big distillery or a small one, allows for the recovery of civil penalties in respect of
has to be the ongoing cost, because they will have to similar oVences and these are strict liabilities. My
look at additional labour and indeed there will be a question toMr Pearce is first of all: in these 143 cases
massive reduction. For example, in one of the were any civil penalties recovered? Second, if the
bottling plants it is impossible to do 500 bottles and point is about the oVences under the Customs and
you stretch that machine to the end of it. When you Excise Management Act being so diYcult to
go to the small companies like on Islay, there is a prosecute because they are oVences which require a
developing company where they have a bottling guilty knowledge, as government why do you not
plant beginning to develop, they would have to re- change the law to make them strict liability oVences,
look at the ongoing costs of bringing people in perhaps with an oVence of due diligence?
because by the very nature of strip stamps there Mr Pearce: To my knowledge, we did not apply any
would be more wastage and they would have to of the civil penalties under section 170A in any of the

cases to which you refer.come back on that.When you look at the capital cost
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Q379 Mr Carmichael:Why was that? John Healey: You are dead right. One of the
problems at the moment, asMr Pearce was trying toMr Pearce: The reason is that we have at our
explain, is that in those 143 cases—and you aredisposal a number of other sanctions which we can
correct about the figure of 300—in order to takeuse, including section 170, civil penalties, and
them to the courts, in order to prosecute, we have toincluding where possible criminal prosecution. The
be able to demonstrate guilty knowledge.other sanctions which we did employ are of course

seizure and non-restoration of the goods. In a
Q385 Mr Carmichael: So change it. You are thenumber of cases, again where we were able to
government: change it.identify guilty knowledge, we were able to seize
John Healey: With tax stamps that becomes a goodvehicles which were either loading or unloading,
deal easier.sometimes storing, the product. That particular

exercise was a multi-agency exercise involving the
Q386 Mr Carmichael: But the tax stamps put theMetropolitan Police, Trading Standards Agency
burden onto the distillers.and licensing oYcers. The licensing oYcers, where
John Healey: Nobody can buy and re-sell bottles ofthere was evidence of complicity with the retailer,
spirits without a tax stamp and claim that they werehave taken away the information to weigh up
not aware that the duty was not paid.against their next renewal of the liquor licence.

Given that there are all these other sanctions which Q387MrCarmichael:But tax stamps put the burden
we can and do use, in those circumstances it was not onto the distillers. What I am talking about is
considered appropriate to use— striking at the people who are the end chain of the

problem. Why are you not doing that first to see
Q380 Mr Carmichael: Not one of them had a civil what impact that has?
penalty imposed. John Healey: It is a part of the picture, but the
Mr Pearce: No. principal problem does not lie at the end of the

chain, just as it does not lie at the start of the chain
with the producers. The principal problem lies in theQ381 Mr Carmichael: Minister, on changing the
middle and it is set within the duty suspension andlaw.
movement system we have which allows, nayJohn Healey:We may not look to change the law in
requires, that spirits be moved, sold and re-soldthat particular way on penalties. Part of the
many times, crossing borders within the Europeandiscussion we shall have within this House during
Union, without the duty actually having been paidthe passage of the Finance Bill and then
and requires a system of physical and manualsubsequently in any regulations which bring the tax
documentation which is specified in a way whichstamp regime into place will be about the
does not allow us properly to identify some of theseappropriate level and regime for penalties which movements and gives considerable scope for theneed to be put in place to underpin the tax stamps fraudsters to falsify the documents.regime. That is an issue I know we are going to be

debating. Q388 Chairman: In conclusion, will there be any
exemptions of the strip stamp, for example for

Q382 Mr Carmichael: Surely though, if there were a alcohol below a certain strength, for firms
employing fewer than a certain number of people orprosecutable oVence, that would be an obvious way
on bottles which are less than 70cl?of drying up one of themajor outlets for duty evaded
John Healey: We are looking at exempting fromwhiskywithout putting the burden onto the distillers
this requirement certain types of spirit and spiritwho are by common agreement not the people who
based drink. We are looking at exempting certainare responsible for the duty evasion.
sizes of bottles. We are not looking at exempting aJohn Healey: The principal players, the guiding
certain size of company and this will be clear in theminds in these frauds—
draft clauses of the Finance Bill which I would
encourage the Committee to examine. This is a veryQ383 Mr Carmichael: That is why I am suggesting
legitimate and important area of debate which Iyou make it a strict liability oVence. know we are going to have in this House as theJohn Healey:—are not the ones selling these bottles legislation passes through both in the chamber andto the punter on the street. in committee.
Chairman: Minister, may I thank you and Mr

Q384 Mr Carmichael: The people selling it to the Pearce very much indeed for coming along today
punter on the street though would be much less and for being frank and full with your answers to
inclined to do so if they thought there was some the Committee. I can assure you that this will be
realistic prospect of them being taken to the court extremely helpful to us when we come to making
and given a serious punishment, which does not exist our report. Once again, thank you very much for

your attendance.at the moment.
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APPENDIX 1

Letter to Mr Alistair Carmichael MP from Spectroscopic & Analytical Developments Ltd

Dear Mr Carmichael

DETECTION OF COUNTERFEIT WHISKY

As a speaker in the recent debate on the proposal by the Treasury that, in order to overcome loss of
revenue caused by the sale of untaxed counterfeit spirits all bottles sold in the UK should carry a stamp,
we are sure you will be interested Diageo’s new whisky authenticator—a technically advanced, inexpensive,
solution to the detection of counterfeit product, which could avoid the use of stamps.

Diageo is the first company to adopt the new testing kit. They developed the technique used and then
worked with UK company sAd to make a portable, easy to use instrument. Diageo announced the
breakthrough on Thursday 12th February.

The authenticator is designed to be both portable and easy to use, allowing Customs and Excise, Trading
Standards and other policing bodies to check suspect product on the spot as soon as they are discovered and
to have the results of the test in under a minute. Before now tests have been conducted in a lab and results
have taken a week or so for results to come through.

This groundbreaking, technically advanced new product has been developed in the UK. As a patented
British product the authenticator has world-wide potential not just in anti counterfeiting of whisky, but—
when adapted—for identifying other counterfeit spirits and for measuring details such as pollution in water
and wine quality.

The instrument stores the “fingerprints” of the genuine products, to which themeasurement of the suspect
sample, is compared. A green light indicates genuine product and a red light something else.

In addition to identifying counterfeit products the instrument can also detect the presence of extra water
in a genuine product, a source of lost revenue the Treasury does not appear to have considered.

Attached is a Press Release giving more details1.

Dr John P Ferguson
Director

12 February 2004

APPENDIX 2

Letter to the Committee from CBI Scotland

INQUIRY INTO THE POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF TAX STAMPS ON SCOTCH WHISKY
AND OTHER SPIRIT DRINKS

I am writing to contribute the views of CBI Scotland to the Inquiry into tax stamps, which we welcome.
CBI Scotland is the largest and most broadly based Scottish business organisation, representing the views
of more than 26,000 businesses of all sizes and sectors.

We would like to support the concerns raised by the Scotch Whisky Association (SWA) in their written
evidence. While all of us want to see alcohol fraud tackled eVectively, this must be done in ways which are
eVective and well-targeted while minimising compliance burdens on the industry. As the SWA evidence
makes clear, there is much doubt as to whether the tax stamps proposals meet these criteria.

The point about minimising compliance burden is especially important in the wider context of the cost
pressures on Scottish manufacturers. Such firms tend to face higher business rates and water charges than
firms elsewhere in the UK, and the CBI’s latest Scottish Industrial Trends survey while showing a welcome
improvement in orders, also shows relentless erosion of margins as costs creep up faster than selling prices.
An unnecessarily burdensome and possible less than eVective anti-fraud proposal for the spirits industry is
not what is needed at such a time.

We note that the SWAhas submitted to the Committee details of various alternative anti-fraud proposals.
Other CBI members have been involved in the discussions around some of these alternatives, and we hope
that the Committee will look carefully at them.

Please let me know if we can be of any further assistance.

Matthew Farrow
Head of Policy

1 March 2004

1 Not published.
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APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by the Scottish Trades Union Congress

Introduction

1. The STUC represents some six hundred and 30,000 workers across Scotland, the members of our
aYliated trade unions.

2. We speak for trade union members in and out of work, in the community and in the workplace, and
our aYliates have interests in all sectors of the economy.

Key Messages

3. The STUC believes that the introduction of tax stamps will:

— Provide an unwelcome barrier to productivity and competitiveness in the Scotch whisky industry;

— Increase job insecurity amongworkers in the industry,many ofwhom live andwork in fragile rural
communities which oVer little prospect of alternative employment;

— Potentially upset the generally constructive industrial relations currently enjoyed within the
industry; and,

— Have little impact on fraud.

Importance to the Scottish Economy

4. Scotch whisky is Scotland’s third largest export and, unlike some other important manufacturing
sectors, draws most of its inputs from local suppliers. Over 10,000 people are directly employed in Scotch
whisky production with some 41,000 jobs in Scotland (and 65,000 jobs across the UK) indirectly supported
by Scotch whisky production.

5. When considering the importance of these jobs to the Scottish economy it must be borne in mind that
many are embedded in our economically fragile rural communities. Experience in the textiles, fishing and
oil industries tells us that jobs lost in the rural economy can be diYcult to replace. Therefore, any new
initiative that threatens to disproportionately aVect the rural economy must be treated with great caution.

6. It is vitally important that the Scotch whisky industry remains competitive to support Scottish jobs
and the wider, especially rural, economy. It is a concern that in the increasingly competitive global market
extra costs may lead employers, rightly or wrongly, to move their bottling operations to low labour cost
economies overseas.

Tax Stamps

7. The STUC recognises, as does the industry itself, that there is a problem with the evasion of duty on
spirits. This fraud aVects trade union members as;

— workers through the negative impact on the legitimate trade; and,

— citizens through the loss of government revenue which could be spent on providing important
public services.

8. However, we believe that the introduction of tax stamps will place an unnecessary burden on the
industry, which is bound to adversely aVect productivity and competitiveness. We are also not convinced
that tax stamps will tackle fraud eVectively.

9. The whisky industry currently benefits from employee relations which are generally positive. We are
aware that our aYliates the GMB and Amicus have a number of successful partnership agreements with
employers in the whisky industry.

10. We are therefore particularly concerned that the introduction of tax stamps could adversely aVect
this positive situation. The stamps are easily concealed and very valuable, each worth £5.48 in excise duty
for a 70cl bottle of whisky. While we do not believe that our members would ever jeopardise their jobs by
indulging in theft we must accept that employers will have to implement new security procedures that may
not be easily absorbed into workplaces where trust and respect between employer and workforce have been
the norm. An unhappy workplace is a less productive workplace.

Conclusion

11. The STUC believes that a modern open economy like Scotland can only prosper if it is eVectively
regulated and if employers are prepared to shoulder costs that should properly fall on them rather than the
general taxpayer. Therefore, we often disagree with employer representative bodies over what constitutes a
“burden” on business.
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12. However, in this instance we do agree that the introduction of tax stamps is indeed an unnecessary
burden on the Scotch whisky industry. The potential consequences for the industry, its employees and the
Scottish economy hugely outweigh any discernible benefits.

13. We would encourage the Committee to look at the alternative proposals submitted by the Scotch
Whisky Association and lobby the Treasury to consider methods of reducing fraud which do not involve
the introduction of tax stamps.

March 2004

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum from The Scottish Council for Development and Industry

1. The Scottish Council for Development and Industry (SCDI) is an independent economic development
organisation that strengthens Scotland’s economy through the formulation and promotion of innovative
public policies to encourage sustainable economic prosperity. Its members are drawn from businesses, local
authorities, trades unions, educational institutions and the voluntary sector.

2. SCDI welcomes the Committee’s decision to hold an inquiry into the proposal, as announced in the
December 2003 Pre-Budget Report, “to make preparations for the implementation from early 2006 of the
Roques report recommendation to introduce tax stamps for spirits.” It is an issue that SCDI has previously
expressed concerns to HM Treasury (March 2002) due to the adverse impact it will have on the Scotch
Whisky industry. SCDI welcomes the opportunity to reiterate its views to the Committee.

3. SCDI’s first concern is in regard to trade. Whisky accounted for £2.285 billion (14.5%) of Scotland’s
£15.725 billion of manufactured exports in 2002. Ease of access to export markets is of vital importance for
the success of this Scottish product. The Whisky industry and the UK Government have, in the past,
successfully argued against the introduction of tax stamps in international markets such as Norway on the
grounds that they are a barrier to trade. As stated by the Department of Trade and Industry in 1997, tax
stamps “conflict with the free movement of goods” and are contrary to the goal of establishing a single
market throughout the EU.Were theUK to introduce tax stamps our positionwould be completely reversed
and other governments may also be encouraged to introduce them to the disadvantage of the export trade
of the industry.

4. SCDI is also concerned that there is a lack of evidence over the eVectiveness of tax stamps in combating
fraud. Indeed, as far as SCDI is aware, several countries, including the USA, have abolished their use due
to a lack of eVectiveness and others have investigated their use only to reject them.

5. On a micro level, the cost of introducing these tax stamps would have a major impact on whisky
producers, particularly small distillers. Significant investment in new specialised machinery would be
required which would impact negatively on established eYcient production processes.

6. The cash flow of companies would also be seriously aVected. Stamps would be purchased and duty
paid prior to the product being bottled in contrast to the present systemwhere duty is paid when the product
is distributed to the retailer. Inevitably, a significant time lag will occur between paying duty via a tax stamp
and the recovery of that duty once the product has been purchased, adversely aVecting cash flow.

7. Any added cost to the distillers will, inevitably, be reflected in the price of Whisky to the customer.
Due to the nature of demand for Whisky and other spirits, which is very price sensitive, ie when price
increases, demand falls by a greater proportion, revenue to the Exchequer could be aVected by the
introduction of tax stamps. This will dilute the main reason for tackling alcohol fraud, namely the loss of
taxation revenue.

8. Finally, in the Pre-Budget Report, it states that theGovernment, “will also consider any new proposals
the spirits industry wishes to put forward in the coming months for alternative measures that would be as
eVective in tackling spirits fraud as tax stamps”. SCDI understands that the Whisky industry has brought
forward a series of proposals that would be significantly more eVective than strip stamps, both in terms of
revenue gained and fraud combated. These measures include a revision to the system of guarantees used
when moving and warehousing spirits and improved partnership working between the spirits industry and
Customs and Excise using the existing Joint Spirits Fraud Task Force (JSFTF).

9. In fact it has been initiatives such as the JSFTF, established two years ago as an alternative to the
introduction of tax stamps at that time, that have been successfully tackling alcohol fraud. As a result, SCDI
notes that there is some dispute as to the extent of the revenue loss due to fraud that tax stamps are intended
to combat. Government estimates are reported to be overstated. Before strip stamps are introduced,
estimates of the impact of fraud must be as accurate as possible, there should be agreement about the extent
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of the problem to ensure that the case for introduction is valid and the Government must state why it is
disregarding the Whisky industry’s positive proposals to address the issue of fraud. Currently, this is not
the case.

10. For these reasons SCDI is against the introduction of tax stamping on spirits. I trust these views will
be taken into consideration.

Ian D DuV
Chief Economist

1 March 2004
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